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GENERAL INFORMATION

PURPOSE OF HARDING COLLEGE
Every college has its own personality. distinct from all
others. It may be cold and formal, or it may be warm, friendly,
and stimulating, winning one's loyalty and love by its service
and understanding. The personality of a college, however, is
determined by its sense of values. and this, in turn, is revealed
in its purpose and the organization through which its aims are
achieved.

Prospective students and parents will want to know

Hnrding College as it really is. While it can be described only
briefly here, the institution is felt as a living force by visitors
who see the coll ege in action.
Our Purpose in Brief
Harding is a Christian college of arts and sciences. Its
purpose is to give students an education of high quality which
will lead to an understand ing and a philosophy of life consistent with Christian ideals. It aims to develop a solid fo undation of intellectual, physical, and spiritual values upon which
students may build useful and happy lives.

Intellectual Aims
It is the conviction of the college that it is more important
to learn how to live than merely how to make a living. A man
will be more successful in his profession if he has developed
a right view of life and an understanding of himself and of
the world in which he moves. During the first two years,
therefore, the student is given a comprehensive introduction
to the complex life of the present and to the courses of human
thought and action which have given him his cultural heritage.
Through the sciences he gains insight into the laws of life
and of the physical world. He finds how these may be controlled for the advancement of human welfare. He learns how to
think accurately and scientifically. to look at problems objectively, and to solve them without prejudice. He should acquire a
~reater reverence for truth and a passionate desire to embrace
It. As he begins the application of the scientific method to the
study and explanation of natural phenomena, he is taking the
first step in the development of the discerning mind and judgment of the mature thinker. It is such clearness of thinking
which has abolished superstitions and false ideas and laid a
foundation for distinguishing between truth and f iction.
Thl·ough literature, philosophy, and the creative arts
the student comes in contact with the ideas and the visions
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that have inspired men. He meets great minds and personalities
whose grasp of life will stimulate and direct the course of his
own thinking.
Through history and the social sciences he learns the
difference between vision and reality and develops a sympa,thetic understanding of human frailty and the possibilities
of h.uman achievement. With a knowledge of the social, econOllliC, and political philosophies that have built our present
world ~e can see more c1eal'ly into the years ahead. At the
same tIme he has been gaining the skills and techniques and
has formed the habits of study which will enable him to exploTe other l'ealms of knowledge and unlock the seCI'ets of the
futw"e.
In the last two years he chooses a special field of knowledge which will round out his development and equip him for a
?hosen profession or vocation. Through fow' years the student
IS ~~ll~S led to a fuller understandil}g of himself and of his own
abilitie.s, to a clearer grasp of the mtellectual process of logical
reasonlug, and a more accurate appreciation of his place in the
world.
Since logical tMDldng and its use in solving our daily
problems require a full understanding of all pertinent data,
students are encouraged to examine aU aspects of questions
before reaching conclusions. On the great issues of human
thought, as weIl as the minor questions which may arise, teachers are urged to present, and to require readings representing, the various points of view. In this way students are led
to an unprejudiced approach fl'om which they can arrive at a
soundness of jUdgment.
Professional Aims
Harding recognizes the importance of preparing young
people to take their places in the world's work. It seeks, therefore, to help them understand their own abilities and aptitudes,
cu.1tivate responsible habits of work, learn how to cooperate
~th othel:S, and discover the particular vocation to which they
WIsh to grve themselves. It offers the basic training leading
to the val'ious profe~sions-?ledicin.e, dentistry, engineering,
law, pharmacy, nUTsmg sOClal serVIce and othe1's, and gives
thorough preparation for teaching, the ministry, business,
and other vocations. It encourages thoroughness, not so much
that the s~ude~t ID!Ly meet th~ competition of others, but that
h~ mfXY gIVe his highest serVIce to the world and may attain
hIS hIghest personal development and satisfaction.
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Unlike the work of the purely professional school, this
training is integrated with the whole liberal arts progra~.
The student, therefore, acquires not merely the skIll of hIS
profession, but also an enriched cultural background.
Social Aims
Along with intellectual development and .professio~al
skills however the college provides those expenences wlncIt
should lead the'student to a cIe~'er unders~.n~in~ of his social
relationships. These include his respo~lb~lity ~ the home,
responsibility ~ ~ .worker 0.' .emp!Oyel' m Ins bu~mess or profession, responslblht~ as a clbz~~ l;D the comm~ml~Y, state, and
nation and finally hJS responslblhty as a Chl'lstian t? all humanity and to a Christian civilization. F~a11y, he. IS !ed to
understand that t he freedom and opportumty we enJOy m our
American way of life, Oll' particip~ti~)l1 in. B: ~or~d economy,
and the continuation of our ChnstlllD Clvlliz.atlOn. are ~e
pendent on men and women of character and ~ntegrlty :WIth
sound well-t.rained, cliscriminating mind and WIth an enlIghtened sense of per'sonal responsibility.
Spiritual Aims
Montaigne wrote "The object of educ~ti~:m is to ma~(e,
not a schOlar, but a man." It js the conVlctlOn of Hardmg
College that nei~h er scholarship nor i.ntel1ect~al develop~ent.
is sufficient basls for the best and rIchest life now, DOl fOl
secUl'ity in the years ahead. Those who have moved the world
upward have always been men of character as well as intellect.
It is the ultimate purpose of Harding College, therefore, to
lead each student to develop, not merely the mind, b!lt the
kind of personality whose influence, gTeat or mall, will add
to the upward trend of civilization.
This means that he will come to l~~e. the ideals of t~'uth,
mercy and justice, to accept responsIbllIty, and to cultivate
self-control. But at the heart of the long stl"u~le of men for
rna tery of themselves and of theil' world has always been the
power of a faith that triumphs over w~a!mess. ~ore thaI?- all
else, thi faith is responsible for the V1SIOD "Yhich ha~ ~lVen
the world its highest developmen~, b~th m~tel"lal an.d spmtua;l.
No one can understand our civilizatIon wlthout knowmg t~us
power which has shaped its thinl<ing and its ideals, and which
has been the strenlrth of its great leaders. Its supreme source
lies in the teaching of the Christ and in the Jewish prophets
who prepared the way for Him.
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For this reason it is required that all students take Bible
each semester or choose from a related field an approved course
whose content will give him a better spiritual understanding of
himself and of the world in which he lives. A list of such approved courses is given at the conclusion of the Bible department. Instructors in Bible conscientiously avoid sectarian,
or peculiar interpretations. The college expecta the student to
come to know the spirit of the Bible itself and its gl'eat principles of life. Each student must, in the end, determine his own
course, but since men live in God's universe, it is vital to their
welfare and happiness to live in harmony with the will and
purpose of the Creator.

ACHIEVING THE AIMS
The ol'ganization through which the college works out its
aims ma.y appear somewhat complicated. Students who come
into it, however, are delighted with the human, friendly, helpful attitude of all who assist them, The four major facilities
listed hel'e are explained in greater detail through the later
pages of the catalog.
A Faculty Interested in The Individual
One of the most important factors in education is the
personal contact between student and teacher. Material and
subject matter may be dead until brought to life by the understanding touch of a master. Books often confuse and are
quickly forgotten, but the views and attitudes, the impact on
personality by an instructor, become a part of one's thinking.
The teachers at Harding College are alert and keenly alive to
present trends in their fields. Memberships in learned societies
and attendance at meetings are exceptionally high. A lal'ge
number are continually engaged in advanced study and institutional research for further perfecting their work. Students will
find such minds stimulating and their search for wider horizons of knowledge under this guidance an exciting experience.
In keeping with the pUl'Pose which guides our work, we
select teachers who not only possess high scholarship but who
also have the character and spiritual understanding essential
to that purpose, Students will find instructors concerned with
their personal welfare. While each is interested in his special
field of knowledge, he is even more interested in the development of the student and is ready to help in the solution of any
problem he may have.
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An Active Counseling Program
To give every student expert and sympathetic guidance
in securing all the advantages of the college and in preparing
himself most effectively for his life's work each student is
assigned to a counselor on whom he is free to call at any time
for advice in personal matters or in the selecting of his courses.
Counselors can guide students around many difficulties, help
them understand the requirements of college life, advise in
financial difficulties, in religious or moral perplexities, and in
personal relations with other students, bring to his attention opportunities he might overlook, and aid him in selecting
those college experiences that will give him the training and
the development needed for his chosen work. These men and
women are personal friends and confidants.
In addition to these counselors, a work coordinator assists
in arranging ell,lp.l~yme!lt for those who nee4 w~rk .. A counselor
in l'eligious actiVIties aids young preachers m fmdmg places to
preach and other young people in finding appropriate opportunities fOl' religions activity. Vocational counselors advise in the
selection of vocations and professions and in pointing out opportunities and requirements in the various fields, Employment
counselors assist in al'fanging contact with suitable employers
and in following up students with further aid whenever needed.
A Living Ourriculum
N ext to the faculty and its close personal superVISIOn,
the type and scope of courses offered are other important
factors in one's educational development. A curriculum that
remains continually the same is soon outmoded. The college,
therefore, encourages each department and each instructor to
study his own field of work, to revise and to change courses or
the content of courses to keep them constantly adapted to
changing needs. The entire curriculum is under continual st~dy
and essential revision to give the student the type of trainmg
and development he needs to meet the conditions of today and
the changes of tomorrow.
Constructive Activities
The final factor in the student's educational development
is the activities in which he may engage. His courses give
basic theories, fundamental techniques, facts, and truths,
and help to stimulate and direct his thinking, but the right
type of activities gives him opportunity to put permanent

,
I
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values into life e..xperiences. The college, therefore, offers a
large variety of wholesome avenues of self-development. The
physical education program is not centered on a ~e'Y athle~es
but includes all students in a vigorous, healt~-build~&: senes
of intramural sports. There is actual .on-the-Job. ~rammg !Ol'
those preparing for nursing or .~e~cal techmcIan Sel'Vlce.
Dl'amatics, debate, and speech activItles; the chorus, glee club
and other musical gl'OUpS; the college newspaper, the annual,
radio broadcasting, and the poetry and cam~ra clubs-all o~fer
valuable experience in many different f.lel~s. The. val'l<?us
retio-ious meetino's special lectures, and IDlSSlOn serVlces gIve
opportunity for ~eiigious growth. Social clubs encoura~'e democratic and Christian cooperation and 4evelop leadershIp. W?rk
expel'iences in offices, library, ca,feterla student center! prmting shop, laundry and cleaning plant, the fal'm, the daIry and
other fields give excellent training.
By a wise selection of activities, the student will at~ain
during his college years a measure of development not possIble
from classroom work alone.
Thus, through the assistance of j~tJ:uctors a!1d counsel?rs
who are genuine friends, through a hvmg CUI'l'lculum whIch
brings the knowledge and experiences of the past to bear ~ll?on
the present and the futun~, and thl'ouo;h well-chosen actlVlties,
the student achieves for hl111self that rlch and full development
which is the ultimate purpose of the college.

SECONDARY TRAINING SCHOOL
For the training of teachers in the s.econdary ~ield ~he
college maintains a complete high school m connectIOn :VI~h
the department of education. Whi,le the faculty and admmIstration are separate from and H~depen.dent of the college
organization, it works in co<?per~tlOn WIt~ the head of the
education department in puttmg mto practIce th.e best edu.cational methods and in supervising directed teachmg. The hIgh
school offers the courses usually given in standard secondary
schools and holds an "A" grade rating with the State Department of Education.

ELEMENTARY TRAINING SCHOOL
The college also maintains an elementary school, under
separate faculty, but C?Opel'ating closely. "Yith the education
department in the trammg and superVlSlon of elementary
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school teacher·s. It holds an "AI> grade rating under the State
DepalUnent of Education and offel'S to a limited number of
children a high quality of training in a model educational
program. In furnishing opportunity for observation and
directed participation it aids in an ideal way in the training
of teachers in the elementary field.

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
Hal'ding College was established at Mon-ilton, Arkansas,
in 1924 through the consolidation of Hal'per College of Harper,
Kansas, and Arkansas Chrjstian College of Morrilton. In 1934
the Galloway College plant at Searcy became available and
Harding College was moved to Searcy.
The college was named in memory of James A. Harding,
co-founder and first president of an earlier college whose
traditions and work the present institution cauies on. It was
considered a fitting tribute to the life of a great man, who
contl'ibuted much to Christian education, and who gave to it
the enthusiasm and impetus of an active life.

LOCATION
Harding College is located in one of the most beautiful,
fertile, and healthful sections of the state. It is fifty miles
from Little Rock on U. S. highway 67, and one hundred fifteen
miles from Memphis on U. S. highway 64.
By automobile Searcy is two and a half hours from
Memphis, fOUl' from Fo t Smith, five from Texarkana; eight
from Oklahoma City, St. Louis, and Nashville; ten from Dallas,
twelve from Kansas City, Amarillo and Chicago.

CLIMATE and SCENERY
The climate is as nearly ideal as one may find. Winters
are mild. The temperature has fallen to zero only a few times
in the history of the state. Summers are usually pleasant.
Hal'ding College is near the foothills of the Ozarks, and
is sUI'rounded by many places of beauty and interest. To the
northwest, the foothills lead up to the mountains, which follow
the course of the river and are traversed by a highway
bordered by picturesque valleys and peaks. Little Red River's
sparkling rapids and deep clear pools make a paradise for the
game fisherman. To the east are lowlands and lakes abounding
in fish.
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THE CAMPUS' and BUILDINGS
The college campus consists of forty acres. It is within
easy walking distance of the business section of town. Large
oaks and elms give a woodland charm.
The twenty-three buildings on the campus, exclusive of
equipment, are valued at more than $2,298,967.
Administration Building
Occupying the central position on the campus is the
three-story Administration Building, a fire-proof structw'e
containing' the president's suite of offices, the offices of the
dean of the college, the dean of students, the registrar,
the business manager and staff, the president's assistant, the director of public relations, and others. Offices
aJ:e air-conditioned. On second floor is the Little Theatre
seating two hundred people. The building also contains a
recording room and classrooms,
Auditorium
The main Auditolium is an integral palt of the Administration Building. It is ah'-conditioned and seats approximately
1,300. It has a stage designed for varied and unusual scenic
effects. Scenery can be elevated 01' lowel'ed quickly into place.
It has the latest theatl'icallighting, public address system, and
projection facilities, together with dressing and storage rooms.
Science Building
This is a three-story brick structure, one hundred and
sixty-five feet long, and fire-proof throughout, completed
in 1926. The two upper fl60rs contain the valious laboratories
for chemistry, physics, biology, and home economics, teachers
offices, and lecture rooms. The first floor contains offices and
general class rooms.
The Library
The primary purpose of the college library is the enrichment of the curriculum by the provision of materials related
to course offerings and by guidance in the wise use of such
materials.
The new, modern library with its open-shelf arrangement
allows students access to approximately 35,000 volumes, 200
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periodicals, hundreds of pamphlets and nine daily newspapers,
The card catalog, periodical indexes, subject index to pamphlets, and the cooperation of faculty and librarians enable
students to receive maximum benefit from library facilities.
In addition to printed materials, a phonograph record collection,
consisting at present of 600 records in music and speech, has
been initiated. A Recol'dak microfilm reader is also available
for reading material on film.
In the new library building the periodical room, l'eference
room, music listening and seminar rooms are located on the
first floor, with stacks and carrels on the second floor. The
building is air-conditioned, and equipped with the latest type
of indh'ect beating and lighting.
To provide instruction in the use of the library materials,
special classes are conducted in the library under the supervision of faculty and librarians.
Social Studies Building
The new thl'ee-story ocial Studies building houses the
School of American Studies, offices, classrooms and research
facilities. It is air-conditioned throughout.
Ganus Student Center
This air-conditioned building is a community center for
students and teachers. It houses the college bookstore, postoffice, inn, offices of the Petit Jean, the Bison, and the alumni,.
a photographic darkroom, an attractive banquet room, and
other facilities.
Music Hall
The Music Hall contains the studios for piano, voice, band
and orchestra, classrooms, practice rooms, chorus room, and
storage rooms for band and orchestral instruments.
Residence Halls
Five dormitories provide housing for approximately 300
women and 350 men. Pattie Cobb and Cathcart Halls are
reside.nce~ for wom.en. Armstrong Hall and East and West
DormItOrIeS are reSIdences for men. All rooms in Armstrong
and Cathcart Halls and many in Pattie Cobb have connecting
baths between each two rooms.
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Sewell Hall contains attractive fire-proof apartments for
faculty and staff. Veteran's Village has apartments for
approximately sixty married students. These, however, are not
restricted to veterans.
Rhodes Memorial Field House
This new gymnasium has three basketball courts, a
skating rink, classrooms, equipment rooms, showers, and
facilities for a broad program of intramural sports.
Swimming Pool
Steam-heated, this white-tiled pool gives opportunity for
instructional courses and recreational swimming throughout
the year.
Training School and Academy
This lal'ge structure houses facilities f or the Training
chool and Academy, which, although separate in management, cooper ate with the department of educat ion in the training of teachers. In addition to an auditorium, it contains the
high school libr ary, laboratol'ies, seventeen classrooms, and
offices. It is except ionally well-fumished and attract ive.
Science Annex
This building contains classrooms, a chemistry laboratory,
and offices.
The Infirmary
The infirmary is equipped with examining rooms laboratory, nurses' quarters and four wards with ten beds. '
Service Buildings
Other buildings include the central heating plant, laundry
and dry cleaning f acilities, workshop, various teachers' homes
and other ser vice buildings.
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SCHOLARSHIPS, LOAN FUNDS, AND
STUDENT AIDS
W. J. Carr Scholarship
The W. J. Carr Scholarship was founded by a gift of
$2500 from W. J. Carr of Junction City, Arkansas. The income
on'the above sum is awarded a deserving student each year.
Elizabeth J. Couchman Memorial Fund
This fund of $940, the income from which is applied o.n a
scholarship for some student each year, was made possIble
through the generosity of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Couchman of
Winchester, Kentucky.
Booth Brothers Memorial Scholarship
The Booth family of Searcy has established a memorial
scholarship of $3,000, the income from which goes annually
to a Searcy student. The donors of this scholarship endowment
are among the best known families in Searcy, and have alw:;tys
felt a responsibility in encouraging good scholarship at Hardmg
College.
Dr. L. K. Harding Memorial Scholarship
This scholarship, created by a gift of $5,000 from Mrs.
L. K. Harding of Henning, Tennessee, is in memory of ~er
husband Dr. L. K. Harding, the eldest son of James A. Hardmg
for who~ the college is named. Dr. Harding beIieyed that. the
best investment one can make for the world IS the nght
traininO" of young people. The income from this scholarship
will, th~refore, carryon this type of work in which he was so
deeply interested.
Mrs. Pauline Law Scholarship
Interest from a fund of $2,600 established by will of Mrs.
Pauline Law of Granite Oklahoma is to be used in scholarships
for ministerial students selected by the college.
Sam W. Peebles Memorial Scholarship
TIllS scholal'ship f und. now $1,500 was st.:'tl'ted by com·
rades and friends of Lt. Sam W. P eebles, Jr., a gl'aduate of
1938, who was ki11ed in service on Novembel' 22, 1944. It had
been his purpose to establish a f und t o help deserving students .
This scholarship' is thel'efore a tribute t o his unselfishness. It
is h oped that It may be increased by his fr iends unt il it is
large enough to f ulfill his dream.
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Establishing Other Scholarships
Studies have shown that for every student in college there
is another student with equal ability who finds it financially
impossible to obtain a college education. To invest in these
students is a worth-while work. Harding College invites others
to establish similar scholarships through gifts and legacies.
Honor Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid
Honor Scholarships, Special Scholarships, or Grants-in-Aid
are available to a small number of high-ranking graduates of
high schools or junior colleges each year, or to students with
special abilities or with special needs. Such scholarships and
grants may be for one year 01' £01' four. Since the scholarships
and aids are based upon the ability of the student as well as
his financial need, students honld submit applications with a
complete scholarship record and letters of recommendation
from their superintendents, principals, teachel's, or others Who
know the quality of thell' wOl'k, their ability, personality, and
character. Applications may be submitted to the Admissions
Office with applications for entrance.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim G. Ferguson Student Loan Fund
This fund of $3,000 is available to worthy students who
have done satisfactory work in Harding College for at least
one semester, and whose scholarship record is entirely satisfactory. The maximum loan to anyone student is $400, with a
maximum of $150 in anyone semester.
C. L. Ganus Loan Fund
Mr. C. L. Ganus, of New Orleans, has made available
$2,000 annually as a loan fund for deserving students who
could not otherwise attend college. As these loans are repaid.
they furnish funds for others who will need them later.
J. M. Pryor Ministerial Student Fund
This is a loan fund of $150 established by Mr. J. M. Pryor
for aid to ministerial students.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse P. Sewell Loan Fund
This loan fund, to be increased at the rate of $200 a year,
has been established through the generosity of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse P. Sewell. It is designed to assist worthy young people
and particularly those who are preparing to preach.
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Sterling Stores, Inc., Student Loan Fund
This fund of $500 is available to deserving students who
have attended. at least .one semester in Harding College, who
are doing entIrely satIsfactory work, and who are of good
character.
Vocational Rehabilitation Aid
Students who may have a subs~an~i:;tl handicap to employment as a result of a per~manent dIsabIhty may receive, at no
cost to themselves, vocatIonal counseling and financial assistance toward. th~ cost of t~eir college training when the
vocational obJectIve of the disabled person is approved by a
rehabilitation cOlmselol"
The student should apply dU-ectly to the vocational rehabilitation service of the state depart ment of education in his
own state, and should at the same time notify the business
office of the college so that we may give any assistance
necessary.
Employment
The school is prepared to offer a certain amount of work
to help deserving students meet a part of their college expenses. Those who expect to work should make application to the
Coordinator of Student Employment and obtain specific assiO"nment of work before they come. Those who come with;ut
having received such previous assignments may be disappointed in obtaining work contracts.
.Any student who has been granted work must realize that
coll:ttnuance in su~h employment is contingent on his rendering
~ tisf.actory serVIce. Should he fail to meet his responsibility
1n tl;ris res~ect and be removed from service, the remaining
portIon of his expenses will then be due in cash.
~tudents are strongly m'ged not to apply for mor e work
~~n J absolutely necessary so as not to place themselves at a
dI ~vantage scholastically, cause impail'1llent of health or
epnve ot her students of work which they may need. Any
tlldebn~ who. works more than tlu'ee hours a day must limit the
num er of Ius class hours.
Upo
..
th . ~ n r eCeIvmg an assignment of work, a student should
c;f et~l~o~~?~~e the amount of cash necessary to meet the balance
'I t the b . s. expenses and come prepared to pay this balance
,
egmmng of the term.
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Placement Service
For the purpose of aiding graduates and other deserving
students to find employment the college maintains a placement
service. Students who desire teaching positions, or employment
with commercial or industrial firms, file their complete credentials in the placement office, and these ar~ brought to ~he
attention of prospective employers. Effort IS made to. ~md
the kind of position for which each student is best quahfle~.
This service is also available to former students and alumnI.
In order that its value may be as great as possible it is
requested that all openings for teachers or others be reported
to the office as soon as known.
Medical and Hospital Service
This facility, the cost of which is included in the regular
registration fee, includes a ten-bed infirma!y undex: the supervision of a registered nurse, and the followmg servICes:
1. A medical examination for new students at the beginning of the semester in which the student enters,
and follow-up examinations as deemed necessary by
the health department. Various vaccines are available, some free, others at cost.
2. Emergencies and accidents which can be adequately
treated by our own nurse and in our own infirmary,
are covered by the fee. Those which require the
services of a physician or outside hospitalization are
not covered but must be paid for by the student.
Accidents o~curring in merely voluntary activities,
such as intramural sports and outings, are not covered
beyond first aid and our own infirmary service.
3. In case of an acute attack of appendicitis, the fee of
the doctor for operation is included, but hospitalization beyond our own infirmary service is not included.
It is recommended that students obtain hospitalization insurance of their choice for such eventuality.
4. Hospitalization in our infirmary upon recommendation of the college nurse.
Students who have not had smallpox vaccination before
entrance may receive it after they come.
The above service does not cover medical attention for
chronic illnesses and matters that should have been attended
to before entrance. Thus it would not include the following:

1.

Treatment of tuberculosis.
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Tonsilectomies, or treatment of chronic hay fever,
asthma, or chronic glandular troubles. These cases
will have the constant care of the nurse, but medical
attention will have to be paid for separately fl·om the
fee.
Drugs, extensive examinations, X-rays. The nurses
and doctors will advise regarding the necessity of
such service, but the cost will be in addition to the fee.
Dental care.

The service, however, which is included within the fee, is
worth far more than the cost. The constant attention of a
registered nurse together with infirmary service is usually
outside the reach of the ordinary family. Yet all this is covered
by the medical and hospital service. Students may select their
own doctor, but all such service must be ananged through
the nurse. The school will not be responsible for any medical
service arranged for by the student alone.

INFORMATION lor NEW STUDENTS
How to Reach Us

The main lines of the Missouri Pacific from Little Rock
to Memphis and from Little Rock to St. Louis pass through
Kensett, Arkansas, which is the college station. Students
arriving at Kensett will find buses or cabs to Searcy.
In addition to the train service, Searcy is served by bus
lines from Little Rock, St. Louis, and Memphis.
Bus fare to the college from Kensett is nominal. Fifty
cents will be charged for delivering trunks from the station
to dormitory rooms at any time.
Expenses
It is OUI· desire to keep expenses at Harding College as
low as possible consistent with efficiency. The boal'ding student can meet all regular expenses for approximately $727.50
for. the year. This includes tuition, fees, room and board . The
resIdent student can meet expenses of tuition and fees for $300.
Room and Board
Rooms in all dormitories are $12.50 per month. Meals at
the college cafeteria in Pattie Cobb Hall are $35.00 per month.
But because of possible instability of food costs the college
res~rves the right to change cost of meals without previous
notIce.
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Regular Tuition and Fees
The school year of nine months is divided into semesters
of eighteen weeks each. Expenses are due at the beginning of
the semester.
For a student carrying the normal load of 16 hours in the
regular liberal arts program the following would be the expense:
Se~ester

Tuition ($7.50 per semester hour) .. $:120.00
Registration fee ................................
30.00

1[ear
$240.00
60.00

Total ............ $150.00 $300.00
School of A~erican Studies
For students enrolled in the School of American Studies
program the expense for the school year (nine months), covering tuition, fees, board and room, is $1,000. For non-boarding
students the cost would be $575.00.
Special Tuition and Fees
Much of the class work in music requires no fees other
than regular tuition. These cultural courses should be included
in every student's program.
Private instruction, however, in piano, voice, violin,
orchestra or band instruments, and speech carry a special
tuition in addition to the semester hour charge, as follows:
Se~ester

Year

Two private lessons a week ...................... $37.50
$75.00
One private lesson a week ................. ....... 22.50
45.00
Class instruction in voice ... ..................... 7.50
15.00
Piano rental, 1 hour per day.................... 4.50
9.00
Piano rental, 2 hours per day.............. ...... 9.00
18.00
Special fees charged only for specific reasons indicated
are as follows:
Late registration fee (after regular day of
enrollment) ............................................................ $ 5.00
Change of class, each change ......... ............................. 1.00
Reinstatement in class after absences ........................ 2.00
Special examinations, each .......................................... 1.00
Preparation of applications for certificates ................ 1.00
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Extra transcripts ........................................................ .. 1.00
Graduation fee ....................................................... ...... ... :1,.0.50
Breakage deposits in chemistry (returnable,
less breakage) each course ...................... .............. 5.00
Expenses for Veterans
The government t akes car e of all expenses for vetel'all.s
whO have their Certificates of Eligibility under PubHc Law 16
or 346, and grant a subsi tence allowance sufficient to covel'
an person al expenses at Harding. Korean veterans under
Public Law 550 also receive an allowance sufficient to cover
college and living expenses in t he liberal arts program. Those
wishing t o take advantage of these educational oppor tunities
should make application as early as possible. Applications
should be made directly to the Dean of the College, an d should
be accompanied by a statement of theil' ed ucational obj ectives
and plans and by a phot ostatic or certif ied copy of their djscharge papers showing their service records. Those entering
under P . L. 16 f or di abled vetenDS should appl y to their state
Veterans Administration headq uarters for counseling and
approval.
Refunds
Since the operatinG' costs of a colleO'e m ust be based upon
an estimated enrollment, all students are granted admissjon
upon the understanding that t hey are to remain a definite
time-a semester or a year. A student, therefore, who withdraws before the expected time, leaves a vacancy which some
other student could have filled. If the withdrawal is unnecessary or result s fl'om t he student 's misconduct, the institution
is under no obligat ion t o refund expenses.
In cases of pl·otl'acted illness or other unavoidable causes
of withch'awal, no r efund is made of registrat iol1 0 special
fees, but r ef unds of t uition, both r egular and special, room,
and board will be govel'lled by the following policy :
Withdrawals
Withdrawals
Withdrawals
Withdrawals
Withdrawals

within 2 weeks ... " .... ........ ." ........ 80% refund
between 2 and 3 weeks ................ 60 % refund
between 3 and 4 weeks ................ 40 % refund
between 4 and 5 weeks ................ 20 % refund
after 5 weeks ................................ no refund
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Reserving Rooms
EVeI'Y reservation must be accompanied by a deposit of
$10.00. In event the reservation is cancelled, this deposit is
r efunded, provided request is made to the college not later
than one month before the opening of the semester. Regularly,
the deposit is returned at the close of t he year minus any
breakage or damage to rooms or fumiture, provided the student's account is in order.

FUrnishings for Rooms
Rooms are furnished with single beds. Students should
bring with them pillows, linens, covers, towels, and such other
articles as they may wish to make their rooms attractive and
homelike.

Part: II:
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Activities at Harding are designed to give every student
a well-rounded development through participation with othel'S
in experiences which he will enjoy, No phase of college work
is more helpful in pel'fecting and emiching personality, Activities are of many different kinds, from religious and intellectual
t o social and athletic, The principal Qrganizations at present
include the following:
The Chapel
One of the most important periods of the day is the chapel
service, Attended by both students and teachers, it helps to
create a unity of feeling and of purpose for the entire school
and draws teachers and students together in a common lifeexperience. It is an extension of the orientation program
through the year, bIinging timulating intellectual, l'eligious,
and aesthetic development. The quiet reverence th.rough the
devotional period and the discus ion of vital questions in
human living make these meetings memorable.
Religious Meetings
Each Monday night various meetings are held which
are attended by students, teachers, and the general public,
Each series is arranged around some study of interest to the
group, such as marriage and the home, the preparation and
work of the preacher, personal evangelism. and missionary
work.

Homecoming .Days
Two homecoming days are arranged each year for alumni
and former students. One of these occur during the Fall
Lectureship and the other on the Wednesday of graduation
;veele At the spring homecoming a business and social meeting .
IS held to which aU ex-students are cordially invited. An alumni
luncheon is arranged immediately following the commencement
program,
Fall Lectures
For th~ benefit of students, and of all others who may be
jble to ayall ~hemselves of the opportunity, a special series of
ectures IS offered each year during the Fall semester,
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It is our purpose to obtain for th~ special short course
men of outstanding experience and abilIty. The lec~ur~s. deal
with vital pl'ohlems facing the c~~ch and the mdIvIdual
Christian and the relation of Chnstlan thought to present
world conditions.

Student Association
A student association exists for the purpose of encouraging the closest possible relationship betw 7en studeJ?ts and
teachers and the fullest coopel'ation of all m preservmg and
enhancing the exc~llence o~ ~he in~titution .. Students are also
represented on VarlOtlS adIDlnlstratlve comrmttees.
Inter-Collegiate Debating
Harding College has established an excellent record in
inter-collegiate debating. Harding deba~ers have won many
first honors in the state and in the MId-South tournaments
including surrounding states.
To students preparing for law, the ministry, or general
public work, this activity offers u'nusual development.
The Campus Players
Membership in the Campus Players of Harding College is
open to both teachers and students. Weekly meetings are h~ld,
in which the drama is studied and one-act and full evenmg
plays are produced.
The Campus Players sponsor, with the aid of other fine
arts groups an annual series of evening programs. They take
active part 'in the State Speech F~stiv~l. They also give ea~h
year a series of workshop plays, dil'ectmg the casts and working out all details of pro?~ction, in~l1:1ding costumes, scenery,
staging, and often the writmg or reVISIon of the play.
Alpha Psi Omega
The Hardin<T Chapter of the Alpha Psi Omega, national
dramatic frat entity, was organized in ~40. Campus ~lay~rs
of experience are eligible for membershIp,. and the orgamzatIOn
sponsors a high quality of drama productIOn.
Musical Groups
The Harding Chorus of men and women, the Men's Glee
Club, the Women's Glee Club,the Men's Quartet and the
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Women's Sextet aTe some of the musical organizations. They
appear in concerts both at the college and off campus in this
and other states, us ually making one long tour and several
short ones each year.
International Relations Club
Tlle Intemational Relations Club is a voluntary ol"O'anization
to study problem of international relations. It is affiljated
with the national organization, and representatives attend the
national meetings. Member h~ e won outstanding honol's in
the model .U,nited ations sessions in which many college
aroUps partIcIpate.
<>
Future Teachers of America
Harding sponsors one of the largest groups of Future
Teachers in the state. Is is affiliated with the national organization and with the ational Educat ion Association, and gives
a professional development to those who plan to teach.
Home Economics Club
The Harding Home Economics Club holds membership in
the Arkansas Home Economics Association, and in the American Home Economics Association. Its purpose is to encourage
professional interest in home economics. Any student is eligible
for membership, but only majors in home economics can hold
offices in the state and national associations.
The Press Club
The Press Club is open to all students. It publishes the
college weekly newspaper, the Bison, and sponsors an annual
Press Club banquet and an all-college oratorical contest, awarding the winners a medal of distinction. It participates in the
Arkansas College Press Association and has won numerous
awards in its competitive events.
Poetry Club
F<,>r those interested in creative writing, the Poetry Club
holds mfOI'mal meetings for mutual criticism and discussion,
and each year publishes a small volume of verse.
Palette Club
. An organization for those interested in art and creative
desIgn. It offers opportunity for work together and discussion
of problems of common interest.
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Harding Camera Club
This organization encourages artistry in the use of the
camera. It cooperates constantly with both the Press Club
and the Petit Jean staff in making pictures for the various
pUblications.
The Petit Jean Staff
This group edits and publishes the college annual and conducts other activities I'elated to the yearbook, the Petit Jean.
The editor and business manager are selected from the Senior
class.
The College Bulletin
The Bulletin of Harding College is the official organ of
the college. It is published eighteen times a year and includes
the regular catalog, the summer bulletin, alumni issues, and
iss ues for general information. These bulletins are sent to any
address on request.
Alpha Honor Society
The purpose of t he Alpha Honor Society is to enCOUl'age
superior scholarship. Membership is limited to those whose
scholar hip is of the very highest excellence. Only a limited
number may be admitted from ea ch junior or seniol' class.
Moral and social qualities must also be of similar excellence.
Meetings of the society are held at the alumni homecoming
during commencement week. Each year it presents a scholarship medal to the graduate with the highest scholarship record
through the four years of attendance.
Social Clubs
A number of clubs have been organized in order to give
every Etl1dent an opportunity for active social development.
The clu bs for the women are the Woodson Harding Comrades,'
Ju-Go-Ju, Las Companeras, Mu Eta Adelphians, GATA, Tofebt,
Phi Delta, Omega Phi, "H" Club, Delta Chi Omega, OEGE,
Kappa Kappa Kappa, Regina.
The men's clubs are the Sub-T, T.N.T., Koinonia, Lambda
Sigma, Delta Iota, Frater Sodalis, Cavalier, Galaxy, Mohicans,
Sigma Tau Sigma, Alpha Phi Kappa, and Sigma Sigma Sigma
Delta.
Sports
Extravagant athletics is not considered in keeping with
the best interests of earnest and profitable school work. The
college believes students enter college to grow intellectually,

,
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rat her than to become athletes. On the other hand, a wholesome and enjoyable system 'of exercise for students is a valuable asset.
F or this reason, the college plans its physical education
rogram to obtain maximum values in health and recreation
¥or ever y student. Regular schedules of intramul'al sports are
arranO"ed each quarter, and every student is given an opportunity to"play. This plan has proved mlich more satisfactory than
inter-collegiate athletics, and has allowed a gr eatel' emphasis
to be placed upon those sports that can be carded into later
life as a SOUTce of r ecreation and health. A large percentage of
students participate in the activities.
The intra-mural program includes regular schedules in
basketball, baseball, softball, touch football, volley ball, and
tennis. It includes track and field events, culminating in an a1lschool t rack and field day each spring. In addition, there are
minoI' sports such as al'chery, croquet, horseshoes, badminton,
indoor softball, ping pong, and skating.
Swimming is made possible at all times by the steamhe.'l.ted swimming pool. No mixed swimming is allowed, but
the time is divided between the men and women, so that the
pool is accessible to each group every day in the week.

REGULATIONS
Discipline
For discipline, the college appeals to the hearts and
consciences of students and depends much upon Bible study,
teaching and counselling-. Honesty and justice are the moving
principles, regulations are as few as possible, and we urge only
that students do right. If after patient effort a student cannot
be reached, he is advised to select another institution.
Local Students
The college management has the general oversight of
l<?cal students on the grounds and in the buildings and at all
tImes when participating in college activities.
Boarding Students
. All boarding students are required to room in our dormi~hn.es unless they stay with relatives in town or work for
e~' room and board. All such cases must be approved by the
pr~sldent of the college.
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Secret Marriages
No happier marriages are made than those whieh grow out
of long and close associations in college life. But it i unfair
both to the college and to the parents for young people while in
school to marry without the approval of their parents and the
knowledge of the president of the college. Anyone who would
be so unconcerned would automatically exclude himself from
the school.
Tobacco
Those who al'e directly responsible for the influence of
Harding College believe that the use of tobacco in anr form is
injurious to health. It is our purpose therefore to dlscourage
its use in every way possible. We have a deep intel'est in men
who have acpuired the habIt, and desire only to help them puit
But if they WILL persist in its use we insist that they throw
around others the least possible temptation. Hence, the use of
tobacco on the college campus and in the buildings is strictly
forbidden except in the l'ooms of men who USe it. Boarding
girls are not permitted to use it at all.
Holidays
Students leaving early or returning late after a holiday
receive double cuts for classes missed the two days before or
after the holiday. These will count with other unexcused absences in lowering grades, deducting from credits, or dropping
the student from his course. Parents should note this well and
not encourage students to miss classes at such times.
Week-end Visits With Fliends
Expel'ience has taught that week ends spent away from
the college are often detrimental to the student's progress. For
this reason we discourage the practice as much as possible. We
also require the written consent of parents or guardians sent
directly to the donnitory officials, before permitting such
privilege. Under no circumstances are students permitted to
remain off campus overnight with friends in town. Such a
practice would create too many difficulties, and is unnecessary
since daily associations are easily possible.

,
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Attendance
Admission to the college implies an understanding that
st udents agree to observe the regulations of the school in
'egar d to class and chapel attendance. Regular attendance and
~al'ticipation in activitie~ of th~ cl~ssl'oom are necessary for
the attainment of educatIOnal obJ ectlves of eaeh course. Chapel
attendance helps to promote the moral, spiritual, and intellectal growth of the student.
U
If the college should find that a student does not intend to
meet his responsibilities for attendance of classes and chapel,
he will be asked to withdraw.
Class Changes
No student is permitted to change or leave a class without
the approval of the dean and the insb:uctor of the .class. After
the enrollment day any student changmg a class will be charged a fee of $1.00, unless the change is required by the college or
an official.
No charge is made for dropping a class. But any class
dl'opped without the approval of the dean will be mal'ked F,
and this O"rade will be enter ed in the record of the student.
No class change will be pe1'1uitted after the sixth week of
any semester. Any class dropped after that time because of
failing grades will be marked WF.
Late Enrollments
Students enrolling after the day set for any registration
are charged a late enrollment fee of $5.00. The amount of work
to be carried is also reduced according to the time of entrance.
Examinations
Examinations will be given regularly during the eighth
and ninth week and at the close of each semester but other
times at the discretion of the instructor. No student is excllsed from these examinations. In case a student misses an
examination for any cause, he may take a special examination
by applying to the dean and paying the business office a $1.00
examination fee.
Reports and Grades
Reports will be sent to parents or O'uardians at the end of
each semester. Should a student be doing unsatisfactory work,
a l'epol't to t.his effect may be ent to the panmts at any time.
follows:
mdicates a n excellent or outstal1ding quality of
The grade of the tudent in each COUl'se is expressed as

F
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scholarship or achievement in a class; B is a good to super.ior
quality; C is fair to quite satisfactory; D, the l~west p.assmg
mark, indicates poor or below average scholarshIp. E IS ~on~
ditional failure, which may be removed by. a. second examma~
tion; F is failure, r emoved only by repetItIOn of the c~)Urse
in class; S is satisfactor y, but without reference to qualIty of
of achievement.
I indicates that the course is incomplete. Such courses
must be completed within nine weeks after the close of any
semester, unless prevented by illness. Those not completed
within the specified time automatically become F.
Honors and Honor Points
.
In terms of honor, or grade points each ho~r with a grade
of A is awarded 4 honor points; B, 3 honor pomts; C, 2 honor
points; D, 1 honor point; E and F, no honor points.
Graduates who achieve a scholastic level of 3.30 over their
entire college course ru:e graduated ""o/,itl?- HOl}ors". Tho~~
with an average of 3.60 are graduated WIth pIg:h HO!lors .
Those with an average of 3.85 are graduated WIth HIghest
Honors". These designations are entered on their diplomas.
Scholarship Levels
Students are urged to keep their scholarship levels as high
as possible. Those falling below a specified grade-point average
will be placed on scholastic probation. This average for the
different classifications of students is as follows:
Freshmen (after the first semester) .................... 1.50
Sophomores ................................................................ 1.65
Juniors ........................................................................ 1.90
Seniors ................................. .................. ..................... 2.00
The grade-point average is the ratio of grade points
achieved to the hours carried during the semester.
If a student falls below his specified level, the scholarship
committee and his counselor will advise with him. If he falls
below this level t he f ollowing semester, he will be pJaced on
scholastic probation. A student may remove this :pro~ation by
achieving a semester gl'ade average above t he probation level.
If a student on scholastic pr obation fails, in t he judgment of
the scholarship committee, to show satisfactory improvement
in his work, he will finally be asked to withdraw from the
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liege. A student who f ails in more tban f ifty per cent of the

~Ul'S for which he is enrolled will, in general, be asked to

h itbdraw from college. One who has been asked to withdraw
: ay be permit t ed to l'e-enroll probationally after tbe lapse of
one semester, In general, this will be permitted only one time.
A student on sc:holas tic probat i.on, or. w~ose cumulative
rade point aver age IS below 2,00, will be limited to not more
gban the normal load, When a student is on scbolastic proba\on he is not permitted t o r epr esent t he college in any extra~unicu]al' activity, such as ~hor~ls trips, debatin~, dl'amatic
roductions, and st udent publications. The same will hold true
~f a tudent who, in a given semester, falls below his specified
average unless h e has a cumulative average of not less than
2.00.
Proper considerat ion and counsel will be given to the
student whose previous prepar ation is deficient and who has
difficulty with certain subjects, but t he student must l'ealize
that the deliberate failure to attend classes or to s tudy diligently is a sel'ious defect t hat will, if continued, undermine his own
character, Although the college will attempt to notify both the
student and his pal'ents r egar ding' t he student's delinquency
in these matters, t he student is at all t imes pel'sonally responsible for maintaining proper academic standards.
Exceptions to the above regUlations may be made by the
scholarship committee in the case of extenuating circumstances.
Amount of Work
Thirty hours of college work with an additional course in
Bible totaling 32 to 34 s'e mester hours for the year is the
normal amount of work allowed each student.
Student who work f or par t of their expenses are not permitted to elll'oll for more than the normal load. Those working
8 hours a day may enroll f or only 16 hours; those working
h.ours .m ust li mit their load to 12 hours. For purposes of
regIstratIon, however, the dean may permit students to vary
one hOlll' from this schedule.
S~phomores whose grades for the semester immediately
precedmg have averaged 2.00 may carry 18 hours of credit.
.
Juniors and seniors whose grades for the semester precedlUg have averaged 2.00 may carry 19 hours of credit.

Part III:
ADMINISTRATIVE
ORGANIZATION

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

C. L. Ganus, Sr., President ....................... ....... New Orleans, La.
Dr. L. M. Graves, Vice President ...................... Memphis, Tenn.
W. O. Beeman, Secretary-Treasurer ...................... Dallas, Texas
R. D. Fuller ........................................................ Memphis, Tenn.

Louis E. Green ............................................................ Tulsa, Okla.
Houston T. Karnes .............................. .............. Baton Rouge, La.
George W. Kieffer .................................................. Florence, Ala.
Vemon Lovinggood ................. ,............. ... ........ .. Memphis,

Tenn~

Jim Bill Mclnteer ................................................ Nashville, Tenn.
T. J. McReynolds ...................................... ...................... Morrilton
Milton Peebles .................................................................. Saratoga
J. A. Thompson .................................................................... Searcy
Dr. John Young ........................................................ Dallas, Texas
Dr. George S. Benson (ex-officio) .................................... Searcy
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ADMINISTRATION ORGANIZATION
George S. Benson, LL.D . ................................................ President
L. C. Sears, Ph.D ................................................................... Dea~
Frank L. Holmes, Ph.D ... Director, School of American Studie~
Clifton L. Gan:rs, M.A . ........ Dean, School of American StudiE!l
F. W. Mattox, Ph.D ......................................... Dean of Studen~
Russell A. Lewis, Ph.D ... Executive Assistant to the President
W. K. Summitt, Ph. D................................................. Registral
A. S. Croom, M.A ............................................. Business Manage)
Inez Pickens, B.A................ ................. Acting Dean of Wome~
Annie May Alston, M.A ................................................. Libraria~
Neil B. Cope, M.S.J ....................... Director of Public Relatiolll
Perry S. Mason, M.A . ............ Superintendent, Training Scho~
Catherine Root, M.A . ...... Executive Secy., Alumni Association
Royal H. Bowers, M.Ed ................. Counselor, Armstrong Hall
William Leslie Burke, M.A . ........................ Counselor, East Hall
John B. Lasater, M.A. ... ........................... Counselor, West Hal
Maxine Bonner, R.N ........................................................... Nurs!
Percy Johnson, M.B.A ......... Coordinator, Student Employmenl
Elbert Turman .......... .......................................... Chief EngineeI
Corinne Hart ............. .. ................................. Manager, Cafeteria
John Lee Dykes, M.S ......................... Manager, Student CenteI
Mrs. John Lee Dykes ......... ........... Manager, College Bookstore
Greg Rhodes .................................... Manager, College LaundI')'
Herman West ............................................ Manager, Print Shol
Robert Street .......... .............................. Manager, College Farm!
John Cleghorn ........................ Manager, Radio Station WHBQ
Roy Yohe .................................. Manager, Concrete Block Plan
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FACULTY
ANNI~ MAY ALSTON, B.A., B.S. in L.S., M.A.
Librarzan
B A Harding College, 1939; B.S. in L .S., George Peabody College,
· 'A' University of Chicago, 1952. (1944,1947)
1943 ; M .',

WOODSON HARDING. ARMSTRONG, B.A.
Dean of Women Emerztus
B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1915; Harding College 1932. (1925,
1939)

JAMES D. BAL~S,. B.A., M.~., Ph.D.
Professor of Chrzstzan Doctrzne
B.A., Harding Colle!5e, 1~37; M.A., George Peabody College, 1938;
Ph.D .. University of CalIforma, 1946. (1944. 1947)

JACK WARD BATES, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History and Social Sciences
B.A .. Abilene Christian College, 19~3; M:A.. College of the Pacific,
1951; Ph.D., University of Southern Cal1forma. 1952. (1953)

AVON LEE BAXTER, B.F.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Music
B.F.A. in Voice, B.F.A. in Piano, University of Oklahoma, 1936;
M.M .. Eastman School of Music, 1938. (1951)

BONNIE BELLE BEACH, B.S.E.
Instructor in Elementary Education
-E.S.E., Arkansas State Teachers College, 1949; candidate for
M.A., University of Arkansas, 1953. (1953)

MILDRED L. BELL, B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Harding College, 1949; M.S., North Texas State College,
1951. (1952)

• First date in parentheses indicates year of employment here;
second date if any, indicates the first year of present rank
or position.
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SAMUEL ALBERT BELL, B.S.
Associate Professor of Bible Emeritus

B.S., Potter Bible College, 1905. (1924,1949)

THELMA DUMAS BELL, B.S., M.S.
Professor of Home Economics, and Head of the Department
B.S .. Texas State Teachers' College, 1930; M.S., Texas State Col.
lege for Women, 1935. (1937)

GEORGE S. BENSON, B.A., B.S., M.A., LL.D.
President
B.S., Oklahoma A. an.d M .. College, S~illwater, 1925; B.A., Hard!ng
College, 1926; M.A., Umverslty of Chicago, 1931; LL.D., Hardlllg
CoUege, 1932. (1936) *

ERVIN BERRYHILL, B.A., M.A.
Professor of Physical Education, and Head of the Department
B.A., Harding College, 1934; M.A., George Peabody College, 1937.
(1937. 1946)
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FLORENCE M. CAT~~ART, B.A.

Dean of vI/om en Em elztus

Instructor in Elem entary Education
B.A., Harding College, 1932. (1925, 1947)

NEIL B. COPE B.A., M.A., M.S.J.
DiTector of Public Relations
Professor of Journalism
B A Harding College, 1934 ; M.A., Louisia na State University,
1935; M:S.J., Northwestern University, 1944. (1936,1947)

ADLAI S. CROOM, B.A., M.A.
Business Manager
B.A.. University of Louisville, 1919; M.A .. Harvard University,
1929. (1949)

JAMES N. DAVIS, Jr., B.S., M.B.A.
Assistant Professor of Economics and Business Administration
B.S., University of Arkansas, 1952; M.B.A .. 1952. (1952 )

PATSY RUTH BURCH, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Librarian

KENNETH DAVIS, Jr., B.M., M.M .
Assistant Professor of Music

B.A., Harding College, 1949; M.A., George Peabody College, 1950.
(1950)

B.M., North 'Texas State College, 1942; M.M .. Westminster Choir
College, 1950 ; candidate for Ph.D., Nor th Texas State 'College, 1953.
(1953)

WILLIAM LESLIE BURKE, B.A., M.A.
Professor of Greek and German, and Head of the Department
of Languages

JOHN LEE DYKES, B.A .., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Bible

B.A., Harding College, 1937; M.A., Northwestern University, 1949,
(1944. 1947)

B.A .. Abilene Christian College, 1929, M.S., Oklahoma A. and M.
College. 1932. (1939)

E. GLENN FULBRI GHT, B.S., B.M ., M .M.

RUSSELL CARROLL CANNON, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Religious Education and Missions
B.A., Harding College, 1939; M.A., New York University, 1952;
candidate for Ed.D., 1953. (1953)

NONA HANES CANNON, B.S.,M.S.
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Harding College, 1938; M.S., University of California, 1946;
candidate for Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University, 1953,
(1953 )

Assistant Professor of Music
~.S. , Abilene Christian College, 1947; B.M.. Northwestern Uni·
verslty, 1950; M.M., 1953. (1951J

CLIFTON L. GANUS, Jr. B.A., M.A.
Dean, School of American tudies
Professor of Sociali Science
~. A. , Harding College, 1943; M.A., Tulane University, 1946;
candidate for Ph.D., Tulane University. 1953. (1946 )
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JAMES ACTON HEDRICK, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Business and Economics

FOUNT WILLIAM MATTOX, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
D n of Students, Director of Admissions
B.A., North Texas State College, 1940; M.A., 1947. (1952) On p:0essor of Church. History

k a ve 1953-54.

DALE C. HESSER, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of English
B.A .. Harding College, 1949; M.A., Oklahoma A. and M. College,

1950. (1950) On leave 1953.'54.

FRANK L. HOLMES, B.Sc., M.A., Ph.D.
Director, School of American Studies
Profes~or of Economics and Business
B.Sc., University of Kansas, 1930; M.A., Northwestern University,
1937; Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1949. (1952)

CHARLES DAVIS KENNEY, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Political Science
B.A., Syracuse University, 1948; M.A., 1949; Ph.D., 1951. (1952)

PEARL LATHAM, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of English
B.A., Harding 'College, 1939; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1940.
(1947)

JACK PEARL LEWIS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Bible
B.A.. Abilene Christian College, 1941; M.A., Sam Houston State
Teachers College, 1944; Ph.D., Harvard University, 1953. (1953)

B A Central State Teachers' College, Edmund, Oklahoma, 1934;
A 'University of Oklahoma, 1940; Ph.D., George Peabody College,
~:n:' (1942. 1944)

IWBERT REX MEYERS, B.-A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Englzsh
B.A. , Abilene Christian College, 1948; M.A., University of Okla·
homa. 1950. (1952)

ERLE THOMAS MOORE, B.A., M.A.
Professor of Music, and Head of the Department
B A Abilene Christian College, 1942; M.A., Columbia University,
19,17. (1948) On leave 1953·54.

INEZ PICKENS, B.A.
l1cting Dean of Women
B.A., Harding College, 1946. (1949, 1951)

CHARLES PITNER, B.A., M.A.
Professor of Mathematics, and Head of the Department
B.A., Harding College, 1937; M.A., George Peabody College, 1940.
(1950)

JOSEPH E. PRYOR, B.A., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Physical Sciences, and Head of the Department
B.A .. B.S., Harding College, 1937; M.A., Louisiana State Universi·
ty, 1939; Ph.D ., 1943. (1944)

RUSSELL A. LEWIS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Executive Assistant to the President
Professor of Education

L. E. PRYOR, B.A., M.S.
Associate Professor of Social Sciences Emeritus

B.A., Abilene Christian College, 1922; M.A., University of Texas,
1928; Ph.D .. 1938. (1951)

B.A., UniverSity of Chattanooga 1923; M.S. University of Arkansas. 1933. (1933)
" .

ELIZABETH B. MASON, B.S., M.A.
Professor of Art, and Head of the Department

I-IUG~ HARVLEY RHODES, B.A., M.A.

B.S.. Abilene Christian College, 1934; M.A., George Peabody
College, 1939. (1946, 1950)

(l94~/" Harding College, 1940; M.A., George Peabody College, 1943.

Assoczate Professor of Physical Education
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ANDY T. RITCHIE, Jr., B.A.
Associate Professor of Music

WILLIAM CLARK STEVENS, B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences

B.A. George Peabody College, 1943. Studied voice under Lewis Ii
Johnson: Atlanta, 1930; Lou~sville Presbyterian Seminary, 1931;
Louisville Conservatory of MUSIC, 1931. (1946)

B.S., Harding College, 1948; l'.\.S., University of Arkansas, 1950.
(1950) On leave 1953-54.

J. LEE ROBERTS, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Art

WILLIAM KNOX SUMMITT, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Registrar
Professor of Education, and Head of the Department

B.A.. Texas Wesleyan College, 1948; M.A., Texas Christian
University, 1951. (1951)

B.A. Union Univer.sity, 1.925; M.A., George Peabody College, 1928;
Ph.D., University of MlssourI, 1933. (1932, 1940)

JACK WOOD SEARS, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Biological Sciences, and Head of the Department

EVAN ULREY, B.A., M.A.
Professor of Speech, and Head of the Department

B.S., Harding College, 1940; M.A., University of Texas, 1942;
Ph.D., 1944. (1945)

B.A., Harding College, 1946; M.A., Louisiana State University,
1948; candidate for Ph.D. (1950)

LLOYD CLINE SEARS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
Professor of English Language and Literature, and Head of
the Department

lUCHARD WALLER WALKER, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Speech

B.A., Cordell Christian College, 1916; B.A., University of Okla·
homa, 1919; M.A., University of Kansas, 1921; Ph.D., University 0/
Chicago, 1935. (1924)

EDWARD G. SEWELL, B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Education
B.A., Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, 1942; M.A., George Pea·
body College. 1946. (1947)

B.A. , Harding College, 1950; M.A., Louisiana State University,
1951; candida te for Ph.D. (1953)

EXUM D. WATTS, B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B.S., George Peabody Co,llege, 1948; M.A., 1948; candidate for
Ph.D .. Vanderbilt University, 1953. (1952)

V I:.LMA R. WEST, B.A., M.A.
A ssistant Professor of Greek
B.A ., George Pepperdine College, 1946; M.A., 1953. (1952)

JESSE P. SEWELL, LL.D.
Lecturer in Bible

W. B. WEST, Jr., B.A., M.A., Th.D.
Professor of Bible and Religion, and Head of the Department

LL.D., Harding College, 1934; President, Abilene Christian College,
1912-24. (1950)

. B.A.: Abilene Christian College, 1934' M.A. University of Southern
C ahforma, 1936; Th.D., 1943. (1951)
,
,

RUBY LOWERY STAPLETON, B.A., M.A.
Associate Professor of English

\'VA.NDA LUTTRELL, B.A., M.A.
.'1ss/stant Professor of Speech

B.A., Harding College, 1926; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1931.
(1939)

H arding College, 1943', M.A., L OUlSlana
. .
S tate U mversity,
.
1952.B.A.,
(1953)
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Training School Faculty
PERRY SHIPLEY MASON, B.A., M.A.

Superintendent, Training School
B.A., Abilene Christian College, 1934; M.A., George Peabody
College, 1939. (1946, 1948)
HARVEY ARNOLD, B .A.

Instructor in Bible and Speech

UGH M.

lit

GROOVER, B.~.

H.
Dzrec tor , Physical Educatwn
, A Harding 'College, 1950. (1952)
B . .•

EN WHEELER KNIGHT, B.A., M.A.
ELL

JnstruC
B.

A.

tor Elementary Training School
western Kentucky State Teachers College, 1931; M.A.,
' . Training School for Teachers, Rome, Italy, 1933; M.A.,

MontessporelabodY College 1941. (1946)
George .
.
,

B.A., Harding College, 1952; candidate for M.A., Louisiana State
Universi ty, 1953. (1952)
JOHN B. L~SA ~E'R, B.S., M.A.
GEORGE EDWARD BAGGETT, B.A.

Instructor in Music

Instructor zn SClence
B.S., George Peabody College, 1949; M.A., 1950. (1951)

B.A., Harding College, 1950; candidate for M.A., University of IRIS MARTIN, B.A.
. .
Kansas City, 1953. (1951)
Instructor, Elementary Traznzng School
B A Harding College, 1950; Life Teacher's Certificate, Central
CECIL MURL BECK, B.A.
State 'Te~chers College, Oklahoma, 1927, (1947)

Assistant Director, Physical Education
B.A., Harding College, 1950; candidate for M.S., North Texas INEZ PICKENS, B.A.
State College, 1953. (1953)
Instructor in English
B.A., Harding College, 1946. (1944).

MILDRED L. BELL, B.S., M.S.

Instructor in Home Economics

KATHRYN C. RITCHIE, B.A.

B.S., Harding College, 1949; M.S., North Texas State College, 1951. Instructor in Mathematics
B.A .. Harding College, 1950. (1949)

(1952)

ROYAL A. BOWERS, B.A., M.Ed.

Instructor in Social Sciences
B.A., Central State Teachers College, 1950; M.Ed., University of
Oklahoma. 1951. (1951)

CLOVIS ELMORE eRA WFORD, B.A., M.A.

Instructor, Elementary Training School
B.A., Harding College, 1945; M.A., George Peabody College, 1947.

ALPHA LEE TURMAN, B.A.

Instructor, Elementary Training School
B.A., Harding College, 1948. (1953)

COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
I. Executive Committee

II. Committee on Academic Affairs
III. Committee on Student Affairs
LUCRETIA FARRAR, B.A., M.A.
IV. Committee on Faculty Affairs
Instructor, Elementary Training School
V. Committee on Public Relations
B.A ., David Lipscomb College, 1949; M.A., George Pea body Col· V 1. Committee on Physical Plant
lege, 1950. (1953)
(1952)
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ADMISSION
A plicants for admission should write the Office of
's~ions for the necessa1'Y enb'ance forms. These and a
A~ete transcript. of all former '70~'k must be submitted to
corn admissions offIce before admlsslon can be granted, A
~h~osit of $10 hould accompany the application for the reserv~tion of a room or $15 for the reservation of an apartment.
Graduates of accredited high schools, or non-graduates
with fifteen acceptable units ~rom such schools, m,ay be admitted by transcript properly sIgned by the supermtendent or
principaL
Applicants from unaccr:edited schools, and ,students with
insufficient high school credIt may be admItted m one of three
ways:
(1) Graduates of Class Band C high schools, eighteen
veal'S of age 01' older, whose entrance units have been reduced
to not less than thirteen, but less than fifteen, may enter by
passing an intelligence test.
(2) Applicants under twenty-one years of age who come
from unaccredited schools or who have insufficient high school
credits may be admitted by special achievement tests.
(3) Veterans and applicants twenty-one years of age or
older, who come from unaccredited schools, or who have insufficient or no high school credit, may enter by passing both
an intelligence and an achievement test.
Students from Other Colleges

Students who wish to transfer from other colleges should
obtain from the Office of Admissions the necessary admission
form , and retul'D these, together with a transpcnpt of all
f?rmer col1ege and high school work, to the Office of AdmisIon . The work of other accredited institutions will be given
the same recognition in general as is given our own work.
COl~r es fr0Il!- unaccl'edited institutions may be accepted on the
ba IS o~ speCIal a'{aminations or by other satisfactory means of
evaluatlOn,
Entrance Procedure and Tests

the sI~ order ~hat the best possible guidance may be given in
e ec IOn ° courses, to determine where each student needs
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~l'.w.hich ~hesenes
18 .best qualified by interests, ability, and previou~
tIaill~ng,
of tests and conferences are held with all

lIELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
BAC
. '
The degree of Bachelor of Arts reqUlres the completIOn
128 semester hours of college work, at least 32 of which
of t be in r esidence, and not less .than 12 of these in the senior
ro us, rorty-five hours must be III courses numbered 250 and
:~~~~'e in addition to tJ:is, ~he s~ude~t must ~ave an average
scholarship Ie el of C ill hIS maj or fIeld and m all work preented for graduation.

Classification of Students
. St~ dents . who have met entrance requirements and are
begrnnmg theIr college work for the first t ime at any semester
a~e ~ounted as fre~hI?en. t ndents having 27 h ours of college
CI edIt at . the. begmnmg of any semester and the necessar
scholarshlp level ru:e counted as sophomores. Those with sb
hours a,nd the necessary sc~~l a 'ship level are juniors, and
those wlth 87 h ours and reqUlslte scholarship are seniors.

Definition of Seme tel' Hours
A semester hom' of credit l:equires o¥e hour of recit ation
01' lectul'e pel' week for approxlmately elghteen weeks. Each
honr of r ecitation. should be accompanied by not Ie s than two
hours of pI·eparatlOn. In lab.oratory courses two or t hree hours
of laboratory work are eqUlvalent t o one hour of recitation,

ent~rIllg .f reshrl}en durin g the first . and second days of the
l'eglstration ~erlOd. ~egistration f or freshmen is complete only
after these dIagnostIc tests.
.Student~ enteri~g from unaccredited high schools an
applican.ts WIthout hIgh school credit may be given their t est:<l
also durmg these two days.
S

Special Students
Special students are of two cIa ses :
. . (1). Tho e who do not plan to take a degree from this
lDStitut1o~, but who, wish cer tain work for personal develop.
ment or m preparatlOn for vocations, professions, or degl'ees
~o be . e~'Iled elsewhel'e. These can change their status from
. specl~' t o r egular tu dents at any time they regi ter the
mtentIon of becoming candidates for degl'ees here.
(2) Thos who do not meet the ful] entrance requirem~nts but who.. upon special approval of the dean, may be ad·
ffiltte::t ~s speClal student s.
ncll students may carry, wjtb
pern:tlsslon, wh~tever COUl'ses they may find of value, but t hey
reCelve no credIt toward a degree or toward teachers' certili
cates. The number of such students is necessal'ily limited.

REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES
The colleg.e confers the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and
!3achel?r of. SCIence. An advanced degree in Bible and Religion
IS outlu:e? m the special bulletin of the Department of Bible
and Rehglon.
The candi0ate f or any degl'ee must be of good mor~
character. Durmg the semester preceding his last semesteJ".
work h~ must pr esent to th~ Dean a formal application for
graduation. The f urther reqUIrements f or each degree and for
each major field are listed below,

General Education Requirements
The following courses in geneI'al education, or in the case
of transfer students, equivalent courses, are required of all
candidates for the Bachelor of Arts deg'l'ee. As many of t hese
as po ible should be taken dur ing the freshman and sophomore years .
Exemptions from any of the general education r equirements rna be permitted on the basis of t ests which demonstrate that the student already possesses the knowledge or the
roat ul'ity to be sougbt in the courses. In case of such exempti n, t he student may choose a similar amount of other work
ill 'I'hich he may be interested.
The general education requirements are desiO"ned to cover
~he basic understandings or to encourage specific"" development
111 the comm~n realms of human experience. For convenience
they may be hsted in the following groups:
Semester Hours
T. V~derstanding Religious and Spiritual Values:
bIOle 100-2, or a r:ours e m eeting at least three
d!'lYs a week in Bible or an approved related
fIeld each semester, minimum credit .................. 2
n. Understanding the Human and Creative Spirit:
1. ~h e means of communication: Communica2 tlOns 101-2 and Speech 101 .............................. 9
. The creative spirit: Humanities 103, 201-2 .. 10
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III.

Understanding the Living World:
1. The world of life: Biology 101-2 .................... 6
2. Health and recreation: Physical Education
103, 250 ............... .. .......... ..................................... 6
IV. Understanding the Physical World:
1. The science of measurement: Mathematics
102 ...................................................................... 2
2. The physical world: Physical Science 101-2.. 4
V. Understanding the Social World:
1. Our American institutions: Soc. Sc. 100-1-2 6
2. World civilization: Soc. Sc. 201-2 .................... 6
3. The mind and human relations: Psychology
201 ...................................................................... 3
Total ................................................ 54
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2 Major in Biblical Languages: a mInImUm of 30
hours 'in Greek and Hebrew. I
' . 30
t .h
. S iences ' Depart menta maJor.
semes e1 ours,
Biol~gJca1d' Cg Biol~gy 101-2, 104-5, and at least 18 hv~rs in
lllclu In umbered 250 and above. Students plannmg to
Coulh,es fences in 11iO'h school must elect at least 4, but
t eaefc . sblY 8 hours ~ t he physical sciences.
PI' era
,
.
Adminis tration and Economics: 1. Business :;tdminBu ~ess t'
departmental major: 30 semester hours, Inclu~
~straBl~ 108 205-'6 and E conomics 201-2. All courses In
mg '.' s
be 'count ed within the 30 hours of the
eco~lonuin tJewriting and stenography cr edit may be
roa]OI'd t oward a degree, but only ~ h<:lUl's ~ay be cou~t~d
:thi~ the 30 required f or th e maJor m busmess admlDlsMAJOR AND MINOR FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION
tration.
.
30
t
2 Economics, a departme~tal major: . sem~s er
Not later t han t he beginning of the junior year each
hours' in the department exclUSIve of courses In busmess
student is required to choose a field of concentration, which
may consist of a departmental major of 27 to 40 semester
administration.
hours and a related minor of at least 18 ho urs. If a divisional 01
functional major is selected, the minor field may be inclUded Education and Psychology: Interdepartmental maj or:
within it, but the total required hours in such cases will usually
(1) With emphasis on elementary education:
be not less than approximately 48. At least 17 hours of the
(a) . Ed. 104, 261-2-3, 317, 251, 441.
major must be in courses numbered 250 and above.
(b). Psychology 207 or 303. and 9 additional hours in
Aside from the prescribed general education courses and
psychology, not in cludmg Psy. 201.
the specific courses in the major fields of concentration, the
(c)
.
Art
111-2, Mus. 116-7, Eng. 250, P.E .. 253, BioI.
rest of the requirements are to be selected by the student
108
or Geog. 111, Geog. 212, and a mmor of not
with the advice of his counselor.
less than 18 hours.
The following section lists the specific requirements for
(2) With emphasis on secondary education:
each field of concentration for the Bachelor of Arts degree.
(a). Ed. 301, 303, 312; one from 401-7; 450-1, and 2
These are for the most par t not absolutely fixed, but may be
hours from 104, :::02,310,317,320.
varied by consent of the h ead of the department and the deaD,
(b).
Psy.
207 or 303 and 9 additional hours of psyif it should be considered in the interest of the individual
chology not including 201.
student.
(c). Geog. 11101' BioI. 108.
Art: Departmental major: 30 semester hours, including Art
(d). The completion of certification requirements in
117, 331, 332, 335, and the presentation of an individual
two subject-matter teaching fields. These will be
art exhibit.
listed under Preparation for Teaching.
(3) Emphasis on psychology: Same as requirements for
Bible and Religion: 1. Department al major: 30 and not mOl't
emphasis on secondary education except that 15 addithan 40 semest er hoUl's in Bible and l·eligion. Two fifths ~
tional hours must be elected from psychology instead
these must be in the Biblical field and one f ifth each !lid
of 9, not including 201.
the other three fields - the doctrinal hist orical, an
practical. A minor of 18 hours s hould be t aken in a l 'elatjld
(4) Forty semester hours is the maximum amount of
field. Ten semester hours in Greek is required.
education and psychology accepted for the degree.

ma
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Engli h : Departmental major: 34 bours including Communi.
cations 101-2, Humanities 201-2, and English 331, 338
and 301 or 302, except that majors qualifying for teaching
in the elementary field rna omit 333. Transfer student~
may substitute the con entional freshman English and the
sophomore survey in literature for communications anQ
humanities.
.
Those preparing to teach in high schools shOUld
lUclude Speech 337, 12,101' 306, and 125 or 335, and English
322 if a better undel'Standing of grammar is needed.
General cience: Interdepartmental major: This major ill
general science is designed (1) for those who plan to
teach science in high school and need a broad tl'aining in
several branches of science, and (2) for those who wallt
a bi'oad under tanding and appreciation of the sciences ~
a part of their general education. The specific require.
ments are as follows:
1. Biology 101-2 and 104-5; Physical cience 101- (2) .
2. Two of the following: Chemistry 101-2, Mathematica
151-2 and Physics 201-2.
3. Completion with a 'c" average of 20 hours in courses
numbered 250 or above in two of the above depart.
ments, at least 6 hOUl'S of which must be in each.
4. For those planning to teach, the completion of the
requirements in education and psycholog'Y fol' a teacher's certificate.
History and Social Sciences : 1. Departmental major in his..
tory: 0 sern!""'tel' hours includinO' oc. c. 100-1-2, 201-2,
and 301-2. Those wanting a teaching field in history and
socia1 sciences must take 8 hOUl'S additional in three of the
following: economics, oc'ology, geography, and political
science. In addition to th. history curses specified above,
majors in history should 'elect other advanced courses ill
')uch a way as to satisfy the department concerning the
. reaclth and intensity of their preparation.
2. Departmental major in ocia! sciences : 30 semester
hoUl'S including Soc. c. 101-2, 201-2, 301-2 three hours
fr m d ~mced Politicnl Science, Economics, ociology
or Geograph. , an at leas ix 110 s from t 0 other
field: ceo om ' es, O'f'ogTaphy portieal cience, and
sociology. Stud~nt nhrrni p' 0 t each the social ciences
in higb s~rool should take Ed. 5.
Home Economics: Departmental major: Those planning to
t each home cC'onomj~~s !Il hi~J1 school should choose the
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major leading to the B.S. ~egree. T~e Arts degree is
planned for students who are mterested ill home economics
as a cultUl'al course, and those who want training in home
making and family living. The arts are stressed more than
the sciences, and studen~ who graduate .under this plan
will be prepared for .bUSill.esS and pro~eSslOnat oPPOl'tunities in textiles, l"etail seU+ng and b~y.mg, n~rsery school
wOl'k and other related fIeld, peCIflc reg-uil'ements aloe
Art 117-8 and 34 semestel' hOUl'S chosen as follows:
1. Foods and nutriti?l1, 12 hours
2 Clothing and textile 10 hour
Home and family, 10 hours
Journalism: Departmental major.: 27. sem~ster hours in
journalism c01;lrses: students .~lth th,lS major shoul~ select
cour es in oCIa] SCIences political SCIences, econorrucs, and
Bno-1ish for background in general education. Courses in
other departmen~s ?lay ,?e so .el~cted as tc? prepare the
tudent for speCIalIzed .lournalistic professIOns, such as
advertising, specialized reporting, or public relations.
Mathematic: Departmental major: 30 seme tel' hours in
mathematl s, inc1udinO' 251-2, nd 8 hOUI'S in Phy ics

3:

201-2.
1. Interdepartmental major for those preparinO' to

Music:

teach music privately or in the elementary or secondary
chool .
The student may select an emphasis upon ithel" the
vocal-choral field or upon the instrumentc"ll. In addition to
aJl gen ral ducation courses, the student must complete
the following courses in the field of specialization and 18
houts in the profes ional COUI' es in psychology and edacatiO!1 required for certification:
Instrumental Major
Semester Hours
Mus. 111·2
................ 8
Mus. 131·2 .... " .. ". 2
Mus. 211·2
. .. .. ....... 4
Mus. 251·2
. . 8
'Mus. 311 or an ap·
2
proved elective
Mus. 332
........ 2
Mus. 335·6
..... ......... 2
Mus. 341
................ 2
Mus. 351·2 ........ .... .... 6
Mus. 36J ·2
_...... ..... 2
'" Applied music ...... 6
"'Applied
o'
.
Total
.
44
piano 4 hours Vm .u .,IC hfor the vOl~e·choral major must include
4
, Olce - ours, and plano or voice 4 hours.

VfJCiil·Choral MaJor
Semester Hours
Mus. 111
........ 8
Mus. 131·2 ...... _......... 2
Mus. 211·2 . ..... ........ 4
Mus. 251·2 ..... ....... ...... 8
Mus. 331 .. ...... ........ 2
Mus. 335-6
2
~ll1s. ?51·2 . . :: .. :. ::. 6
Applled music ........ 12
Total ....... 44
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Applied music for the instrumental major must include
piano 4 hours and voice 2 hours.

2. Interdepartmental major with piano a~ major .ap.

plied subject: In addition to all general educ~tlOn reqUlr~.
ments the student must complete the followmg courses III
his fi~ld of concentration:
Semester Hours
Mus. 111·2 .............................................................. ~
Mus. 131-2 .. ............................................................ 8

~~~: ~fg :::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

Mus. 335-6 .............................................................. 6

M~L
~~.i~~. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~
Voice (private or class) .................................... 4

Total ...... ............................... · 54

3. Interdepartmental majo~' with v~ice as major ap.
plied subject: Besides the requll'ements III general ~duca.
tion this field of concentration l'equires the completlOn of
the following courses:
Semester Hours

~~o~~~

••••· · : : : . / : : : . : : : · : : . :

!

Voice (private) ................................................... 16
Total ................................... ··· 58

P bysical Education and Health: Departm.ental maj or: 30
semester hours and not over 34 mcludmg 103, 250, 25a
or 408 205-6 323 and 336, with the additional elective
hours approved by the head of the department. The student must also complete Biol. 101-2.
Speech : Departmental major: 30 semester hours of work
in the department including 101-2-3, .121-2 or 255-6, ~nd
337. The minor should be ill a related fIeld such as E~glis}\,
social science, Bible, or journalism. Those plannmg ~
teach speech in high schools should complete 2~ hours In
English including 331, 320 301 or 302, and 322 if a better
understanding of grammar is needed . They should alSO
include in their speech major 124 01' 306 and 125.01' 33 5.
They will then be prepared to teach courses m bo th
English and speech, which is usually necessary.
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ti nal or Functional Majors : In the case of student~ who
0

already made a definite selection of a vocation

01'

h~vfession for which the above fields of concentration do

altogethel' adequate, a special field of cencentrar·~dot seem
may be arranged with the assistance of his counselor
the approval of the dean and the heads of the depal'~
P10

a ts concerned. The welfare of the student and his
~~ara,tion for his chose~ wOFk takes precedence over
P' red major areas. Care 18 glven, however, that such
~l~ctional fields of concentration provide the student with
the same. quality of advanced work as the more conventional majors.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
Tlie Bachelor of Science degree also requires the compIer n of 128 semester hours of work, at least 32 of which must
bl~ in l'esidence, and not less than 12 of ~hese in the ~enior yea:,
except as provid~d fOl' stu.dents completmg the I equll'ements ill
chools of medicme, dentlStry, and other pl'OfeSSlOnal schools.
' orIT-five semester hours m us t be in courses numbered 250
and ·above. In addition to this the student must have an
average of C in his major field and in the total work pl'esented
fol' the degree.
Prescribed Work for the Bachelor of Science Degree

The general education requirement for the Bachelor of
Science degree is the same as the requirement for the Bachelor
oj' Al'tfi. as described earlier except that students may carry
the activity sections only in P.E. 103 and 250 for one hour
each. Other exemptions may be granted from any area on
t:hu basis of qualifying examinations. In such case students
will be permitted to substitute other courses as approved by
the counselor and dean.

Fields of Concentration for the Bachelor of Science Degree
Not later than the beginning of the junior year the stu-

<ient hould select a field of concenb.'ation which may consist of
a dep8J.'~~e~tal major and a related depal-tmental minor, or a

b~oa diV1&lonal or functional major which may include the
nnnor.
A!;>i e from the general education courses and the specific
t~l1l'SC f?l' major and minor fields of concentration, the rest of
.l~eVl·Creql1fllhi·~ments are to be selected by the student with the
,
eo
counselor.
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The following selec~ion lists the specific requ~l'ements fO t
each field of concentratIOn for the Bachelor of Clenee degree,
These are for t he most part not absolutely fixed but may b~
varied by consent of the head of the department and the dea~
jf it should be considered in the interest of the individual
student.
Biological Sciences : Interdep~l'tm~nt.:'l.l maj 0.1' :. Requires ~
total of 67 semester hours In SCIences a IIUllllllum of 30 i~
biology 27 in two other sciences (chemistry, physics, ()t
mathematics), and 6 hour in a fourth science. A tuden\
who transfel's from another college may be permitted to
use geology or another approved science as one of tQt
three. In addition the student must complete a year 61
German or French or pass a proficiency reading t est.
Chemistry: Interdepartmental major: Requires a total 01
67 hours in sciences, with the following specific plan:
Chemistry, 33 semester hours, including at least Ollt
year each of inorganic and analytical chemistry and
one semester each of organic and physical chemistry,
ch emical literature, and at least 17 hours in cours~
numbered 250 and above.
2. Biology 101-2; Physical Science 101; Physics 201-2:
l\'Iathematics 251.
3. Completion of a year i:l German, or pas sing a profi.
ciency reading t est. French may be substituted for
German, but is not recommended.
Students planning either to do graduate work in
chemistry or to enter industry should take a year each iI
organic and physical chemistry and a year of calculus.
1.

General Science: Interdepartmental maj or: Requires a mini·
mum of 67 semester hours in sciences with prescribei
courses as follows:
1. Biology 101-2-4-5; Physical Scie:r:ce 101; Chemistn.
101-2; Mathematics 151-2; PhYSICS 201-2.
2. Completion with a "C" average of 20 hours in course!
numbered 250 and above in two of the above depaFt
ments, at least 6 hours of which must be in each.

3.

If the student is planning to teach he should carl~

P.E. 103, 253 for three hoUl's each, and the require(
courses in education and psychology.
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Econo nllCs : 1. Interdepartmental major: for those
Home] nning to teach home econo1!lics. This J?ajor meets ~he
pads both of those who are mterested m home makmg
ned familY life, and of those. preparing to teach in high
anhooJs The training emphaslzes the home as an impor~nt ~it in the American ",:ay of living, a!ld the fa.~ily
t d homemaking are recog'mzed as profeSSIOns reqUlnng
an
. It
' .
intelligence
unders.t ~d'~g, a~,d speCla
ralmn~·.
Since the ce -tulcation or teachers for lllgh schools
offering vocational homemaking programs is confined to
one or two institutjons. in each state, students w~o are
interested in teaching lI?- such schools, or preparmg as
county home demonstratlO~ agents may use one of three
Uggested plans: (1) l'eceJ.ve the B.S. degre~ here and
transfer to a grad1!ate s~l~ool of home ec<:momlcs for Olle
year receiving theIr certifIcates for teachmg at the same
time' they recei ve their Master's degrse: (2) transfer
[01' ne semester to an instituti?n al)proved for vocational
b'aining, ompleting the reclUlrements for certification
th 1'e but. l' ceiving their degrees from this institution; or
( ) h'ansfer to an institution approved for the vocational
homemaking certificates at the end of the second or third
year and receive their degrees from the institution to
which they transfer. ince the master's degree, however,
i a di tinct asset to tho e who wish to do professional
t aching, the first plan is especially re:.:ommended. For
lh e entering- other Ii Ids of home economics no transfel'
if'; n('cessal'Y·
The l'equirements listed below meet the specifications
of th e state and national programs for the traininO' of
\'()eatiollal home economics teachers.
b
In addition to completing the ,O'eneral education courses listed for the Bachelor of Arts degree, the student
must complete the following major requirements. The
best arran,gement of courses is given under Suggested
Pl'ograms below.
(1) 1C1h4il<'~2a3nd3 family, 8 hours, to be chosen from H. E.
,i)

,

32, Psychology 303, and Sociology 304.

(2) II
.
)' OUSlll?"
home management and social problems 9

f\()lll'~;'') ll~cl~ding') 324, 325. aJ;d the rest to be choden

0111 ,,1.::> , 021, 022, and SOCIOlogy 304.
(3) f?od'HnuEtrition, and health, 12 hours, to be chosen
10m . .102,251,331-2-3,335.

(i6
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(4) Clothing, personal appearance, and textiles, 8 hours

from H. E. 101, 103, 252, 303.
'
(5) Related sciences, 15 hours: including Chemistry
101-2, Biology 271, 272.
(6) Related art, 6 hours: Art 117, 118, 313.
(7) Those who plan to teach should complete also 18
hours in education and psychology, including Educa,
tion 301, 303, 312 or 317, 403, 450-1, and Psychology
303 or 207.
2. Interdepal'tmental major in institutional manage,
ment for those who wish to prepare for positions as
dietitians or food directors : This major does not lead to
teaching, but those who plan to teach may, in addition to
the major outlined above, elect the courses in institutional
management.
After the completion of this course the potential food
dU'ector would be eligible to apply for a graduate COUl'Se
in an institution approved by the Amel'ican Dietetics
Association. This is an internship of service in a hospital
or non-hospital food service institution covering a period
of nine to twelve months.
In addition to the general education requirements for
the Bachelor of cience degree the following courses are
required. The best arrangement of courses is given under
suggested programs below.
(1) Chemistry, 20 hours: 101-2, 113, 271-2, 324.
(2) Biology, 14 hours : 101-2, 271, 275.
(3) Home Economics, 27 hours: 102, 251, 331, 332, 333,
335, 336 and Ed. 403.
(4) Social Sciences, 12 hours, from two of the following:
economics or sociology, Psychology 207 or 303, and
351.
(5) Business Administration 205, 3 hours.

GREE IN AMERICAN STUDIES

DE Th

.
.
American tudies Program 0 ff ers CUlTlcula
leadmg
e cheloI' of Al'ts and Bachelor of Science degl'ees. The
to the Ba is designed t o prepal'e young people for places of
pI'O!r~':j p in business, and public service. A full description
J e~l elS es and r equirements may be found in the Bulletin on
of COUl'S
.
.American Studies.
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE
response for the demand for more advanced work in
il
of Bible and Religion, a program of advanced-level
,l~'k has been arranged .le~ding t o the Mastel' of Arts d 7gree ..
"~quil'ements and descrlptlOn of ?ourses may. b~ found m the
ulletin on the Department of Bible and ReligIOn.

ifeld

SUGGESTED PROGRAMS
FOl' students who have not. definit.eJy deci?ed up0J?- a
profession 01' a ~Ul'pose toward which ~o du'ect the?.' education,
the be t policy IS to complete ~ rapIdly as possIble the prescribed work in general education. COUl'ses numbered up to
199 hould usually be taken during the freshman year, those
numbered 200 to 299 in the sophomore year, Courses numbered
o and above are not open to freshmen and only to third term
sopbomores. Counselor will help work out a program to fit
the individual need, but the following is sug-gested as a general
design:
First Year
Semester Hours
Hi()IO~Y 101·2 .......................... _ 6
C"lllll1ullications 101·2 ............ 6
1l\ll11:=tnitics 103 .......... _............. 2
J" ll Y>;. Ed. 103 ..... ...................... 3
::'M'. S(~. 100·1·2 ......................... 6
:~IJ'~(~ch 101 ._..... ................... .... 3
:I~ l,-!cl ivl' , .
.. ........................ 7
Total ........................ 32

Second Year
Semester Hours
Humanities 201·2 ...................... 8
Mathematics 102 ...................... 2
Phys. Sc. 101·2 .......................... 4
Phys. Ed. 250 .......... ............ .... 3
Psy.201 ......... ..... ...... ............ ....... 3
Soc. Sc. 201·2 .. .. . ...................... 6
Elective ........................................ 6
Total ........................ 32

t. T~1 the ab?ve arrangement the physical science course may
dken the first year and biology the second.
. 'IF ?!' ~ tnr1 entfl who already have a definite profession in
IILlII(
It may ue necessa
t
.t
.
(~dlll'nt.i()n con'
ry 0 po pone some of the general
and
in the-il' majo/
F'e~~ace them ~ith .beginning cour~es
s.
or mstance maJors In home economICS.
I ,

)t.

Mathematics : Intel'departmental major: Requires a total of
67 semester hours in sciences distributed as follows: 30 in
mathematics including 251-2 and 9 hours numbered 300
or above, at least 27 in two other sciences, and 6 hours in
a fourth science. Physics 201-2 must be included.

67
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will need to carry a COllrse ill home economics during the fresh..
man y ar. This will push orwal'd some of the freshma))
requiJ:ements to t he sophomo?e year, . and perhaps SOIne
sophomOl' l"equir ments to th~ junior yea~·. . <;ounseloll
will as 1St the student in arrangmg the best mdiVldual pIal!.
In the following pages however, al'~ a num~e1' ~f sugg~S~ed
plans which may be found econonucal of time lD attal1ll:tiR,
various pl'ofessional or pre-professional ends. The student yvi.Ij
find it to his advantage to follow these progJ.:ams n~e~s ~e ~aa
the approval of his counselor. They are fleXIble, wIthin hoots
however, and with the ap1lroval of the counselOl', the dean, ana
the head of department concerned, may be changed to meet Illl
individual need.
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e who transfer to Louisiana State University may
S
T1ht the l'equil'ements for the degree in Areh.iteetm·a1
com~ e e . in two years and a summer semestel' after finish~nglnl eef~fowing two-year COUI'se here, provided no grade of
mg ~ 1e eI'ved on work to be transferred .
'D' IS ree
First Year

Semester Hours
h mlstrY 191.2 .. . ............ ~
'catlons 101·2 .......-.. ,
Offimwu
2
HumanJties 103
. .. ...... 10
MathematiCS 151-2·3 .......... .. .
S eCch 101 ..... _.... ...................... ~
Erective
... ' - ..
·.... ···· .. ·· 32

Total ._ ................ .

PRE-AGRICULTURAL COURSE
Students planning for agriculture as a yocation <,>1' profes.
sion will find seveJ:al different types of currIcula leadmg to th
different fields
nch a genel'a} agriculture, agricultul'a
economics or business, agricultural engineerit:lg, and te8:chint
in vocational agriculture programs. Students mtereste~ In th£
first three of these can take at least one year of theIr wOrl
here. Those interested in teaching agl'iculture, who do n
mind spending extra time to meet specific requirements, ma}
take two years before transferring to an agricultural school
The following is the sugge ted arranO'e1!leJ?t of courses f01
either the one or the two-year course. VanatlOns may be madl
if necessary to meet requil'ements of allY spec~ic ~cho.ol, bw
the p 'ogram below meets l'equu'ements of most mstitutlol1S.
First Year
Semester Hours
Biology 101-2, 104. 105 ....... _.. 8
Communications 101-2 _ ......... 6
Chemistry 101-2
7
Humanities 103 ..... .... .... ... ... . Z
Phys. Ed. 103 ......... "'"
3
Speech 101 . .... ........................... 3
Elective
.. ,...... ........ .. 3
Total . .... . ....... 32

Second Year
Semester Hou,
Biology 271, 313 .. ,. ..
,
Ch:mistry 113
.. ,
Chemistry 271 (formerly 251) I
Humanities 201·2 ........... ...... .. !
Psychology 201 ................ ........ .
"'Elective
. .. .......................
Total ...... " ................ ~

*Electives recommended for transfer to the University of Arkansas 01
Arkansas State College are Sociology 201-2, and Education 303.
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Second Year
Semester Hours
Art 121-2 ... ............ ..__ ....... ... 4
Chemis tr y 113
. ........ _.... _. _ 3
Mathematics 251-2 .................... 8
Physics 201-2 ................ ......... 8
Soc. Sc. 100-1-2 _... ........... 6
"'Elective ...... ...... ..... .......... 5
Total ......... .......... 34

Pol. Sc. 221 or Geography, 2 hours.
'Elee t Ives should include
c
·

Students transferring to other schools of architecture
h tid con ult the counselors from the departments of mathe~;ics or physical sciences about the courses to meet th.e
~equirements of t.he par~~ular school of their choice. T~ere is
wide difference m requuements, and some schools leplace
chemistry and calculus with other courses.
PHE-DENTAL COURSE (B.S. Degree)

While most schools of dentistry now have a mmImum
entrance requirement of three years of college work, they give
preference in admissions to students who already hold the
bac.helol"s degree. Students who wish to obtain their degrees
h(;::fore entering the dental schools should select as their major
uithl'r chemistry or biology, including within their selection
lhose courses specifically mentioned below. Those who wish to
transfer after three years may follow the curriculum here outI i ned. Such students, aftel' satisfactory completion of their
S(:Goll.d year in the dental school, may receive their Bachelor
nl" SCience degree with a major in biology from this institution.

The curriculum outlined below is arranO'ed to meet the

approval. of tlu'ee .specific dental schools, but"'changes may be
mad \~lth the aId of counselol'S to fit the requ~rement of
o 1 If such chauge ShOllld be necessary. Tbe student must
ac 11e e a 1.5 scholarShip average in all work transferred.

r.

PRE.ARCHITECTURAL COURSE
Students planning for a career in arch~tecture, architectU' I .ShU1de.ll tR tyansferring to the School of Dentistry of Saint
..OlliS I1lVel'SIt Y
tl U'
.
.
ral engineering, or regional and city plannmg should normaJlj ('ompit'te
th f II C?r 1e Dlverslty of Kansas CIty should
.
e 0 owmg courses.
expect to take five years for preparatIOn.
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First Year
Semester Hours
Biology 101·2·4·5 ...
8
Communications 101·2 .
6
Humanities 103 __ ......... .......... __ .. 2
Phys. Ed. 103 .... __ .....................1·3
Phys. Sc. 101 ..... ............. ............ 2
Soc. Sc. 1.00·1·2 ....... ____ ............... 6
Spaech 101 .................................. 3
Elective ........................................ 2
Total ..... _............ 30-32

Second Year
, Semester HOUl'1I
LhemIs~ry 101·2 ........................ 7
HumamtIes 201·2 ...................... 8
Math 151·2 .................................. 7
Soc. Sc. 201·2 .............................. 6
Elective ........................................ 4
Total ........................ 32

'r>'

Third Year
Semester Hours
. ...... ......... 3
Biology 263 ..
3
Chemistry 113 .
Chemistry 271·2
(formerly 251·2)
8
German 101·2 ............................ 6
Physics 201·2 .. _........ .................. 8
Psychology 201 .......................... 3
Elective .............."........................ 3
Total ........................ 34

Students wishing to transfer to The School of Dentistr~
of the University of Illinois must have Chemistry 201-2 and
351 instead of, or in addition to, 251-2. They must also have a
total of 14 hours of history and social sciences, but need only
6 hours of physics.
PRE-ENGINEERING COURSE
A student who plans to enter engineering school after two
years should consult with his counselor and the head of the
depaJ:tment of mathematics or physical science to be sure that
he is carrying the courses that m eet the l'equirements of the
particular school to which he is transfen·ing. The followint
proaram however, will meet the requirements of mom
engineering schools-chemical, civil, e1ectlical, and mechanical
Second Year
Semester Houn
Art 121·2 ..................................... ~
Chemistry 113 ........................... 3
*Economics 201·2 ..................... I
Mathematics 251·2 .................... j
Phys. Ed. 103 ............................1.$
Ph ysics 201·2 ............................ .
E~ective .........................................3/
Total .................... 32
*Those transferring for chemical engineering should substitute 'Chelll
istry '201·2.

First Year
Semester Hours
Chemistry 101·2 . .
.... 7
Communications 101·2. .. ... ... 6
Mathematics 151·2·3 ................ 10
Humanities 103 .......................... 2
Speech 101 .................................. 3
Elective ..... .................................. 2
Total ....................... 30
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Students of ch~al ~gine.ering, ,,:ho do not object to
spending some addItIOnal tlm~ ill meetmg possible specific
requirements,. may take a th,u'd year before transferring
should illclude the followmg:
'

which

Third Year
Semester Hours
Chem~stry 271·2, 343 . .............. 9
ChemIstry 351·2 ............ ............ 8
Physi~s 351 or 354 .................... 3
¥Electlve ................................... 12
Total ........................ 32
'Should include Economics 201·2 if not taken earlier.

PRE-MEDICAL COURSE (B.S. Degl'ee)
Most medical scho~1s. require a minimum of three years of
college work for admISSIon, but many are selecting lar el
th.ose who already hold the bachelo.r's degree. Students ~h~
\Vi ~ to complete ~e Bachelor of SCience degl'ee before transferl'lng to ~he m~dIca~ school should choose biology or chemist ry as theIr major field of concentration and should include
the r~st of the general education requirements with the
exceptlOn
102
and Ph. Sc. 102, which are IDO1'e th an
• db oftl Math ,
"lD
cove~e
Y 1e COUl es
SClence and mathematics listed in the
currIcul~ below. Those who transfer at the end of thl'ee
years will be granted the Bachelor of Science de · · t h
major in biological sciences from this institutior~; WI th a
uccessful completion of their second year in th al on de
hoo} of medicine.
e Jprove
of th~hU~;~;1: ~F~i~s~~SirchgoioOf:td~h~ reqt.huirements
we tern Medical School of Dalla T.
e lcme, e. ou~h
of JIlinois School of Medicine Cbs, 0'exas, and the U~verslty
nry to
t·
. anoes may be made if neces
this cur~~~u::;qhc;~n;:~;s l~ o~~eh scho~s. Deviations fro~
coun elo1' and h~ad of the 'dep~~m tavef b' e1 approval o~ the
.. en 0 10 ogy or chemIstry.
First Year

hemlstry 101.2 ~~ester Hours
Communications 101:2...... ·...... 7
H umanlties 103
............ 6
hys. Ed. 103
................... _... 2
Phys. Sc. 101 ......................... .1·3
-Soc. Sc. 100.1:2 ...... ·.. ·........ ··· .. ·.. · 2
peech 101
...... -....... .......... 6

EI clive ... T~·~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::~

Second Year

Chemistr 11

Semester Hours

1b1.:J .... ·........... .......... 3
Chem?s'!ry 251
Biolo

fforme~·iy·20ij ~

2Thi ......................
Soc. Sc. 20<f.2
...... ................
~~th~~~~S

8

3
El ti
...... .~ ....................... 6
ec ve ....1'.................................. 2
otal ....................... . 34

HARDING COLLEGE
Third Year
Semester Hours
Biology 251·2 .............................. G
Chemistry 251·2 ........................ 8
German 101·2 ........ ................... 6
Physics 201·2 .............................. 8
Elective .............................. ~ ..... ... 4
Total ........... ............ 32
"'Those t ransferring to southwestern Medical School must elect 4
hours additional in American government and 6 hours in American
history.

Those transferring to the University of Illinois School of
Medicine must also include Chemistry 351 and Biology 263, and
have a total of 14 hours in history and social sciences.
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First Year
Semester Hours
;\rt 117.8 .......:........ .... ................... 4
COIllmurucations
roe Ec. 101-2 101·2 ........... . 6
!I~anities 103 ·························· 6
~ thematics 102························ 2
a Ed 103
..................... 2
PllYS lCll
....................... ..... 3
sg~~ ch
Sc. 10o.i'2···········................ 3
S.
•....................... G
Elective ...............................
2
Total .............. .:::~:~: 34

Second Year
Biology 101-2 ....~emestel' Hours
Home Ec. 251103·· .. ··.. ······ ... ....... 6
Humanities 201.2 .................. '" 6
Phys. Sc. 101
......... ............. 8
Psy. 201 ........ :.::::::::::::.............. 2
Soc. Sc. 201-2
........... .'" 3
Elective ..... ~ ..::::. :...................
6
TOlal ................. ... 2
.................. -" 33

Third Year
Semester Hours
Artemistr
313 ..........................
101·?
............. . 2
~ SOl. jb3 403 .... ... ... ...... ..... ... 7
8
Ec. 3i2-3 33i:2" ............. 10
IIomt;. Ec. 252 .:............ :::::::::::::. 3
Ed. 4:>0 or Psy. 303 ...
~
Elective ·.. T··t·· .. ·········.·::::::::::::::. 2
o al .................... 34-35

Fourth Year
Biolog y 271.5 Semester Hours
Ed. 450 or Psy' 303 . ...... 7
Ed. 317. 451 .
. . ... 2·3
Home Ec . 321:2' .. ·· ..................... 5
Home Ec. 323.4 ............ ............ 5
Phys. Ed. 250
........................ 8
Elective .....
......................... ... 3

nome

PRE-PHARMACY COURSE

Students preparing for phannacy may complete one year
of their work here before transfening to the school of phar~
macy. The following course meets requirements of admission
to the St. Louis College of Pharmacy, the Schools of Pharmacy
of the University of Mississippi, the University of Kansas City,
and the University of Arkansas. Courses may also be arranged
to meet specifiC requirements of other schools.
First Year
Semester Hours
Biology 101·2·4-5 ....... .... ............ 8
Cl1emistry 101·2 ........................ 7
Communications 101·2 ............ 6
Mathematics 151 or 152 ....... 3-4
Phys. Ed. 103 ~........ ................. . 3
Elective .... ... ............................4·5
Total ..................······ 32

PREPARATION FOR HOME ECONOMICS (B.S. Degree)

Since it is difficult to al'1'ange a program to incIude all the
requirements in general education as well as those for the
teaching of home economics we would uJ.'ge the student ~o
follow carefully the cU1'l'iculum suggested below. This wIll
avoid conflict of comses and save time.
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Program for Teachin ~o' Home E conomIcS
.

T ···t ··· .......................... 2

o al ................... 32·33

Program for Institutional Manag'ement
adD
' t etlcs
.
•
<
n
Ie
First Year
.
Semester Hours
BIOlogy 101·2 ..................
6
Communications 101·2 ........... . 6
Home E c. 102
........... .
Humanitips 103··························· 3
Phys. Ed.- 103 .......................... 2
Mathematics 102 ...... ················ .. 3
Soc. Sc. 100.1.2
...................... 2
Speech 101
.......... ..... .. ..... .... 6
Elective

' ' 1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~
otal ....................... 33

'I'hird Year
ChemistI' 113 Semester Hours
Ch.emistr~ 271.~r 324 ........ 3 3
Economics 201-2 ·················· 8 8
Borne Ec. 335.
................ 6 6
or Hom 'E 6 ............... ..... 10
c
and Ps e 20 . 331-2-3 ........
9
PSY.201 y. 7 or Ed. 301 ..
3
Elective '" .... ........ ................... 3 3

···T·· .. ·.......................

2 2
otal .................. 32 34

Second Year
Chemistry 101.2Semester Hours
Home Ec.- 251
... .. .... ... .. ........ 7
Humanities 2(iC2·············· .... ····.. 3
Phys. Ed. 250
.. .................... 8
Phys. Sc. 101.2·················· .. ··· .. ··· 3
Soc. Sc. 201.2 .......................... 4
62
Elective
3.3

···~r~t~i:··:::::::::~·.::::::::::::
.... .................

Fourth Year
Semester Hours
B~s.oi~.21J·5 ........... - ........ ~. 7 7
Chemistry ~24 .. ~; ··ii3········.. 3333
Ed. 403
....... .
Home E~:· j3i:2:3·· ...............
··· ··· · ····· .. ·· 92 2
a nd Psy. 207 or Ed. 301 3
Elor '? ome Ec. 335·6 .... ........
10
ectlve ............................ 5 7
Total .................. 32 32
B' I
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Instrumen tal

PREPARATION FOR LAW (B.A. Degree)

Schools of law usually require from three to fOUl' years of
college work for entl'anee. This work should meet the genel'al
education l'equirements fOl' the Bachelor of Axts degree, and
should contain as much work as possible in English and speech,
history and social sciences, psychology and business administration. Those who take the four-year course should choose as
a major field either the social sciences, histol'Y, or English.
Those who take the Uu'ee-year course should advise with their
counselor and the head of the social science department to
include those courses which, with the compietioll of the first
year in the school of law, will meet the requi:r:ements for then'
degree with a major in the social sciences. Students following
this plan receive the Bachelor of Arts degree from this institution upon the successful completion of their first year in the
school of law.

Those planning to teach music should follow the curriculum below. It suggests two fields of emphasis-the vocal-choral
and the instrumental.
Vocal-Choral
Semester Hours
Biology 101·2 .............................. 6
Communications 101·2 ............ 6
Music lll·2 ............................... :.. 8
Piano 101·2 .................................. 4

Soc. Sc. 100·1·2 .. .............. .. ...... 6
Elective .. ...................................... 2
Total ........................ 32
Semester Hours
*Ed. 301, 410 or 4.09 ....._......... 5
Mathematics 102 ........................ 2
MusiC 131·2, 2ll-2, 331 ..............
Psychology 201, 207 or 303 ....
Phys. Ed. 103 ..... .. ........... ..........
Speech 101 ............. ............ .........

Second Year
Semester Hours
Humanities 201·2 ...................... 8
Music 251·2 ................................ 8
Phys . Sc. 101·2 ........................ .. 4
Piano or voice ............... ............. 4
Soc. Sc. 201·2 .............................. 6
Elective ........................................ 2
Total ....................... 32

Fourth Year

Third Year

8
6
3
3

~?~~~iV~·:::::·.::::·.:·.: ::::::::::·. :::::::::·. : :::: ~

Third Year
Semester Hours
Mathematics 102
2
"Education 301 . : : : :: 3

~~s.fg~I~~/10 ::.:: ....
Mus~c

Semester Hours
'"Education 303, 4.50·1 .............. 8
Education 312 01' 317 ................ Z
Music 335·6, 351·2 ...................... 8
Phys. Ed. 250 ....... _................... 3
Elective ..................................... ... 12
Total ........................ 33

Total ........................ 33
"Those who plan to teach on the elementary level should select the
elementary educatIOn courses instead of the series s uggested here.

.. ..

Fourth Year
Educat!on 303. 4~~r:t.ester Hours
Edu~atlOn 312 or 317 .. ···.... ···.. 8
MUSIC 335.6
··.. ······.... 2
Music 341. 35i.2, 36i:i.... ·.. ···.... 2
Phys. Ed. 250
...... .... 10
Elective
.......................... 3

~

311 or an app. elective 2

MUSIC 332 .. ...... ..
PhYs. Ed. 103
...
...
psycholo
201.. ·...... ··· .. ·............ ·
gy
'"
PSych 0 Jogy 207 or 303
....
Speech 101 .. ... ..... .

Elective ... Tot~i "

PREPARATION FOR MUSIC EDUCATION

First Year

l~lrd tthhos e Ch~oSuling the instrumental as thell',
.
e currIC um for th fir t
.
maJ 01' t 1
the vocal-choral above. The seconed yeS ,~eatlh' IS the same aeSafc 1:
1 hour of ' "
aI IS e sam
or
M:usic 131~t~e ~S 1ald'ned each st:mester instead ~/x~ept that
ollows'•
IS mc u ed. The thIrd and fom'th 'V p~ano, and
J ealS are as
f
' g
JIl

"
~
3
3
3
3

·.. T~t;i.. ·:::::::::::::::::::::::: 3~

~ .... ~ ..~ .. ~ ... ~~~~~.:. 3~

"See note under vocal· choral in regard to education

PREPARATION FOR MUSIC

(non-teachin~ majors)

. _ Th~ foll~wing curricula are the most
for mUSIC majors who do not plan to teach . economical of time
Piano Majors
Those making piano their rna ' ·
r
.
the curriculum a.rranO'ed for th ]Ol-~p) led mUSIC may follow
ma.i?r~ through the first two ~ v~ca -c l~ral music educat~on
mUSIC 111 the second y ear is pian} e.al
S e~cvpt ~hat the applIed
lum for the third and fourth yeaOI_slr: eaf 101f VOIce. The cunicuIS as
ows :
C

i

Third Year
Mathematics 10~emester Hours
Music 131-2
...................... 2
~usic 3ll.2 ......................
2
Piano
................................ 4
Phys. EcCioa .. 2S·0........·...... ·...... 4

Psycholog 201

~Ch lOi

.................... 6
.......................... 3

Music
Music
Music
Piano

°

Fourth Year
335.6
Semester Hours
351.2 .. .............................. 2
371.2 .......................... ...... 46
............ :::.... ......................... .

~Elective .T.....::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::: 1~
otal ...... .................. 32

J

::J~ve·· ;;~l:• · ·• • • ·•••·• •:.• ·

Elective
18 h
s s h ould be so chosen as t
field, and

adva~~~~.i~v~~~~J~~ated

~u~r~n;n~lu~~n~f 1~~;~oi21~~sUl~!1~f
f

.
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Voice Majors
Music majors with voice as their major applied field
should fol1ow carefully the program below unless a change is
approved by the music department.
First Year
Semester Hours
Biology 101-2 .............................. 6
Communications 101·2 ............ 6
Music 111-2 ................................ 8
Soc. 'Sc. 100.1·2 .......................... 6
Voice ............................................ 4
Elective ........................................ 2
Total ........................ 32

Third Year
Semester Hours
Mathematics 102 ........................ 2
Music 131-2. 331 .......... .............. 4
Music 221.2 ................................ 6
Phys. Sc. 101·2 ............... ........... 4;.
Piano ............................................ 4
Psychology 201 ........................ 3
Voice ............................................ 4
*Electlve ...................................... 6
Total ....................... · 33
"The elective work must include 18

Second Year
Semester Hours
Humanities 201·2 ...... ~............. 8
Music 251-2 ................................ 8
Piano ............................................. 4
Soc. Sc. 201.2 .............................. 6
Voice ............................................ 4
Elective ........................................ 2
Total ........... ·...... ·.... · 32
Fourth Year
Semester Hours
Music 335-6 ....... _....................... 2
Music 351-2 ................................ 6
P"nys. Ed. 103, 250 .. .................. 6
Speech 101 ..... ............................. 3
Voice ................................ ............ 4
"Elective ................................... 12
Total ........................ 33

hours on the advanced level.

PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (B. S.
Degree)
The supply of b-ained medical technicians has not kept
pace with the demand. Students who wish to prepare for this
field of service must have either a two 01' a three-year prepru"atory COUl'Se. Those who carry the three-year course may receive
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology from
the institution to which they tl'ansfer, or they may so arrange
theil' electives here as to receive the Bachelor of Science degree
from this institution upon completion of their work in the
school of technology. Approved schools of medical technology
are in certain hospitals, state boards of health labOl'atories, and
in medical schools. The courses last twelve months, and graduates obtain certification by the National Registry of Medical
Technologists ,
Students choosing the minimum two-year course should
follow the outline below:

ACADEMIC INFORMATION
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First Sem
Year t
H
Biology
101.2
es er .......
ours6
Chemi'strv
101:2.. ·.. ...........
Communications i01:2.............. 7
Mathemati cs 152
.. _........ 6
Soc. Sc. 100.1.2 ........................ 3
Speech 101
......................... 6
Ele t'
...........................
3
c lVe ....1' .. ~ .......................::::::: 2
olal ........................ 33

Second Year
Biology 10-'1.5 Semester Hours
Chemistry 252 ..IIi .......... ·.. ·.. ·.. ·
Chemistry 251:2
.............. .... {
Phys. Ed: 103
.. ........ .............. 8
Physics 201.2 .......................... .. ..1.3
Psychology 201...... · .................... 8
Elective
....................... 3
. T ..t ·.... ·· .. ·.... ·· .. ·........ 2·4
0 al ........................ 33

~

Those choosino' the thl'
sciences over a lon~er eri'od ee-ye~r program may spread the
courses which wili r~und ~ntd t~clude t~e general education
degrees. The folIo wino: is the ~elcom men
e rdeqdUlrements
for their
e plan:
•

b

First Year
.
Semester Hours
BIOlogy
101·2·4·5
Chemistry
101.2 ........................ 8
7
communications ·101:2' ...... ·...... 6
Humanities 103 .
.. ........ ..
Pl1ys. 'Sc. 101
......................... 2
Soc. Sc. 100.1.2 .... · .. ·.... ·...... ·........ 2
Electiv
......................... 6

e ·.. T~·tai· .. ::::::::~:::::::::::::

Second Year
Chemistry 252 Jemester
Hours
Humanities 201_2 3 ..... ....... ....... 7
Math ematics 151.2.. · .. ·...... ·.... · .. .. 8
Social Sc. 201.2
...... .............. 7
Speech 101
..... ..................... 6
E lective ..

3~

·T~:i~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3~

Third Year

Biology 271

Semester Hours

Chemistry 271:2 .... ·........·.. ·.. ·...... 4
Physics 201.2
....................... 8
Phys. Ed. 103 .. 250·.............. ·.... · 8
Psycholo
201
....... ............ 2·6
Electiv gy
.._............... ....... 3
e .. T.................................4·8
otal ................... , 33

PREP ARA'l'ION FOR SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Students trainjng'~i
planniwr for se
". I pOSItIons
. .
the essential
. c "et ana
may acquire
js recommended whene:el~ SlD~ e yeal', but a two year course
a. mOl'e thorough preparaJ~~s~bld· T~le ?onger course will give
n s ou d lead to better positlons. Those who take the
below:
one-year course may follow the plan

1

One Year
B. A 101-2
Semeste r Hours
B. A: 105-6 ..................... .............. 8
B. A. 205 .................................... 6
Communi~.;ti~~~ ..lo:t:2.............. 3
B. A. 116, 117
............ 6
Humanitie 103.......................... · 4
Speech lOIS
............. ............ 2
Elective ..

· T~t~:i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3~

HARDING COLLEGE
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Those who take the two-year course should plan their
work as follows:
First Year

Semester Hours
B. A. 101.2 .. .... ............... ..... ...... 8
B. A. 105.6 ..................... _......... 6
B. A. 116.117 ........................... 4
Communications 101-2 ............ 6
Humanities 103 . ....................... 2
Speech 101 .................................. 3
Elective .......... ............................. 3
Total ........................ 32

Second Year

Semester Hours
B. A. 205.6 ........................... ....... 6
B. A. 317 ...................................... 3
Humanities 201-2 . .................... 8
Social Sc. 100-1·2 ............. ......... 6
Social Sc. 201·2 ...... ................... 6
Phys. Ed. 103 ............................ 3
Elective ........................................ 2
Total ........................ 34

Four-Year Elementary Certificate
First Year
Art 111 2
M Semester Hours
.
. 01' us. 116·7
BIOlogy 101.2
.......... 4
Communications .. "1oi:2............. 6
Education 104
.......... 6
Humanities 103.......................... 2
Phys. Ed. 103 .............. ......... 2
PsYChO!OCf 20i ........ ·.. ·.. ·.. · .. ·...... 3
Socia! SC~~00.1.2· ............ ·.......... 3
Elective
...................... 6

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING
The demand for teachers at all the different levels still
continues strong, with the most urgent need in the elementary
grades. The State Depal.'tment of Education issues certificates
on both the elementary and the high school levels upon the
basis of work completed here. These include the Six-Year
Elementary 01' Secondary Certificates based upon the bache101"S degree, the Four-year Elementary, the JuniOl' High, and
the Certificate based on three years of college work.
Students planning to begin teaching in the elementary
schools after two years of college work should complete the
following courses:

Second Year
Biology 108 or G~~mestery Hours
Educ.ation 251,260}ra P h 111 2
Engllsh 2 5 0 · · · · · ·
8
Humanities 201:2
3
Phys. Ed. 250
...................... 8
Social Sc. 201 0;·202.. ·...... ·.. ·.. ·.. 3
PsycJ:1010gy 207 01' 30i............ 3
ElectIve
.......... 3

. ·To·t~i···::::::::::::::::::::~:: 3~

"'Totaj"":::::::::::::::::::::::: 3~

Six-Year Elementary Certificate

PREPARATION FOR SOCIAL WORK
There is a constant demand for trained men and women in
social service. Most positions, however, require a four-yeal.'
college course and one or two years of graduate training in a
school of social w01'k. Those planning for this profession will
find many different fields of service open to them. While they
may choose as their undergraduate major any field of interest
such as home economics, health and physical education, English
and journaliSm, or the social sciences, they must complete a
total of 30 hours in at least three of the following subjects:
economics, political science, psychology, and sociology. They
must also present a 2.5 scholarship average for admission to
the graduate, or professional school.
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ThoseCertificate
taking the sh
fourllear course of the Six-Year Ele
mentary
g.eneral education for th oUB hOFplete the requirements
~lrs~ two years, then cho~se
a~ ~ o,! of Arts d~gree during the
Jumor and senior years. The fo~j~~·a~d a mmo~ field for the
ments should be completed in additi me> profeSSIOnal requ~re
ments, or as a part of them:
on to the general reqUlre-

i~

Semester Hours
Art 111·2

~~~iri1~?fo·r. Ge~graPhY..iii j

English 250 ...... ·· .... · .. ·.. ·...... · .......
Additional A~~~i~~~ 'hist~~y
01' government
.
GeograPhy ...... ......... ..................
athematics
102
....
..................
..
M
Education
104
........................

4
3
2
4

2
Educat!on 260, 26i .. 2·ii2......·...... · 2
EducatIOn 3 1 7 '
9
Education 251: ··441 ·........ ·.... ·.... 2
Psychology 303 or 207 ............

g

Junior High School Certificate

.

1n

The Junior High S h 1 C ..
c~rtain
fields in th~ j~~ ~l~flhcate qualifies for teaching

r~qU1rements within tw

school. To meet all the
!i1h~! completing the ~e~:~i ed~~r:;ust dis.rupt the normal
Yeal'S tIS bcoun~elor should plan all cot:~~e~OfIS~h. The ~tudent
o e SIDe that every requirement is me.
°tl' e entire two
01

g
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G nera] Requirements
English (including speech,
communications, and
h.umanitIes) ................... .......... 9
Social studies (hlstory,
sociology, geography,
political science, economics) 9
Science ......................................... 6
Music or art appreciation
(included here in humanities) 3
Physical educat ion, h ealth and
safety ........................................ 6
General psychology .................... 3

Professional Requirements
Basic professional course .. ... 9
(introduction to education,
educational or adolescent
psychology, general
methods)
Techniques of teaching ........... 3
(directed teaching or
observation)

Special Requirements

In addition to the general requirements above, or including
them, the student must select one or more of the following
teaching fields in which he completes a total amount of work
as indicated below:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Minimum Hours
English (including communications, speech and
hUmanities) ..... ........................ ............................................. 15
Mat hematics ............................................. .............................. ..... 6
Physical education .................................................................... 15
Physical education ....... ............................................ 4
Health and safety .. ..................................................... 2
Methods for secondary schools ............................... 3
Administration of health and physical education 3
Direction of school and community recreation .. 3
Public chool music ................................................................... 16
Applied music (t wo fields) ..................................... 6
AppreCiation and history .. ..... ............................... 3
l1heory (harmony. sIght reading, ear training) .. 6
Ensemble and conducting ........................................ 1
Science (each subject taught) ................................................ 8
General science ..... ... .. ........ ........ .................................................. 16

~~~~f!al 'science

." ..... ::::::: .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~

6. Soclal studies ...........................
. . ......
.. ........ 14
History (European 3; U. S. 3) .... .. . .. .
6
Geography 111 ....................
.. . .
.2
Two other social sciences (economics, political
sclence, sociology) ......... ... ............... .. 6

Six-Year Secondary School Certificate

It is urged if possible that stUdents who plan to teach ill
the secondaxy schools complete the entire four-year college
Course before teaching. This will permit them to work out all
the genera] education requirements in their normal order. In
addition to these l'eqnirements and the major and minor in the
chosen teaching fields, the student, prefeJ.'ably during the jun-
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Years, must complete the followl'ng

professional

1. Basic professional course .

Minhnum Hours
Introdl!ctiol1 to educatio;J·.... ·.. · .. ·.... ··.. · .. ·· .. ····· .... ·............... 9
Education or adolescent psychoio·.. ··........ ·.. ·..... ..... 3
General methods ............... ..
gy .................... 3
2. Techniq!les o.f teaching course :::::::::::............................ 3
CurncuIurn construction and
................;................... 9
procedures
,
- or evaluatIon
S1? ecial methods··· .. ·........ ·............................................. 2
DIrected teaching.. ·.. ··-···.... ·.. ···· .... ·.. ·_· ·....................... 2
.. ·.. ·........ ·.. ·· ...... ·.... ···.... ·.... ·.. ·.......... 5

High School Teaching Fields
Students should be p 'e . d .
The reqUu'ements for nia pa~e In at l~ast two teaching fields
sufficient to qllalify for ani~~~c~ l rs u&~aUy would b~
may Occur, below are listed th g Ie. , but SInCe exceptions
Department of Education of th e req tl1r ements of the State
each teaching field:
e amount of credit requh'ed in

T13

Commercial

Minimum Hours

~~~~i':f~: . :::::......................................................... 8

27

and a·cc·o uni in·g.......... ·.......... ·.. ·............. 6
OBo~kkeeping
ffice management
...... ·........................... 6

Conunercia.llaw
.................................................... 3
!3usiness English .................................................... ,..... 2
EngJisll

~g S~h~~ ~e~t·tep....dt..oed4·uh·C'ted
.. f.Or:·-e'icii··linit··~;
ours.

May inclUde not mOl' th

JOUrnalism.
Mathematics

e

an

6

hours in speech and

Two hours may be ded t d
unit up to 6 hours.
uc e for each high School
PhYSical Education
PhYsical education
Related Science, as anatomy ·oi7·.. ii·....j.. ·l.. ·.... ·.......... 3
H
ealth and safety ..........
p ys 0 ogy ........ 3
Adm. of health and Phy:si'i:a'j'educati~ii.................. 2
Athletic coachin
................ 3
*PEf
g ............ ..
: : or secondary school.... ·.... ·........ ·.. ·.................. 4
P~mclples of PhYsicaJ educ~tio .............. ·· ......... ....... 3
DIreCtion of schOol aud conun D ·t........
y ·.. •.. ·............ 3
>OM
un f recreation .. 3
ay be counted a
t
requirement.
s par of the profeSSional

24

15

25
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Science
Biology .......................................................................... 8
Chemistry ...................................................................... 8
Physics ............................... ........................ ................... 8

24

Public School l\lusic
Applied music (two years of piano, one year
of voice, one year of instxuments) .............. 11
Music literature and analysis .................................. 2
Theory (harmony, sight reading, and ear
training) ................. ............................................... 8
Conducting and ensemble ........................................ 3

24

Social Studies
European history ................................... ·.... ··......... ·.... 6
United States history .............. ........................ ·.. ·...... 6
'Other social sciences (trom at least three of
the following: economics, geography,
government, sociology) .................................... 8

20

Home Economics
See requirements for the B.'S. in Home Economics.

Certificates in Other States
Students who wish to teach in other states should plan
with their counselors the courses which meet the specific
requirements of those states. Upon payment of the $1.00 fee
the registrar will make application and assist the student in
obtaining the certificate in the state desired.
THE FIFTH YEAR PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM

Harding is coop~rating with the other colleges of the
state and with the Ford Foundation in developing a Fifth
Year of strictly professional training and experience for the
preparation of teachers. Those who elect to ohtain their
professional training in the fifth year are not permitted to '
carry the courses in methods and directed teaching dUl'ing the
four-year course. On the other hand they must first complete
the requirements for the Bachelor's degree, including the
general education courses and their major and minOl' fields
of specialization. In the fifth year they are given their professional COUl'ses with dire ted teaching in actual school situations. DUl"ing this year they receive a salary sufficient to
cover all expenses.
While an additional degree is not offel'ed fm' the fifth
year uIDvel'Sities are arranging to accept the cTedit in partial
fulfillment of the l'equu'ement for the Ma teT's degree. It is
believed, however, that the stronger undergraduate foundation
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made possible by po t
.
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fifth year and h s. ponmg ~h.e profesSional
'
~hiCh wil( result~ ~il1hi~~~ t~~ClenCy in profes~i~u;~e~rt? ~he
e reqUIred.
compensate for th
.a~Il.1ng
e addItlonal
Those who choose tIl Fifth Y
the inst~'uctors in education and ~arlPlan should confer w'th
courses In psych 1
mc ude only the f
1
their undergl'adu~t~~,o~~.~~.ucation which are pern~.ut~dSi~
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DESCRt PT/ON OF COURSES
N umbering of COUl'ses
To assist the student in planning his work constructively
the following system of numbering has been adopted:
Courses numbered 100-199 are primarily for freshmen,
but
may
be taken
in later
freshman
year. years if it is impossible to schedule them the
Courses numbel'ed 200-299 are sophomore courses, but
those numbered 200-249 may if necessary be taken by freshmen. Those numbered 250-299 are counted as advanced com'ses
when preceded by a year of freshman work in the same subject 01' when taken in the junior or senior yeal'S.
Courses numbered 300-399 are junior-senior courses, not
open to freshmen and sophomores, except to sophomores in the
second semester of their work.
Courses numbered 400 are senior work to be taken in the
senior year only, except under special conditions and with the
approval of the head of the department.

DEPARTMENT OF ART
Professor Elizabeth B. Mason, Assistant Professor Roberts
Art courses are designed to eDl'ich the artistic understanding of students, to develop high proficiency in the several
arts and their integl'ation, enabling the individual to contribute
to the cultural resour~es of community, state, and nation.
Several courses, including the Humanities and Art History,
require
no drawing ability or stUdio participation, and are
open to
all stUdents.
The objective of the deprutment is to fulfill the needs of
the general student as well as the art major. The art major
may take COUl'ses to prepare for the teaching profession or
entry into the professional field.
Courses having no prerequisites are open to all stUdents
regardless of pl'ior training or ability. All courses are open
as electiVes to anyone with proper prerequisites.
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100. VISUAl. FUNDAMENTALS

An art orientation cours e designed for students, non·ma jors as
well as majors, who desire a knowledge of the fundamentals of visual
arts, including a survey in color, design, teclmique, theory and current
trends. Fall.
101.102. FREEHAND DRAWING AND COMPOSITION 3 Hours each
Introduction to and experimentation in various media. An intro·
ductory study of creative design and composition. Bas ic problems of
the artist. Laboratory exercise in drawings ot various media and
compositional problems. Six. studio hOUTS per week. Fall, Spring.

2 Hours
111. ART EDUCATION
Prospective art teachers are introduced to the problems of art
education, and the philosophy and psychology of art. Projects de·
signed and executed on the primary level. Fall.

89

201, 2~2. IN'l 'ROnUCTION TO PAINTING
.
CreC'.tive experience'.
3 Hours each
0.£ col or , line alld form s Il1 ,:,-,aoter color, tempera, and oil
.
t1On. Prerequisite' lOla: l1:aJOI deSIgn eiernents in p'ctOl'·'l A study
per week. Fall, Spring. - or cons ent oJ instructor . 0L~
~:~ stuc110
Ja: composi·
hom's

3 Hours

235., 23(;, CERA)\HCS

A stud
2 lIom's G2ch
with I
.Y of the materials and te h .
.
and ~ )~~dess 11?e designing and ~e~ues lnvolvet:!- in working
.
,prmg.
g 0 art obJects, glazing,
Z50. PRINT GRAPllUCS
~

A study of l' '''('!I' [']'on a' 1 or con tc
~
is gi~t~l~'~l~e~~g,~
"

:)'~fnt~~~a~tcl~i~egCiai'aQltltentiOl1
•
.
.

'I . '

...... '- ....

2 Hours

~I ~f~oeioul'S11 r~in~.
OlOCl~

ADVANCED COUDS
it ES

2 Hours

112. ART EDUCATION
Methods of teaching elementary school art. Development of units
of work and creative experience in a variety of media. Spring.
115. 116. COMMERCIAL ART

2 Hours each

Study of beginning problems in advertising. The courSe con·
sists of projects designed for the personal needs of eac'h student.
Problems in lettering, illustration, layout. commercial design, tech·
nique in reproduction of ads, methods, media, and psychology of
attractive advertisements are studied. Fall, Spring.
2 Hours each
117,118. ART FOR LIVING
A s t udy of the basic principles and elements of design , the tech·
niques of organization, and the application of design variables. Op·
portunity is given for individua l growth in design problems. Fall,
Spring.

2

HOlit'S'

each

121,122. TECHNICAL HRAWING
Study of the basic problems of drafting. A course designed .for
the general student and the student aimed at spec.illc professional
drawing. Studies in the use of instruments, geom-etrica1 problems,
various projections and the completion of an individual project. Fall,
Spring.
103. PRINCIPLES OF APPRECIATION
Same as Humanities 103. Spring.

2 Hours

301,302. ADVANCED PAINTING
An advanced level st d
3 Hours each
d£~ L ~~signed to contin~/lh~f stt~~!;t~~l~s of the. individual s tu·
me la , the problems of color lh
owledge In the st ud v Of
the ,l.1<.1.turc
of the vat'l' ou ' seh 001 '" ofe methods
expo'o
"
. ... : g of the m"uS t iTS and
. lme;1 ta tlOn. Six sludio hOUrs pe .parnukn , Special proj i('ct; and
I wee . Fall, SprIng.
3!)5, 306, PORTRAIT PAINTING
" ~
Advanced stud,' of POI"
't
u Hom':;; C1!ch
201')
•
Lral ur ~~ in a valle
. ' t·y of media. Prerequisite :
.~. (C'
,Jven on demand.)
3U. ADVANCED COi}HIEEiCIAL AR T
? ~ ...
An advanced course ;n ~" bl
.
~ .tJWUl'S
adver tIs ing. Prereq uisil~: fl~ o:~;n~~ ctreafti'!e design in commercial
,.11 0 the mstn'ctor
<:!
•
-"
. ,~pnng.
313. M!S'JI'OR·W COSTUIHE nESIGN
,
This is a study of th '
2 H our:')
Lraced thr
I
' .
' e neve]opmenl of lh
f , .
ina a'I'
10u,g.1 . a his toric back around
,.~
" t' '~ 'asmons of the day
jO'robl('
d eSl. a ll'
co S t UIl1lng.
.ei..l
' lvePrerequisite:
>~
.ms 0 f 117.118.
Fall . e so - ved , lnclud'mg some staae
b
b

b .

322. SCENE DES'IIGN
.
The combinino- of

arti~t'

'.

' ..d.

3 Honn;

~~r~r~ati11g e.ffective staae~ ~~tB~~ncIP1~s and py,'actical considera tions
lOns wi]] be studied (S ~

.

gs.
roblerns in -,:pecJal types alld
ame as Speech 322.) Spnng.
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2 Hom's

323. CREATIVE ARTS, CRAFTS
..
high and high school
Methods of teachIng a~t atf th~ 1~t~~~fies to the modern sch~:)QI
levels. A study o~ t~eiJe~~~~n t~e ~~'e~ tive appr?ach andd itsJ:~~~~~
program. Stress IS a
, 11
s communlty nee S ' .
b
to personality
development
as tV~rwgrk
on their own teachll1g pro.
of
the class may
do concentra
e
lems. 'Spring.
'
2 HISTORY OF ART
331, 33 .
"
A study of the development

3 Hom's each
, from prehistoric times to and

~f:;l ih e Renaissance to the pr:esent
including
the Gothic
Age, al(d
fr~erstanding of our cultural hentage.
day.
Broadening
the student
s un

Fall, Spring.

335 COLOR THEORY

2 Hours
.
t
.
'th
major
deslgn
elemen
s.
one OLproblems.
e
S
. or
. s·t ue:ly of
An extenslve
. color
. .d asI color
PrID",.
Students
do research
111 mdlVl ua
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The work in Bible and religion is divided on the Uppel'level into foul' divisions: (1) Biblical, (2) doctrinal, (3) historical, and (4) practical.
100, 102. THE BIELE IN SURVEY
2 HaUl'S

The purpose of thls course is to acqualnt the stUdent with God
and his purposes for man as revealed in the Bible. The Old Testament
will be stUdied in the first semester with emphasis on the main facts,
characters, ideas, and the Unfolding purpose of God. The second
semester the New Testament will be stUdied. wherein the PUI:poses
of God will be more clearly seen in the person, life, and teachingS of
Jesus and in the life of the early church and the teachings of the
apostles. Special attention will be given to Illie supreme place of Jesus
in the purposes of God and the response of men to these Purposes.
(This COurse 01' its equivalent is required of aU freshmen.) Fall,
Spring.

'

BIBLE, RELIGION, AND PHilOSOPHY
{. Bales Mattox.; Assistantis'
Professors
Profe ssOl.-s W es"
R. C. Cannon, Dykes, and 1. Lew ,
Lecturer 1. P. Sewell ;
.
.
Assisted from other departments by Bates, Rztchze,
Sears, and Ulrey
..
h crht nd ideals enter into the
So deeply do relIgIOUS tOUt f aall peoples that no man
social structure and de~~l~pmehicl~ he lives without a knowlcan understan.d .the WOl d If W The work of this departmept
edge of its relIgIOUS f~un :; ~~~!~ classes of students. For tne
is adapted to the nee s 0.1 Ilt~raI and spiritual values to be
student who wants th~thC\he ~l'eatest spiritual tea~hers, the
derived from. conta~t w~ . cr' us literature introduce hIm ,to . th~
courses III Blbl~ a:r: re 1",10 n and to much of the gI eates
profoundest thmkm,gd o~ ~fhe student who wishes to prepare
literature of the WOl.! '. 011'0"
and social wOl'k tb e courses
himself f~r le~bdlers;ll ~n chii~~Y:n education and hi?to~Yf a~~
not only m Bl e u m
I
)lans to devote hIS .11 e
relio'ious journalIsm .all
designed. For the. student ';.10!
preaching, to missIOna.ry . W01 k , or i~o homiletics and Christwn
these courses together WIth t h ose
teaching are offered.

105. BEGINNING PREPARATION OF THE

OHRISTIAN lUINISTER

1 Ifou!'

This COurse is deSigned for thOse who are beginning their preparation for preaching. Proper attitudes toward the ministry are presented.
Gu1dance in What the beginning preacher should know and do;
preparation and delivery of sermons. Fall.
10'1. SPECIAL BIBLE STUDY

11{ollr

Principles of Biblical interpretation; special Bible topics. Spring.
200. LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS

] Hour

This course is based on a study of the four gospels with special
attention to Matthew, With emp'h asis on the character and teachings
of Jesus as significant for today. (This course or its equivalent is
required of all sophomores.) Fall.

202. ACTS AND THE EPISTLES OF THE NEWTESTAlUENT 1 Hour

This course is a sequence to 200. :It is a study of the New Testa-

ment churches in their congregational expreSSions and in the lives of
l.ndlvidUal Christians as revealed in the book of Acts and the epistles
course or its equivalent is required of

or the
New Testament (This
au
SOPhomores.) Spring.
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ADV ANCED COURSES
I. THE BIBLICAL DIVISION
1. The Old Testament Field

300. THE BIBLICAL WORLD

2 How's

A historical and religious survey of the Biblical world for a better
understanding of the Bible; emphasis on the contribution of archaeology. Fall.
303. THE PENTATEUCH

2-3 Hours"

The first five books of the Old Testament are studied in the ,light
of their historical background with emphasis on content and meaning.
Fall.
304. STUDIES IN HISTORICAL BOOKS

2-3 Hours

A contextual study of the books of Joshua, Judges, I and II
Samuel, and I and II Kings, I and II Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah,
with special attention to content and message. Spring.
306. THE HEBREW PROPHETS

2-3 Hours

The prophetic movement in ancient Israel; each prophet in his
own historical setting; his message for his day and for our day. Fall.
2-3 Hours
30S. POETIC AND WISDOM BOOKS
A study of the Books of Psalms, Proverbs, the Song of Songs,
Lamentations, Ecclesiastes and .Tob in the light of their historical
backgrounds, especially the poetic and wisdom literature of the
ancient Near East; their message for their day and for today. Spring.
2. The New Testament Field

314. SELECTED
.
EPISTLEs OF PAUL
A study of F ' t·
2-3 Hours
sians Phil
lrs · and Second Tbessal . .
historical ~~~~p~e~~~cKirs~ Timothy, ·~lru~~~n~~~~~g¥.' Col os:
t~res; common relations in s~~o each booj{ wi~ its indlvjd~~fthY:
hon of selected pa sages. (Altern!'te~~fl~ ~lag:d liffie' con ten t; exp~~~,
, 0 ered 1954-55.) Fall
316. HEBREW AND THE G
.
.
.
. ENERAL EPISTLES
Historical background; intro
' .
2·3 Hom's
ed pa sages. (Alternate with 314~~c;J,~le'dclo9n-t;nt; exposition of select
,

.

:>v-54.)

Fall.

Ins.

DANIEL AND REVELATION
Historical setting; introductio"
2-3 Hours
~~~~!a~e;kc0ptent; exposition of ~'eI~~E~£mg apocalyptic pattern and
00 s or their day and for-today S
passages; the message of
. prmg.

II. DOCTRINAL DIVISION
320. HISTORY OF CmuSTIAN THOUGHT
A historical surv
f
2 Hours
the sub-apostolic a ey 0 the development of Christian h
ii~~ers
and major ~~;g.!he~.p(I~~h:fec~ attention t~ ~~~f1n~i~~
a .
es
i.h 322; offered 1954-55.)
322. THE KINGDOl\I OF GOD
.
A conSideration of the Kin
.
2 Hours
~~liaws,
and its consummauon~11lie~~1~~~ ~81r~~bl.ecYff' in its nature,
- .
, 0 ered 1953-54.)
324. EVIDENCES OF CHRIS'l'IANITY
A survey of Ule field of Ch ,"
.
3 JIours
~~id~~ecri~Tftia)s
of Christ :;S~I~Sfi~~~T~~e~h~ithh SPteciafl em~h~sis
.
.
ear 0 Chrrstlan

2-3 Hours
310. THE FOUR GOSPELS
The origin, characteristics and relationships of the four gospels;
the synoptic problem; the Fourth Gospel; form criticism; contents
and message of the four gospels. Fall.

326. SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
S i A brief study of the Biblical d
.
3 Hours
tcflo~~. s;:i~gthe
atonement, the chu~g~~I~ie o~h~i~~ll Chl::fist, the Holy
.
an I e and escha-

312. ACTS, GALATIANS, ROMANS, AND CORINTHIANS 2-3 Hours

828. CHURCHES AND CREEDS
Ro A study o~ ~he distinctive doctrine
2 Hours
tb.eman c:atholIclsm in the light of th s ~l modern Protestantism and
question of authority in religion. Fin. ew Testament; attention to

Historical back&,rouods; introduction; the founding and expansion
of the early churcn; problems and their solution in the Galatian,
Roman and COl'iotlrian chW'ches; grounds for justification and defense against the Judaizers; exposition of selected passages. Spring.
"For the general student courses listed as "2-3 Hours" may be ta!<en
for 2 hours credit Others who wish to work out an additional aSSIgnment or project may take them for 3 hours credit.

.

329. MODERN RELIGIOUS CULTS
. The origin growth b l' fs
2 Hours
Significant cult ~ovemen'ts
, ,<;,nd ch~racteristics of the more
n mellca. SprIng.

tl
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III. THE HISTORICAL DIVIS ION
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351. ORAL INTERPRETATION
2 Hours

non-0h~~~~~I~e~e~~1f~n§3~~

of the major
A brief histonc~l sU~Y~s to the present.
ld from anclCnt
o.f1ere
,)
the wod r-_.19 "A_55.)
Spring.

330. WORLD REL.IGWNS

332. WORLD

MrSIONS

2

ro unds; fields to

HOU I'S

gelized w Ith
~e e:~rnaining
of the

~sto~~ci~ ~~~~ica an~ i~Alti~~~l~~~i,ith 330; offered

.:'>.

a nd l~~thods of procedm e.
Biblical
ar' hn
study
sel,ecte.
s tlanofWO
I ker ,
1953-54.) Spring.

3 H oun;
~

HE REFORMATION

his~ory ~her:i~~t~~

33e! CnURCH HISTORY TO T

h from the close of the apo:;Luthel'. Fall.

' . A urv ey of the
. 3 the reiormatlOn IeoJ y
tol1c ase to

EFORMATION
'3 HollI's
.

FROM THE R
"36 CHURCH "'"!STORY
n
ENT
,) .
""0 THE PRES

Refor~

'
he Cathohc
...
. ..
beginning WIth t . tions with the.lr
3urvey
of .Ch~~~\I~~S\~~~
~f Protes1an~e~~~~~~ Movement In
tion A
and
the ongll1
. . brief
f .• to
Amenca,
. hIs tory 0
trans~.er t 0 tIle IJresent. Spnng.
America
IV. THE.PRACTICAL DIVISION

OF SERIHONS.
/
'ION AND DELIVERY,
.
3 10. pggPA1{·A 'I.
,. ' rinciples of sermon
A study
the
of tha
delivery
; th: of
maJ:~rghiS
evaluation and
the instrucLor
WI n

2 Mourt>
tion and
of
of the

class . Fall.

2 Hours

,
p~eePa~tclance

serm~n~f unfeer~em~ers

ChrirJ~osUsth e

present ;
New
and
A s urvey of pre~~hll1~e[;ods and messa{!.e gO of the outstanding
special
attention]
b~ief study.
of th~
preao~ t~e Restoration MoveT estament
preac let~s'turies
especIally
t ose
chers of the cen .
'
prea t · America. Sprll1g.
men In
3 Houl'S
'
ER AND HIS WORK
, of the
344 'EHE MlNIST
.
. 'the Christian char:acter ant.
.
h . t'an mil1lstry,
ChristIan serv
Motive~ for the C:~~rlever he is; 'his work ~~~g such as methocl~,
mini.stcr ;
funerals and wed
use of
et cetera. Fall.
o~ woran'd llOWproper
properly to ma
,
dmgs

342. :HISTOR,1{

OF PREACHING
.
f m the days of

3110urs

A course USing the Bible and three books of the ApocryPha as
basic material. MOUlton's "Modern Reader's Bible," the EngliSh
text.
ReviseFall.
d VerSion printed in modern literary form, is used as a basic
2. TIle Work of tJ1C CllUrch
346. THE WORii. OF THE LOCAJ" CHURCH
3 Hours
The ob.iectives of the local church; its government and Work ; an
adequate
program
of
Work
outlined
with
careful
consideration
to each
aspect of local church Work Spring.
348, THE EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE LOCAL CHURCH 3 Hours

The church as an educational agency; the church school vers us
the
school; of
supervision;
curricula,
methods, organiZation
and Sunday
administration
the chw'chaims,
school.
Fall.
350. THE WORSm:p OF THE CHURCH
2 Hours
Probl ems of congregational worship irom the viewpoint of leaders
and participants ; hymnology, leading the Singing, Planning Worship,
training for worship, psychology of worShip, disCUSSion of objectives
and problems, practice in condu,c t of w orShip. SPring.

353. TIlE CHUUCU AND THE

1. Prea.c hing Field

fU~~~~~~~~~i~g

OF BmUCAL LITERATURE

hISfo°~~~~1e practi~al ~s~e~s t~f ~~~~uct
specla~:t\11~t
tk~ec'all~

C][ULDI~EN

3 Hours
A study oJ the child <mel his religious needs during his first
eleven years with special emphasis On the met hods and materials
Fall.
ilvailabJe to t1le parents and tcachers who guid2 their spiritual g OWt]l.
r
3 Hours
A specipJ stUdy of tl1e Service the church can render its Young
peop.le. An effort is made to develop a Complete church program for
the jUnior high, the bigh schOol and the College age young people.
Spring.
EspeCially recommended for all prospective workers witfi youth.

Philosophy
323. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY

a Hour

of the elementary prinCiples of logic, the formal prin~~J;I]esA ofstudy
deduction a nd indUction. A courSe deSigned t o acquaint the

lIIIghmer With the general nature of all thinking and t.<he philosophic
prinCiples underlYing ancient a nd modern Values, including a brief
stUdy of 'the views of nature, man, persona] conduct, and moral values,
asther
reflected in the thinking of Plato, Aristotle, Socrates. Kant, and
o
(a ttered
PhilOSOPhers,
the liglltyears.)
of the teaching
of Jesus the Christ.
1953-54 andinalternate
Fall.
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

2-3 Hours
314. CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY .
. , les of Christia n th,?u~ht
.
prmcIpof the OrIg
. ina
I ChrIstIan
A systematic
study. °tf the
dingbasIc
is sought
F all
. '.
An. under
s an to presen t day problems.
.
and
IdealIsm.
pplication
concepts an d t heIr a
320. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT

2 Hours

Same as Bible 320. Fall.
324. EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY

3 Hours

S ame as Bible 324. Fall.
326. SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

COURSES

3 Hours

Professor 1. W. Sears, Assistant Professors Lasater
and Steuens

The department of biological sciences meets the needs of
three classes of students-those wh.o want a knowledge of
biological sciences as a necessary Part of a weIll'ounded general
education, those who plan to teach, and those who are preparing for such professions as medicine, dentistry, ntlTsing, medical technology, and others.
The laboratories in biology are well equipped for instruc_
tion in all the courses offered, and the library contains the
standard reference works and periodicals of interest in the
field.

Scnne as Bible 326. Spring.
101, 11)2. BIOLOGICAL S CIENCE

Approved Related Courses
. .
. Bl' ble and Religion
m
.
t a]ormg
For students who are .no ot~er departments is !1ere ~eslg1· t of approved courses m. t d f the courses lIsted !li the
anated
IS which t h ey rna y carry !liS ea 0
3 Hours each
Bible department:
HN AND MARK IN GREE~{
Gl'eek 251, 2:52. ,]'0
BI'EWS IN GREER 3 Hours each
>
Gr eer, 31HI. 301. RO r."'IAN~
~ AND liE "
2 Hom's eac h
'
~, ., " THE HEBI~EW BIBLE
Hebrew,;; ~ll;c, ... 0;:,.
ND CULTURE 2-3 Hours each
.
"no 304 • ,JEWISH HISTORY A
History
;:'Vu,
3 Hours each
CHURCH HISTORY
History 334, 336.
~
LITERATURE
2-3 Hours each
I1mnanities 306 , uQ08 • H~BREW
~,
lIT
2-3 Hours
. RISTIAN PHILOSOP
Philosophy 314. CH
CHRISTIAN THOUGHT
2 Hours
Philosophy 320. HISTORY OFAPOLOGETICS
3 Hours
Phi.losophy 324. CHRISTIAN CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
3
Hours
6 SYSTEMATIC
Philosophy 32 .
. LIe snEAKING
2 Hours
...
Speec'h 340 . ADVANCED PUB
2 Hours
ORY OF ORATORY
Speecjl 342. lUST
AL INTERPRETATION
3 Hours
Speech 351. ADVANCED OR
•

3 Hours each
A one-year course f or the ~eneral student designed to accomplish
three things: (1) to develop wlthin the student those skills and habits
01 scientific thi~ which can be ob tained from a study of the
biological SCiences, ( 2 ) to acquaint the student with t he prinCipal
concepts of biology, and (3) to give the student Such practical information about the structure and function of biological forms as is
deSirable for the modern citizen. Tills is not a sUl'vey Course in biology.
It includes the stUdy of three major topics: (1) the dynamics of
living things, with Particular empha is On the physiology of man in
.health and disease, (2) the variety and relationships among living
organisms, inclUding the problem of ecology and the social organization ot the lower animals and (3) heredity, eugenics, and evolution.
Three lecture.recitation-demonstl'ation periods each week. In addition,
students will be encOuraged to vi jt the laboratory to examine addjtional demonstrations and exhi-bits weel<1y. Fall. Spring_
104. 105. nli:OH]lGY L ABORATORY
1 Hour each,

Tills labora tory course in biology is designed to complement the
course in Biological Science for the premedical student and the biology
major. SpeCial emphasis will be given to morphology phYsiOlogy, and
taxonomy of tile major phyla of the animal ldngdoms. Three hours
laboratory
per week. Prerequisite: Must be tal<en with 101-2 or after
it.
Fall, Spring.
108. NATURE STUDY
2 How's
A course deSigned f or teachers in elementary fields. Either this
Or Geog. 111 is required of all elementary teachers. Two lectures,
three h ours laboratory per week for twelve weeks_ Spring.

HARDING COLLEGE
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COURSES

ADVANCED COURSES
251.25 2. C OMPARATIVE
RATES MORPHOLOGY OF THE

VERTEB

th

311. INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY AND PARASITOLOGY
3 Hours each

vertebrates fossil .and

com!ha~~~:~e~i~tnso~re ;iven to the ~h~i~~~10de~
contemporary. ThOrOUgsolUtion of the problem of thee ~ir~t semester
An intensive,

~~l~~~~flg\!h!~~~;ng~~~p~s;~~tf~o~:~~~\~;c~ ~~~;t!~

rr!~ a~c~~~~xus~ larnpr.ey. ~?gfiShf arh~ n~~i.u~;~reqUisite: .101.2.
is confined
to tth~ree
d~~soe~/?~bo~atory per week. Fall. Sprmg.
lectures
and one

Two

3 Hours
256. ADVANCED BOTANY
. r in biology. It will !nclude ~n
This course is design£;d for the maf]ilie plant kingdom wlth sal
'ebenSlve survey 0
ill h' tory of the Pecial
gae.

ag~ ~~~~illcation. aDatomdY'h~n:er ptu!~.ulsite'
Particular attTwen.
104-5.
f~ng~og~e~ivevne
~lan~P~e:~ (Alternates with

intenhsivjse
erop as
II rworts ferns. an
Ig
to the flowering
tion
d
tbJ:'ee
hours
of
laboratolY
ea
lectures an
F 11
325' offered 1954·55.)
a.

t 1 facts and processes of

A course dealing Withce~edi~~~\~~~aruration, .fer~~~;eti~~Sif~s~
development. Pthe .c ell ilinge placed on the ChICk and pIg. weekq (Alter.
cleavage.
Em haslS
laboratory per
.
BI 1
104-5
Two 1w
ec tures• threeSbours
.
o ogy'th
3"3'
pnng.
nates
WI
~,. offered 1954.55. )

271. BACTERIOLOGY

An introductory

co~se

4 Hours,
eating wJ:th the history
in ~~~t~~~~~~lggy of the 'bactel'iaor~~

.

o~ bacter101~~rati~~ P~~gl~~~~tifying bacte~ai~~tr~~:q~f~~e: 104.5.
g~~~:;ia
°and
bact-erial
knowledge
or Chem.
101-2.
Two lectures
an rs~u~oa~s of laboratory each week.
Fall.

3 Hom's
TOMY· PHYSIOLOGY
275. HUMAN ANA
.
tionship and physiological
A study of the structure. fUn~tlO~sr:~\OdY. 'Prerequisites: 104.~.
P rocess of 'the various parts ofa;de th~ee hours la'b oratory per wee .
or Chern. 101·2. Two lectures
Spring.
3 Hours
.
cial science.
of
. biology
Designed for majo.rs m
iationeducation.
selection and
and. sothe effect
din or
Facts. of human ~uIrb~f:cu~::d. prereq1.!thisit~13~uonir~~::-~53~4.)
eugemc
•
consent meastlure!}
of le m structor. (Alternates WI
Spring.

303. HUMAN HEREDI

TY AND EUGENICS

3 Hours
This course is deSigned to complement Biology 101-2 and 251-2
by giving the student an intensive stUdy 01 the invertebrate phyla.
Attention will be given to the classiiication and relationships of the
invertebrates and their position in relation to the chordates. The
anatomy and We·histories of typical invertebrates will be studied.
Particular attention will be given to the parasites of man. PrereqUisite:
104-5. Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory each week. Fall.
313. ENTOMOLOGY
3llours
This Course offers an introduction to the insect life of this region.
It includes a study of structure. classWcation, life history, and habits
of insects and their ecoDomlc importance. Prerequisites: 104-5. Two
hours lecture,
three Spring.
hours labol'atory per week. (Alternates with 303;
offered
in 1954-55.)
323. FIELD BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY

3 Hours
A study in the idelJtiIication and claSSification of the principal

0

3 Houn

.
E EMBRYOLOGY
263. VERTEBRAT

99

animal and plant groups of this region with an emphasis upon the
rela oons of the organism t o the phYsical and biological conditions of
their environment. Prerequisites: 104-5 and junior standing. Two
lectUres
and1953·54.)
three hours
of Jaboratory per week. (Alternates with
263;
offered
Spring.
325. PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

3 Hours
A study of the functiOning of the different tissues and organs of
the higher plants. The discussion includes Such topics as the plant cell,
abSorption, transpiration and translocation, Photosynthesis. respiration. nut}' tion. growth, and development. Two lectures and three
hoursofIered
of laboratory
256:
1953·54.) each
Fall.week. Prerequisite: lQ4.5. (Alternates with

no.

ANIMAL MICROLOGY

2 Hours
A course deSigned to teach the students to prepare microscope
slides and to interpret histological preparations. Emphasis is placed
Upon a few Simple and establlshed techniques rather than a variety
of
different(Offered
procedures.
Prerequisites: Biology 104-5 and consent of
Instructor.
on demand.)

415. HISTORY OF BIOLOGY

2llolJr!l
Beginning with the rise of ancient Science, this course is deSigned
with the backgrounds of modern blruoglcal
though
es t SpeCial empha is is given to the emergence of the main
thelll of contemporary biology. For the departmental major. Two
lectures per week, (Given on demand. ) Spring.

to acquaint the student

420. READINGS IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

1·3 Hours
. An independent study course for seniors in biOlogy and general
d
sclence
ernand.)to fill any gaps in their biological background. (Given on
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DEPARTMENT OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS
L
Holmes , Assistant Professors
ProJessor

Hedrick and Davis

eets the n~eds of three
The worl> of this depalh·trode~stir~ a business tl'a,in,ing: tt~at
f t d nts ' those w 0
"
adrmmstIa we
l'f s
secl'etarial
to teach busiwill, qua l'y the business world t~ose W 0
s and those who
ill ill
. hiO"h
busillessproce
collegdeUI'es for personal
poslbons
ness courses
kn'"owschools
1edge oforbusiness
wish
a general

cl~sses

.fu~ f~l'

accounthgpl~~

use.

Accounting
3 Hours each
NTALS OF ACCOUNTING
tl'ng intended for tJ?e
tudy
of as
accoun
. !,
tudents m
An introduction to, th e Sas
well
for begmnm~
S as applied

i~~;~~u;~~~~: c~~ur~~~:~a!~~J~~~p~;~ ~~r~c~~a~?o~lw~a1~c;~

to the single p:~~~~e~[;:?hJ'ul's ~a~ week',~eq~u;rfe~
h01l!-'s and J~~nistration, PI'ereqUJslte or co
busmess
more stanad'mg, Fall
" , Spring,

~~8

and sopho-

ADVANCED COURSES
301 INTERMEDIAT

ACCOUNTING

101

3 Hours
A general COurse in federal income taxes . Particular empJlasis is
laid on the current law and the preparation of inc01l1.e tax returns for
indiVidUals, Partnerships. corporations, and fiduciaries. Among the
topics covered are: analYsis ot transactions, constructive receipts
ear:ned 1ncom~, ~ales, and eXchanges, capital gains and losses, inven:
tones, depreCJatlOn, mStaliment sales, Jnventory converSion dividend
cilstl.'ibuUons.
Prerequisite: 205,6, ('A lternates with 305; offered 195354,)
Fall,
351. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING

4 Hour
DeSigned to train the student to analyze problems and apply the
accounting principles involved in diffel'ent types of business, A series'
of gl'aded problems is used to illustrate the form and Content of
partnerships, venture acCounl . insurance, statement of affairs . .receiv_
er's accounts, realization and liquidation, statement of reallzation,
llquidation and operation, home ottice and branch accounting, consoli_
dated balance251,
sheets,
estates and trusts, and other seJected topics.
Prerequisite:
Spring,

3 Hours
This course covers both theory and practice of aUditing, disCUSSion
being supplemented with problem, questions and specimen working
papers such as are applicable to balance sheet audits, The aetailed
subject matter covers the auditing procedUre inVolved :in connection
with cash and cash funds, receivables, inventories, investments, deferred charges, capital assets, intangible assets. liabilities-:b oth actual
and contingent, accounts shOWing net worth, ClOSing 'o f an audit, and
preparation
01 audit
reports, Prerequisite: 251, (Alternates with 341;
atfered 1954-55,)
Spring,

General Business

analYZ~e~t

4 Hours

roblems and
' t r a i n the student to
and profit
'
A the
course
desirned
pt~inciPles
involving
bala;~e~k
Prerequisite:
apply
accoun
mg
ts
Four
lectures
eac
,
and 'loss statement accoun ,
205,6, FalL
3 }lOUI'S

305. COST ACCOUNTING

' f i r s t hall of

An introduction to the

d of cost accounting., ~he d
or lots,
st~in~ing
the cost of specifIC or :~~ountiDg

coursedcohVaIfSc~~~o~~e°fundamentt!Us g~i~es:~~~~rd
costs. ea;'
. h urs each w
bY-~~l~:~ or~j~~~tment st.otrhe~'oli~ir~i~~~~54~5,) Fall,

the
0tef
The secon
, , t products, es Ima
for
cost
pro, 'te,. 206 , (Alternates WI
,
Prerequlsl

306. FEDERAL INCOlUE TAXES

355, PRINCIPLES OF AUDITING

205, 206, FUNDAME

E

COURSES

108. MATHEMATICS OF BUSINESS

2 Hours
The theory of CompOund interest, annuities. sinking funds, interest
I'ates. theory of probability, mortality tables, some work on the
elements of statistics, (Same as Math. 108,) F all,
112, BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

3 Hours
A survey course in the organizatiO'n and adrninis'tration of the

\Tarious types of busines enterpris:), Particular emPhaSis Will be
placed upon organizational structure within a given bUSiness as well
as the relationship of various types of busi,oess to enterprise as a
Whole. DepartmentaUon, the allocation of authority and the more'
·general
of ,upervision, diScipline and morale will be
StUdied, problems
Fall,

HARDING COLLEGE
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DEPARTMENT OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS
Professor Holmes, Assistant Professors
Hedrick and Davis

The worl} of this department meets the needs of three
classes of students: those who desire a business training that
will qualify them for secretarial accounting, 01' administrative
positions in the business world, those who plan to teach business courses in high schools or business colleges and those who
wish a general knowledge of business procedures for pel'sonal
use.

Accounting
205, 206, FUNDAMENTALS OF ACCOUNTING

COURSES
306. FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

101

fal~!ng~~e~~~;~~niwina;~deral income taxes

Particu .
3 Hours
partnerships c~~o~~ifoaration of income \~ emphasis is
earned 10vered are: anaiysis of tran~a atnj d fiduciaries ieturns for
t'
ncome, sales and ex h
cons constru 't' mong the
9ne~, d~preciation, instaJlm~ anges, C!l-Pital gains andc lYe receipts,
~s)tnbFutillons.
Prerequisite: 20~~6 .sal~'t ernates
Inventory
convers\~sses,.
ip.ven·
.
a.
wjth 305.
n. diVIdend
, oUered
1953.

~gi~dUals,

351. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING

acco~~s.igned .to .train

the student to
4 Hours
of gra:l8;~~r~~~s lnv~l~~d in .diff:r~;ll~p~~ogie~s .and apply the
partnerships vent u'
s
Lo illustrate the I
us mess. Aeries'

~~~iJ.'~~~~d
~~=~~~:~
W~~'d"X~n~~l~~!~~lfa'i~~t;~~ei
~f
ated balance sheets
,orne offIce and branch
. 0 realization

Prerequisite : 251 . S prmg.
:. estates and trusts ,and
0tbaccounting,
. er selected consoli:
topics.

355. PRINCIPLES OF AUDITING
3 Hours each

An introduction to the study of accounting, intended for the
general s tudent of business as well as for beginning tudents in
accounting. The course treats the principles of accounting as applied
to the single proprietorshlp, partnership, and corporation. Two lecture
hours and four la'b oratory houl's each week. Required of all majors in
business adminjstratiolJ. Prerequisite or co·requisite : 108 and sophomore standing. Fall, Spring.

This course cove . b
3 Hours
being suppleme t d rs. oth theory and practi
f
.
papers such as n~e ;~t~ pr~blems, question~e~daUdlti.ng, discussion
covers
red charges, dc~~ff!lunds, re~eivabl.es, inve~~rI~vo.lved "in connection
and contingent accou~~etsh' In?rnglble assets. liablli~est~bents. defer·
preparation of ' d'
s owmg net worth c1 j
e5---' oth actual
oilerecl 1954.55)'"u
r.eports. Prerequisite: 251. °tAifernates
of an audit,
and
. I:,tprmg.
with 341;

~~~~e~~Sh~er

rhe~u~~gb~;~~d she~t a;cBi0t~ ~~~a

Genera I Business

ADVANCED COURSES
4 Hours
301. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING
A course designed to train the student to analyze problems and

apply the accounting principles involving balance sheet and profit
and loss stalement accounts. Four lectures each week. Prerequisite:
205·6. F all.
3 Hours
305. COST ACCOUNTING
An introduction to the study of cost accounting. The first half 0·£
the course covers methods of finding the cost of specifiC orders or lots.
The second balf covers the fundamentals of process costs, accounting
for by.products and joint products, estimate costs, standard costs. ana
cost pr oblems of department stores. Five lecture hours each week.
Prerequisite: 206. (Alternates with 306; offered 1954·55.) Fall

108. MATHEMATICS OF BUSINESS

The th
2 Hours
..
eory of compound interest
rates. theory of probabilit
. ~nnUltIes. sinking funds interest
ele men t s 0 f
'
table s, some work. on the
statIstics
(Sam y, mortallty
M
.
e as a tho 108.) Fall.
11Z. BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

A
3~n
.
survey
course
in
th
.
.
.
varlOUS types of business ~;{gan~zatl011 and adminis'b'ation of the
placed upon organizatio'al tr erpTIS~. Particulal' emp'has'is will b
as the relationship of ~ari;u ucture within a given business as
whole. Departrnentation th S pes . of business to enterprise as a
~~nd~~~. FProliblems
01 super~rj iO~ca'
and the
a.
. ~~~iP°lin~authodrity
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willmore"
be

a3r

weil
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COURSES

ADVANCED COURSES
315, 816. BU INES

LAW

•
EconomlCS
3 Hours each

General principles of the law of contracts, principal and agent,
employer and employee, negotiable instruments, principal and surety,
insurer and insw'ed, bailor and bailee, carriers and shippers or pas·
sengers, vendor and vendee, partnership relations. corporation and
stockholders, property, deeds of conveyance, mortgagor and mort·
gagee, landlord and tenant, torts, business crimes, bankruptcy, and
other topics. Much time is devoted to the study 01 actual court cases.
Fall, Spring.
31'7. OFFICE 1\lANAGEMENT

3 Hours

A practical COlU'se for the general bUSiness student, prospective
teacher. or future business executive, dealing with methods and
techniques of office management. Throughout the cow'se emphasis is
given to the place, duties, and functions of t he office manager. Spring.

Secretarial Science
4 Hours each
TEN'OGRAPHY
Cow'ses 101 and 102 cover the fundamental principles of Gregg
Shorthand (Simplified). Speed and accuracy are stressed through
much dictation and transcrIption. Course 102 meets five hours a week
for class dictation and two hours each week for laboratory work in
actual transcription and secretarial office practice. A speed of 120
words a minute is required on completion of course 102. Fall, Spring.

101, 102.

3 Hour each
Accw'acy and speed are stressed from the beginning. Requires
a thorough technique in the typing of letters, telegrams, manusCl'ipts
and theses, copying rough drafts. tables of content, hibliographies,
outlines, programs, tabulations, legal work, and various other business
forms. Students are required to attain a speed of thirty words a
minute for credit for the first semester and fifty words a mlnute fOl'
the second semester. Fall, Spring.
105, 106. TYPEWRITING

116. BUSINESS C01\DIUNICATIONS

2 Hours

103

201. 202. PRINCIPLES OF E
CONOMICS
.

The basIC princi ]

~~j~s f~bs~~i~e~~ :i~Jf~f ~;~g]~~ii.s Ar1a~I!lPhasized a:dlIour~ each
lTIIstratlOn. Fa]] Sp . IC COurSe re ,apPlIed as
. l'lng.
qUlred of all

217. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPIIY

th . A, Course deaJing with th
ell' 'Influence uPon bu .
e economic res
2 Roul's
SlTIess and industry S o~rces of the
.
, Pl'lng.
nahan and

ADVANCED COURSES
255. INTRODUCTORY

TAT! TICS

tionsT~ course deals w:lth graphic .
3 ROllrs
analysis ~?~, me~SUfE;S of skewne~~e:ntatJ.ons, frequenc
Bus. Ad 108 (eAlsenes, linear and non.lin d variation. inde y distrjbu.
ternates with B.A 307,ear correlation p ~ numbers,
.
.
.
, Offered 1953.54) lereQUlslte:
257. AMERICAN ECONOMI
. Spring.
C IIISTORY

A survey of th
Ii .
economic. jnsti tutio~sPow~cal and, economic devel
~g~cE;s. llDmigraUon' U:~ .r~~fJiCula.r attention °fom~t

3H

ours

~f American

(lAJ'te~:;te~~i~halc~n~3~~nal P!s~~~ of!U:i~~~trjall~s~~n:~~· t~~.

,0

ered 1954.55.) Fall.

era government.

320. PRINCIPLES OF llfARI{ETING

The place of market·
.
3 lIours
the present mark'
mg m our economic t
modities. Prereq~i~li~. siTcuoct2uOrles by functio~s r~~m~;tI.an analYsis of
.
,
. Fall.
'
ons. and com.
321. SALES MANAGEMENT

DeSigned t o cover liln
.
~cle. Development l~ g p.r;actlces In most ph

!

3 lIours

.

A course covering practical English usage, Including grammar,
punctuation, and psychology as applied to business correspondence.
Prerequisite: Com. 101. Spring.

~~~1~0:r~~iig~nd:r~j~~e~~{~1~~~: fu:r;!~~! ~~~i&~

11'7. OFFICE PRACTICE

salesman,

2 Hours

This is a practical course of demonstrations, lectures, readings
and practice periods deSigned for training advanced secretarial stu·
dents in the ' use of such modern office devices as adding machines,
calculators, dictating machines. duplicat ors, and In filing and general
secretarial routine. A workable !rnowledge of shorthand and type·
writing is prerequisite. Spring.

C~Jl id~'is~a;.yF~?J.er topicst~lve~i;l:r:g~;~s.c~!~~~~ .g;~

322. MONEY AND BANKING

Money, COinage

3 lIours

~~~guction, l!lonetary f~1ar currency" bi-metalism, gold and silver

the Fa:d~~aFife~~'~ angd princiP~sa~t t:Ak~~~v~~'tgomes:tilC and f~reign
I ve ystem. FalI.
,speCla a ttentwn to

104

3 Hours

363. WORLD AFFAIRS
A detailed and 't'

3 Hours
gies; intern
'
cn
Ic,!-l analysis
of fore' l~overnments and ideolowar."
sprin;tlOnal
relatIOns;
the United
.
a IOns; the present "cold

331. PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE
A basic course covering life, fire, and oth er important types of

insurance. standard forms, rates, loss adjustments, and underwriting
problems,

Spr ing.

3 Hours

This course covers the historical types, systems, and services in
transportation monopoly and competition. rate formulation, combina·
tions, and regUlatory and promotional policies. (Alternates with Eco.

Professors Summitt and R . A . L eWIS
. A .t
Ed Sewell' M' B h
' SSIS ant Professor
C . , ISS eac ' M rs. Cat h cart, and others

3 Hours

:f:n~l~nneff

III the department
f
to meet the needs of th~~cati~n and psychology
th'
g 0 psychology and the ed
. e w 0 want an underi:1f 1eneral education, and for tl~catIve
process as a part of
~ele y or a profession such as teachi e who are planning defimanagement Th
h
ng, counsehno- 0
courses of vital
will find.

ourses

342. PUBLIC FINANCE
A study of revenue requirements and taxes levied by federal,

state, and local governments, public borrowing, and the economiC and
social impact of taxing and spending policies. Spring.
3 HOUl'S

i~tere~~~nd v~l~~~ach

343. CORPORATION FINANCE

StudY of th.e dIfferent types of securities by which capital is
provided for business corporations; the valuation, promot ion, capitalization, financing. consolidation and recognition of such corporations.

F all.

(

~~n~ p;tf~~

Education

3 HOUl'S

M6. BUSINESS CYCLES
A study of the recurring fluctuations in the na tional income,
dealing with important causes of depression and prosperity, and a
critical review of various plans and attempts at controlling or elimi·
nating the ill effects of cycles. Fall-

2 Hours

104. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION

A
.
course in the field of e d ucatlOn.
.
_ n onentation
Fall.

3 Hours

35Z.

1t

DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

333. ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORTATION

257; offered 1953·54.) Fall.

105

COURSES

HARDING COLLEGE

ADVANCED COURSES

JNVE nlENT

P rinciples governing the proper investment of personal and
institutional funds. Prerequisite: Bus. Ad. 205, and Eco. 201. Spring.
3 Hours
353. INDusTRIAL RELATIONS
A critical analysis of labor problems of variOUS industrial enterprises. with particular emphasiS on employer-employee relationships.
specifiC topiCS such as the followlng wHl. be treated: growth
ons of organ·
ized labor in the United States; types of labor orgrulizati
i collective
bargaining; labor legislation; selection and training of workers;
techniq ues of reducing labor turnover; incentives; grievances; com'
pany progra,ms. '(Alternates with Eco. 362; offered 1954·55.) Spring.

3 Hours
366. COl\1J>ARATIVE ECONOMIC THOUGHT

A detailed and critical comparison of American capitalism and the
alternative systems of communism. fascism, socialism. An analysiSe
is made of experiences of various nations which have adopted tll
alternative systems. A lecture course. (Alternates with 353 ; offered
1953.54.)

Spring.

251.

~IRECTED

OBSERVATION-ELEMENTARY

.
DIrected observation 0 t
2 How's
mg school or in a public el~m~~t!~~ms~~tay
level, either in the train00 , or both. Fall Spring
253. METHODS IN PRY
ELEMENTARY SJ8:~~fsUCATION FOR

,

A study in the 1 .
organization f or la se ectlOn of games method
tary school levef
a physical education
Elementary Schools .
upon the Suggested C
teachers. (Same as . .
of
. Sprmg.

'

.

3 Hours
and
on e elemenStudy
fon
nary
school

1~~d
Pr<;'g~~~nstrf~tion,
W~k25an3s)as. R~quired alf~~~~~\
.

260. CURRICULUM AND
~ND OTHER LAN~~f:~~~~~ READING

in

SpecI.al attention given to t ,
'
3 Hours
g, spellmg, and creative writi~: f~at~;n1
of reading,
writing,
e ementary
school.
Fall.speak-

HARDING COLLEGE
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261. CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN SOCIAL STUDIES

~

Hours

Emphasis on social living and principles of human geography.

COURSES

107

401. TEACHING COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
.
A course covering methods and
'
2 Hours
In secondary schools . Fall .
materIals for co mmerclal
. subJects
.

Spring.
262. CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN SCIENCE
3 How'S
AND ARITHMETIC
A professionalized course in arithmetic and science for elementary
teachers. Fall.
3 Hours
301. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
A study of fundamental principles underlying secondary educa·
tion. Special attention is given to the adolescent period. It includes the
program of studies, methods of organization and administration. and
tbe relationship of secondary education to both elementary and higher
education. Fall.
3 Hours
302. THE TEACHER A.J.~D EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION
The problems of school administration from the point of view of
the classroom teacher. Spring.

3 Hours
303. TECHNIQUE OF TEACHING IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
A study of general methods of teaching in the junior and senior
high schools. Includes observation of high school class work. Should
be taken prior to or at the same time as directed teaching. Spring.

402. TEACHING ENGLISH AND SPEECH
.
.An examination of the aims method
3 How's
~~~i~~ hi;oh school Engl~b ~nd speech~'I~n~ mat erials in the teach·
literatur~. :;:ill~:n~r'lifJlcultles found in tea~%Udes a s.tudy of the
and other pnases of

th:ia~~u~~~ l~t~~;~lfrarnati~s~fp~~li~ ~~~r;:td~~:

403. TEACIflNG HOME ECONOlUICS
!'-- study of the development of th
2 Hours
currIcula, the planning of courses and ~e~h~es ~conomi~s
movement,
In teachmg. Spring.
404. TEACHING SCIENCE
A
course in the aims
2 How·s
school SCIences. Fall.
and methods of t eaching high

p~actical

~05.

TEACHING THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
A
in the methods and materi
2 Hours
and the SOCIal sciences in high schools. F~ir. for the teaching of history

cour~e

407. TEACHING MATHEMATICS
General and special methods of t
.
2 Hours
dary schools. (Offered 1953.54 and al~aChIng
mathematics
in secon·
ernate years.)
Spring.

2 Hours

310. HISTORY OF EDUCATION
A general course in the history of educa:tion. Spring.
3 Hours
312. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
A study of the principles of curriculum making and a practical
application of these principles to the task of revising our elementary
and high school courses of study .. Fall.
317. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
2 Hours
A study of the construction and use of achievement examinations.
Spring.
320. AUDIO.VISUAL INSTRUCTION
2 Hours
A course dealing with the why, the what, and the how of audio·
visual materials in the instructional program. Fall.
343. ADULT EDUCATION
2 Hours
A course in the methods and materials of parental and adult edu,
cation. Especially adapted to home demonstration agents and others
interested in social welfare. Fall.

408. ME~:gg~J~:R~~tJilDUCATION FOR
S. .
3 HolUs
!mIlar to Education 253 exce t
'
ReqUIred of all high school teacherf. (~narne
theassecondary
level.
P. E. 408.)school
Spring.
409. MUSIC EDUCATION
Music methods in elementa
2 Hours
(Same as Music 409.) Spring. ry schools for those majoring in music.
410. MUSIC EDUCATION
Music methods in hi h h
.
2 Hours
as Music 410.) Spring. g sc 001 for those majoring in music. (Same
441. DIRECTED TEACHING-ELEMENTARY
.
A minimum of 90 1 ck
3 Hours
of the training school C ~r . hours te~ching in the elementary grades
direction of qualilied su er~iS~ public elemen~ry ~c~ool under the
h,ours of curriculum and ~ea~g t;a~hers. Pler eqll;lslte: 6 semester
tion 251. Fall, Spring.
g 0 e ..ementary subJects; and Educa·
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2 Hours

306. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONAL ADJU
A
'.
STMENT
n appllcation of the pri . 1
2 Hours
f[~g~~T~h~{ ~justment. to ]if~~1~e~t~~:c~1n~iC psychology to the
justment. (Alt~~t~~ v~t;Jtht302h3~s personal, soc~eag~oblem~ of the
, offered 1953-54) S ~motIOnal ad·
312. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
.
pnng.

Directed observation on the secondary level, either in the training
school or in a public secondary school, or both. Prerequisite: 6 semes·
ter hours of secondary education. Fall, Spring.
451. DIRECTED TEACHING-SECONDARY

3 Hours

A minimum of 90 clock hours teachjng in the secondary school
under the direction of 9ualified supervising teachers. Student must
teach in his major or romor field. Open to seniors only. Prerequisite:
6 semester hours of secondary education and Education 450. Fall,
Spring.

Psychology

A first course in the field f b
3 Hours
upon causes
t
0 a normal ps
hI'
behavior (jil~~mptoms,. and treatment of c 0 ogy. 'Y1th. emphasis
.
rna es WIth 315; offered 1954.55normalI~les In human
362. PSYCHOLOGY OF BUSINE
.) Spnng.
SS AND INDUST
A stUdy of th
'.
RY
3 Hours
problems f b . e applIcatIOn of psycholo .
'.
1953.54) Sn. USIness and industry (Alt glCal prIn~lples to selected
.
pnng.
.
ernates WIth 312; offered

lb

3 Hours
201. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
An introductory survey of the science of behavior with special
reference to such topics as aims and methods of psychology, character·
istics of behavior, individual differences of ability and their measure·
ment, motivation, emotions, learning, remembering, forgetting, and
problem solving. Fall, Spring.

~?e%~ld~:{lt~~n~t~ss~ff~ 3~;ati~ll~
sOJ~~~.~e~~f~~f1ft~~~i~gy
f~ ig;
ered 19;:>4·55.) Spring.
re

205. FIELDS OF PSYCHOLOGY
2 Hours
An introduction to the fields of psychology, such as physiological,
psychophysical,t comparative, genetic, clinical, social, abnormal, indus·
trial. and vocational. Fall.

322. BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES M
An examinatio
.
OTIVATION 2 Hours
regarding the motl·Vnt·and evalua~IOn of the
a IOn of behavIOr. Fall.
eXperimental evidence

207. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
3 Hours
A study of the basiC .facts and principles of human bebavior, the
development and growth of man's equ.ipment for learning; the learn·
ing process; and the application of both principles of behavior and
the laws of learning to the problems of t he classroom teacher. (Alter·
nates with 305; offered 1954-55,) Fall.

ADVANCED COURSES
303. PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT
3 Hours
A study of the development of behavior in infancy, chUdhood and
youth of the normal child. inc1uding a survey of the factors which
influence various kinds of behavior. Practical application of the prin·
ciples of child and adolescent psychology to the problems of the class·
room teacher. Examination of the literature on adolescence and train·
ing to interpret adolescent behavior pr oblems, (Alternates with 321;
offered 1953·54.) Spring.

305. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY
2 Hours
Methods and results ·of the scIentific study of personality. A·tten·
tion is given to the basic concept of personality traits and their
measurement, t he developmental influences, and the problems of
integration. Tlteories of organization, types, and methods of analyses
are studied. (Alternates with 207; offered 1953·54.) Fall.

321. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

.

. ~n application of the

rinc'

,

3 Hours

0

323. BASIC PSYCHOLO
DIS CRIMINAL ~~tc\~:gsCESSESAn examination
d
2 Hours
regarding th d'
. an evaluation of the
.
1954.55) S ~ lscnminal processes (Alte etxpenJ?ental evidence
.
pnng.
.
rna es WIth 306; offered

351. 352. PRINCIPLES AN
COUNSELING
D TECHNIQUES OF
Basic principles
.
2 Hours each
ance. Fall, Spring. ,practIces and materials in Counseling and guid.

DEPARTMENT OF
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
AND HUMANITIES
Professor L C S A '
A .t
~p' . ears, ssoczate Professor Stapleton
SSlS ant
rofessors Hesser , Latham and M eyers '
The purpose of the En l' h d
.
stude:r:t in developing habit~ l~f I~Ptrtmen.t I? to assist the
effectIve expression and t 1 ·d h¥ cal thlllklllg and clear
,
0 ea
1m to an appreciation of
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COURSES

great writers. Litel'ature is treated not merely as artistic
expression, but as a progressive development of human culture, thought, and ideals. By relating the finest thinking and
the highest achievement of the past to Oill' own age we can
understand more f ully the source of our present cultUl'e and
can grasp more perfectly the means by which the minds of
men have broadened with the passing of each age.
The library has works of all standard English and American writers and translations of the great writers of other
nations. It is also well supplied with critical, biographical,
historical, bibliographical, and source materials for evel'y
COUTse, as well as with the standal'd pel'iodicals and wor]{s of
more general interest.
The courses ' in humanities propel' begin in the SPl'ing
semester of the student's freshman year with a study of our
Ame:l:'ican culture, which includes American thought as revealed through significant literary productions and the developments in related fields of art and music. This is correlated
closely with the freshman courses in the history of the United
States. In the sophomore year the course covers the outstanding movements Qf thought and culture from early Greece to
the present t hrough a study of selected literary productions.
Combined with the literatUl'e are the related developments
in philosophy art, and music. This course is also closely corr elated with the historical survey of civilization, so that sophomores ordinarily carry the two courses simultaneously.

ADVANCED COURSES
301, .':W2. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LI

TERATURE
the ~ comprehensive survey and study f
.
3 Hours elWh
begj~i~~o~~e~~ and S!gnificance of AOmi~~hJStorical backgrOund
readings and

wee~~·~a~~e!·reLr~~~h~sd. 'W~. c§~~~~~~~rO:~~all~

306. THE ROl\IANTIC PERIOD, 1798.1832
3 Hours
SpeCial study is made of W d
and Keats .
or sworth Col .d
dihVidUhal ac~~m~~f~~o j~n~~;P~:fatthl eir' thoi:~l:n~Y;~tinS7flJ~y.
T e sorter poem ar . d .
. on to the spirit f
s Inpassages from lon;er :o~:s a~d~ei!~~a ;~~~~j~~~ong aWi~es~l~~fe~
311. TENNYSON

An intensive stud

Communications
100. IMPROVElY!lENT IN ENGLISH AND READING

2 Hours

55.) Spring aug t of his perIod. Allernates Wi~ 3a1n2~ afrepresenta.
.
, a fered 1954-

2 Hours

This course is : designed to help students who have an imperfect
background in the basic skills in reading, writing. and speaking.
Many students fail in college because they do not understand the
fundamentals of English or lack speed and comprehension in reading
and concentration in listening. By laboratory arrangement effort is
made t o give individual attention to the needs of each student. Fall,
Spring.
101, 102. FRESHMAN COMMUNICATIONS

of T

~: his 10J.lger ones. ~h~ dram:~~8n~fh b:st short poems and many
tiv~ ~fa~~gJi Att~ntlon Js giv~n to hjm :~ ~~e~ ~re Used for conat.

3 Hours· each

These courses seek to develop effectiveness in our daily means of
communication, writing, speaking, .reading, and listening. Attention is
given t o fundamental principles such as essential grammar. correct
pronunciation, organization of materials. clearness and exactness in
thinJdng'. and effectiveness in expression. Two class periods and one
double laboratory period each week. Not open t o students Who have
had English 101·2. Fall, Spring.

312. BROWNING
An interpreta tive stud

2 Hours
heof B rownIng's best shorter poems
hi
hfse~~::~t ~s:g;:{ (%~~~;r:ie:~ft0~~~~i:leredt~t~e~l~%~
~n~i~~~g~l
1953·54.) Spring.
plays, and The Ring and

,0

313, LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY
Th
3 Hours
e COurse deals with the
t f
exclusive of Tennyson and Br po~ so. t!1 e later nineteenth century
Owmng. (GIven on demand.) Spring. '
318. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL
Atte t'
.
.
3 Hours
n Ion ls gIven to the ri
d d
o dthe different types of fiction s'lr;n th evelopment of the novel and
an th~ historic ilOveI of Sco tt
m
e a~ ....~ture stOlies of Defoe
course IS critical as well as historltgal~ah~alistic novel of Hardy. The
t
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3 Hours

320. MODERN DRAMA
A study of the major contemporary dramatists of England. Ameri·
ca. Ireland. France, Germany, Norway, Russia, Spain, Italy, etc.
Attention is given t o the changes in dramatic technique, to the one-act
play, and to present techniques in the drama. Spring.
3 Hours
322. MODERN ENGLI H GRAMMAR
A study of the basic principles of English grammar which are
necessary t o an underst anding of the language today. Designed
particularly for those who plan to teach English and for those who
need a 'be tter understanding of language structure. Spring,
323. ADVANCED CO])IPOSITION

3 Hours

The course is devoted to magazine article and featUre writing,
with emphasis on technique and style. (Same as Journalism 323.)
Spring.
5 Hours
331. SHAKESPEARE
A s tudy of Shakespeare's genius and development as a dramatic
artist. Attention is paid to the general form of Elizabethan drama,
and readings are 1required in background materials and 'in critical
literature. Fall.
3 Hours
333. CHAUCER
A study of Chaucer's language and literary art. Some attention
is given to changes and development of t he English language through
this period, and to Chaucer's social background. Spring.
3 Hours

450. SEMINAR

An independent study and research course for seniors in English
and American literature. Either semester.

Humanities
Z Hours
103. PRINCIPLES OF APPRECIATION
A study of the principles which underly the beauty and worth of
artistic creation. The concepts of form, proportion. color. tone, mood,
rhythm. and other creative principles are studied in their application
to American music and art. The course accompanies Communications
102. which carries over the same principJes into a study of American
literary productions. Spring.

201, 202, OUR WESTERN HERITAGE
4 Hours each
A s tudy of the most important ideas of the nature of man and
his place in the w!Orld through. major productions in literature. music,
art. and philosophy from classical times to the present. The basis of
the course is the study of writers representative of certain concepts,

COURSES

113

movements
or creati ve t ypes which have had
present
da . thinJtin
dramatist! Cic
g. ~ong these are Home~pecial influence on our
Goethe Wordsw~~th Vlrgll, thDante, Chaucer s:~t1). and the Greek
and usuall tak
! an d 0
ers. Closely co'
esp~are, Voltaire
World AIl ·
en SImultaneously durin thrrelated wlth tilis course
hjstorjCall;>~~~g~!dIne~~~~~St (Soc. tcl. ~ol~~fo~h~ehye~
is the
C
ments. Fall, Spring.
0 an unders tandin'
the
. g 0 f lla t ergives
develop..

ADVANCED COURSES
306. 308. HEBREW LITERATURE
A study of the outstanding w iti
2-3 Hours each
:1r~~tthe social. and spirit ual cotidig;~o~~e Jewish people together
left to
at;td
an
.
,prmg,
eyinh ave

~:~~d~~~~~r1dP¥ailltUals

cUltura~~~ri~~~~~ichthethm.

DEPARTMENT OF
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Professor Burke; Assistant Professor
Veil na R . W est
.

The work of the languaO'e de art
.
.
the needs and interests of th;
]p ment IS deSIgned to serve
ee c asses of students:
.
Fu'st, those who desire a knowl d
.
only for culture and mental di . ~ ge of a forelgn language
foundation of the tholwht fee~lP eci A lan~age is a living
T;~ tt~dent of a foreign 'langua~e ~ho~~el'l~nce of, a people.
o ill ~Iest and a greater ment I h"
. gam a WIder fIeld
tent Illusion of distinction ad ouzon.. f~'ee from the persisev~ry . raci~l or national gro~ irl1penorlty exp~rienced by
oOJective VIew of his own languige. e should acqwre a mOl;'e
.S~cond, those who wish
f .
profICIency in their chosen fiel: tre1i.n language for greater
makes available other nations' 0 wor \ COIm?and of language
edge of art, science and indus aceumu ated Ideas and knowled of majors for th~ bachelo' try· g errnan or F,rench is l'equn:and physical sciences Th
sCtmlence degree m the biological
years of German.
.
e epar ent at present offers two

dO

Third, those who wish t t
the college offers a major in °B'bj:c~ Ilanguages. At present
i G
1 lca anguages (Greek and
n ebrew), 01' a maj 01'wh~
w reek alone. This wOl'k is designed
primarily for those
to help in the study of the
knowledge of these languages

B'ili\:'
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German
101,102. ELEMENTARY GERMAN

Hebrew
3 Hours each

A systematic study of German grammar reduced to a practical
minimum with the reading of graded tex ts. The chief emphasis is
p.laced on reading ability. The spring semester includes an introduction
to scientific German. Fall, Spring.
201, 202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN

3 Hours each

A review of grammar is made, but special emphasis "is placed upon
vocabulary, reacUng and appreciation 'Of more difficult representative
prose. drama, and lyrics of German litera ture. (Offered alternate
years.) Fall. Spring. .

Greek
101,102. ELEMENTARY GREEK
5 Hours each
A study of the grammar and syntax of New Testament Greek,
with mastery of forms, constructions and vocabulary; reading in the
Greek New Testament. Fall. Spring.
I

3 Hours
251. THE GOSPEL OF JOHN
Reading of the Gr~ek text of John; attention to Greek grammar
and vocabulary; exegesis of selected passages on the basis of the
Greek. Fall.
252. THE GOSPEL OF MARK
3 Hours
Translation of the Greek text of Mark; an intensive study of
Greek grammar and syntax; exegesis of selected passages. Spring.

3 Hours
301. THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS
Translation of the Greek text of the Book of Romans; attention to
vocabulary and grammar; exegesis of selected passages. Fall.
,
3 Hours
302. ACTS OF APOSTLES
Reading of the Greek text of selected passages from Acts; attention to vocabulary and grammar; and exegesis of selected passages. Spring.
303. THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS

2 Hours

Reading of the Greek text of Hebrews; attention to vocabulary;
exegesis of selected passages. Spring.
304. WORD STUDY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

2 Hours

A concordal, contextual, lexical, and grammatical study of selected
words in the Greek Ne,w Testament which represent the central ideas
in the New Testament. (Offered alternate years.) Spring.

300,301. ELEMENTARY HEBREW
The 1
5 Hours each
ra
~ ement~ry and essential princi 1
~alrnS1~:r;, attentlOn to vocabulary' exer~i~~ o~ Hebre.w language and
.
mg.
'
s m readmg and writing.
302, 303. READINGS IN THE HEBREW B
The reading of selected
IBLE
2 Hours each
ament; attention to grammaFa~~~at~~ bOOks of the Hebrew Old Test,
ary, and exegesis. Fall, Spring.

305. WORD STUDy IN THE OLD

TESTAMENT
A concordal context 1 lexl
2 Hours
words in the Hebrew OldUTestani;1 and grammatical st Udy of selected
of the Old Testament. (Offer ed al~!.r'::ah!Ch represent tile central ideas
,t! years.) Fall.

DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS
Professor
Bell'
'
P rofessors
N Thelma D .
,A
SSlstant
ana Cannon and Mildred Bell
The department of hom
.
general education for those e hconokcs meets a vital need in
of home and family livin A W 0 see a .be~er understanding
mental background infoZ';;atit the ~am~ t~e It provides fundaal phases of home economics o.rh~n a aSl;s for many vocationand those intendino- to go In' t'o . tse. p1annmg then' own homes
mana
. t't
·
,
, . gemen t or b"
uying dieteti in enOl'
. d decoratio
.
n, InS
1 utlOnaI
SOClal work will find the b . cs, ,m US~'lal home economics oi·
TJ:
aSlC pleparation bere
.
Ie suggested pr ograms of
k
.
bonal objectives will be found . wtohr for .the different vocaConcentration.
In
e sectIon under Fields of

Clothing and Textiles
101. CLOTHING
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ADVANCED COURSES
3

252. CLOTHING

.
HOUl'S

The selection and use of design s and fi nishes s uitable for tailored
wool s uits or coats a nd linen and l'ayon afternoon and evening
problems, The alterations of patterns fittin g pr oblems, pressing , and
budgetin g. Prerequisite: 1m and Ar t 117. Spring.
3 Hours
303. ADVANCED CLOTHING
The selection and construction of clothing suitable for infa nts
and small children. The developmen t of original, simple designs
through draping and flat pattern work. Prerequisite: 252 and Art 313.
(Altern ates with 335; offered 1954-55. ) F all.
I

, Foods and Nutrition
3 Hours

102. FOOD SELECTION AND PREPARATION
A gener al course covering the selection, preparation and u t iliza·
tion of the mor e common food materials. Built around meal pla nning
and table service units. Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
251. FOOD BUYING AND MEAL MANAGEMENT

3 Hours

A study of foods from the standpoint of culinary values, preser·
vation, costs, mar k ets, stan dard products, grades and labels, and
cons umer responsibility. Meal planning a nd table service in r ela tion
to m eal management. P r erequisite : 102, Fall.
3 Hours
331. PRINCIPLE~ OF NUTRITION
Concerned w ith the digestion and m eta bolism of foods and the
requirements of a normal diet for different ag es. Prerequisite : 251
and BioI. 101·2 or C hern. 101-2. Fall.
332. CHILD NUTRITION AND NUTRITION IN DISEASE

COURSES

3 Hours

Normal child nu tri tion and hea lth with emphasis on causes and
prevention of m alnutri tion in children. Adaptations of the normal
diet to provide a de!;luate nutrition in disease with emphasis on disease
caused by diet deficiencies. Prerequisite: 251. Spring.
3 HOUl'S
333. EXPERIMENTAL COOKERY
A s tudy of the pwblems of cookery and food utilization in the
light of the physio-chemical changes occur ing . Prerequisite: 251 and
Chem. 101-2. (Alternates with 336; offered 1954·55.) Spring.

Home and Family

114. HOME NURSING
P r actical cours e concerned w'

2 Hours

vale~cent in the home fi rst a id li~ the care of the sick and c

~~:gha~g~:~c~:~~!leds
'to l!1eet the re~:R;~~~~~ies'f
athnd dietariE;s ~~
ICS. ,prlng.
s a
ose plannmg to
ADVANCED COURSES
312. HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
A study of th
I .
2 Hours
cost car
~ se ectlOn of househ o l d '
.
of time ~f~nd t repaIr. Includes the r ela tion ~lulpn:ent, Its operation,
Fall
'
or a nd money as related to eft · . e~Ulpment to economy
.
IClent home management.
313. CONSUMER ECONOMICS
A study of the basic economi
' .
2 Hours
~~~ted to family !?urchasing of f~o~rl~~r~s a pplied to the problems
t Jsary purchasmg. A look into the ty ng, a nd ~helter and other
ere o~ th~ markets and the ki d
p e!? and kinds of goods of·
the bUym g problems t o meet fa~lYs nOfe sdervlces a vailable in solving
e s. S pring
.
321. HOME FURNISHINGS
2 Hours
A br}e~ survey of outstandin
.
chli!actenstics which developed in g~~~hltectural periods and the
penods. Empba:Sis is placed on beaut utur e f or: homes during the
In the use of h istorical characr . ti Y'. convem ence, and economy
homes t oday. Fall.
ens cs In planning and furnishing
322. HOME PLANNING AND DESIGN
3 Hours
A. s t u d y of the home fr o th t
.
~dsnomy, incl uding ho using~truid~'d~dPort of func~on, beauty, and
capmg . A brfef s urvey of sty] ,p ans, elevations , and some
~te1r applicatlon to present day PI~s .of domestic architectur e and
SI es : 321 a nd Art 117. Spring .
nmg and f urniShing. Prerequi.
323. CIDLD DEVELOPl\iENT
G
th
3 Hours
row t hrough the prena t 1 . f
and ~eeding of the child. Need~ f~~ ant, and pre-s.chool stages. Care
~~~i!Onalt'h a nd lang uage developmen~o~r~ke PhhY,sldlcal, moral. social,
mg
ese n eeds. Observati
. c I. and methods of
nursery school. Spring.
on and practIce WIth children in the
324. HOME MANAGEMENT
Residence in home mana
"
5 Hours
to give each girl an 0 o/elr!ent .Touse. This course is designed
previous courses _ fOOdf Pnu~ty to apply knowledg e gained in
and various group relationsh ips o~;onsu!D~tr problems... hospitality
and Soc. 304. Fall or Spr ing.'
requlSl es: H . E . .102, 331, 313:
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Institutional Management and Education

COURSES
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253. PHOTOGRAPHY

2 Hours

ADVANCED COURSES
TIONAL MANAGEMENT (I)

5 Hours

f food service in cafeInstitution organization and mana~l~oe~ gtudy of the technique
t ·
and. lunch
ena~, dormitories,
desserts. (Offered 1953-54 and alterphasis
on .b rea ds , pastnes
, androoms.
nate years.) Fall.
335. INSTITU

336.

t

INSTITUTIO~AL

5 Hours
MANAGEMENT. (II) A continuation of large

Institution buying and f-ood ~arke~~ts vegetables, salads, and
quantity food preparatic?n. Empha~Sa~~YSiS of the elements i~ cost. of
beverages. Study of equIp_ment, an ods of control and admimstr~tIve
operation v.:ith
considerOati
on °d\W5e3~ and alternate years.) Sprmg.
machinery
mvolved!
( f fere
2 Hours

343. ADULT EDUCATION
.
f arental and adult eduA course in the methods and mater~~~eo whose professions make
cation designted tgu~~~t a~~e Ji~~~f t~e \hinkin~ of pare?\~~do~~~~~
it necessary 0 e .
d t h me demonstratIOn age~ '! . P
201
adults
Specially
a:dapte
0
.
intere~ted
in social
welfare.0 Same
as Ed . 343 . Prereqmsite. sy.
or 303. Fall.

DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM
.
' lis offers specialization to
The department of Journ~el:of jOUlnalism theil' v~cathose planrung to. make, some , those who need th~ practical
tion. It also of!els CO.UlS f.o~se in another vocatlon. Some
technique~
Journatlhlsm
courses wIllo~mterest
ose ~ho want to write creatively.

t

CTION TO JOURNALISM

3 Hours

251. INTRODU
.
'ournalism and an inquiry
An examination of ~h.e broad f!eld ?~ ieading newspapers and. unintostvocational
opportudrutleds'p~~~I~~~s;f
the press, both metropolItan
di g backgroun
an
der
an nprereq UlS'ite'. Com . 101-2. Fall.
and rural.

Of
h
articles
studied

2 Hours
tudents and those preparing
special inmi
tere~t towmorlknIs~fIIapl U~lic relations medifa UelS~gdl' O~~
ch and
SSIOn
.
. d Th writing 0 r I
andpubllcation
by.
'of
for the press are
for
an
Fall.

~~~r~h~~

.

in~iVidU~s p~~~a~~~~~

ADVANCED COURSES
301. REPORTING
3 Hours

Fundamentals of gathering and writing news. Exercises in news
writing and news values, with emphasis on good journalistic practice
for newspapers. (Alternates with 321; offered 1953-54.) Fall.
302. EDITING
3 Hours

Preparation of copy, copyreading, headline writing, desk work,
and page makeup are stUdied. Attention is also given to news values,
reader interest, promo tion techniques, and editorial problems. Special
consideration is given to editorial practices of small town dailies and
weeklies. (Alterna tes with 322; offered 1953-54.) Spring.
303. ADVERTISING
3 Hours

A survey of advertising methods and media; problems in selling
and the psychology of advertising. SpeCial attention is given to news.
paper and magaZine teChniques, to meChanics and layout. and to
direct mall methods. (Alternates with 323; offered 1953-54.) Spring.
321. THE PRESS AND SOCIETY
3 Hours

Professor Cope

IOUS JOURNALISM
252. RELIG
..

The fun damentals of photogr aphy. developing and printing,
enlargin~, use of photographiC eqUipment, and standard techniques
are ,stUdi~d by lecture and labora~o.ry wo~'k.. A series of photographic
prOJects 15 completed under conditions Sllllllar to actual press work.
Spring.

C~py

Study of the background of the American press and examination
of problems of editorial freedom, ethics of the press, propaganda,
public OPinion, and the place of the newspaper in a democratic SOciety.
(Alternates with 301; offered 1954-55.) Fall.
322. TYPOGRAPHY AND GRAPHIC ARTS

3 Hours
The principles <Jf graphic presentation and printing mechanics.
Types and type families, legibillty. spacing, harmony, contrast, and
use ot color are studied as they affect the funCtional design of printed
matter. (Alternates with 302; offered 1954-55.) Spring.
323. SPECIAL ARTICLES AND FEATURES
3 Hours

Study. analysis, and critioism of non-fiction articles in newspapers and magazines. Style and technique, manuscript preparation,
illus trations, and contacts with editors are considered. Each student
is expected to write for publication and markets are studied. Same
as EngliSh 323. (Alternat€s with 303; offered 1954-55.) Spring.
451. SEMINAR
2 Hours

Individual
study or r esearch on a selected topic of interest to the
student.
Fall, Spring.
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151. COLLEGE ALGEBRA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Professors Pitner and 1. E. Pryor
Mathematics is among the earliest fields of thought which
engaged the mind of man. It is an exact science whose study
develops logical and rigorous thought habits. The course of
history has been greatly influenced by the development of
mathematics, as reflected in the music, architecture, philosophy, and science of different civilizations. Much of the recent
advancement in ~ngineering and the physical sciences was
dependent upon th,e use of calculus and more recently developed mathematical concepts. Some knowledge of mathematics is
essential to participation in even the most common activities
of twentieth century society.
The objectives of this department are to give cultural
training in math'ematics, to cultivate logical reasoning and
accuracy in calculations, to prepare high school mathematics
teachers, to give the basic training in mathematics needed by
pre-professional students or students of science, and to lay
a broad foundation for students who are majoring in mathematics.
101. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

3 Hours

A course in algebra equivalent to one and one·half units in high
school algebra. Designed f or s tudents who either present less than
one and one·ha.lf entrance units in algebra or have not bad recent or
thorough preparation. Does not count toward a ma jor or a minor in
mathematics. Fall.
102. SOCIALIZED MATHEMATICS

2 Hours

A course tha t consists in the practical application of mathem atics
to various life situations, a nd demonstrates techniques in motivation
and teaching of mathematics in the elementary grades. Required of

teacher s wor king toward elementary certificates. Does not count
toward a major or a minor in mat hematics. F all, Spring.
108. MATHEMATICS OF BUSINESS

COURSES

2 Hours

The theory of compound interest, annuities, sinking funds ,
interest rates, theoI-y of probability, mortality tables, and an introduction to statistics. Fall.

A standard. course in college algebr
.
.
4 Hours
algebra, . function concept.
1'a hs a. ~apid review: of elementar y
pr og ress ions, mathematical J;du~tio ratio, proportion, variation
complex numbers theory of e uatio .n and the bin omial theorem '
partial f ractions. P l·ereqUisite .qlOl Ol~S, lo,garalithms, determinants and
.
equlV ant. Fall.
'
152. PLANE TRIGONOl\fETRY
0m

B
DevelopmeJ;lt and us e of t ri
.
.
3 :U: '
relations. functlOns involving more 1~:metrlc f unctIOns, fun ctIOnal
tunc~on.s, loga rithms, solution of ri
one angl~, Identities, inverse
applIcations. P rerequis ite: 101 or enui9alht ant Sd o~lIque triangles with
,.
en . prmg .

153. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
Properties of the strai h l'

.

3 Hours

tran~f?rmation of axes, p~l!r ll~~~~~cle, ellipse, par~bola, hyperbola,

. nates, and COl1lC sections . Pre·
reqUIsItes or corequisite'. 151-2
'. S prmg.

ADVANCED COURSES
251,252. CALCULUS
A s tudy of the fun

. .
4 H ours each
calcul us. Limits and ~;~~~~pr;ilifPles C?i ~Ufferential and integral
functions. max ima and mi"
eren~ation and in tegration of
tracing, definite in te r 1 rum!!, ~pplicatl~ns of derivatives, curve
differen tiation, and gm~ii~~P~~~~~ ofpl?tegra~i~n, series, partial
151·2·3. Fall, Spring.
. lereq Ulslte : Mathematics
301. COLLEGE GEOMETRY
M d
1
3 Hours
o ern pane geometry for prospe t '
t
geometry.Prerequisite · 153 (AIt
t C IV~ eachers of high school
Fall.
.
.
erna es WIth 322; offered 1954-55.)
302. THEORY OF EQUATIONS

3 Hours
P r operti es 01 polynomials com 1
of an ~q u ation, s olution of cubic p
nU~bers , tb ~ orems on r oots
n umel'lcal equations deter ' an quartIC E;quCl; tl'ons, s olution of
algebraic r esults. PrereqUisite~~r~~ri;:.ome tnc Inter pretation of

JX

322. HIGHER ALGEBRA

3 Hours
Numb er scales Ipathemat· l '
.
.
n ate . equations, perm u tations Ic;o~g~UCt~lOn. Inequali.t~es, indetermifractions. and theory of
b'
ma 1O.n~ , pro babillty, continued
322; of!ered 1953-54.) F~~ ers. PrereqUISIte: 153. (Alternates with
342. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
3 Hours
Ordin~ry differential equations
Ma~hematics 252. (Alterna tes with ~ith .a pplicat ions. Prerequisite:
hYSICS 354; offered 1953-54. )
Sprmg.
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351. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS

COURSES

3 Hours

In additio,n to reg;ulal' lesson and practice period attendance, all applIed mUSIC students Will be required to attend
performaI?ce-discussion periods held each 3 weeks at a mutual~y converuent nour. These al'~ held for the purpose of discussmg cO.mmon p:l.'oblems and listening to and criticizing each
other III performance.

Same as Physics 352. Prerequisites: Physics 201 and M1l;th. 252.
Mathematics 252 may be taken concurrently. (Alternates wIth 353;
offered 1953-54.) Fall.
353. ADVANCED CALCULUS

3 Hours

Partial differentiation, applicatiol!s. to Ijreometry, of space,
maxima and minima, Legrange's multIpllers, mdetermmate forl!ls,
elliptic integrals, line integrals, Green's theorem, and :transformation
of multiple integrals. 'Prerequisite: 252. (Alternates Wlth 351; offered
1954-55.) Fall.

DEPARTMENT
OF MUSIC
i
Professor Moore; Associate Professor Ritchie; Assistant
Professors Baxter, Davis, and Fulbright

The depal'tmeht of music is organized to meet the needs
of three types of students: those who are pr~PaI'ing to teach
music; those who are expecting to make muslCal performance
a pl'ofession; and those who want the cultural development to
be experienced thtough a study of music.
The work of the department includes theory, history,
piano, voice, band instruments and music methods. Majors are
offered in piano, voice and music education. Und.er the latt~r
major the student may choose the degree plan wlth emphasls
upon either vocal-choral preparation or instrumental preparation,

App lied Music
There are no applied music entrance examinations l'equired
by the department. In piano, voice 01' instrumental study each
student's present level of ability is determined, and a progl'am
of study is outlined for him individually. In this way, a student's lack of sufficient pre-college training does .not prec~ude
the possibi~ity of hi~ majori~g in m.usic. This.applIes ~pec.lally
to the mUSIC educatIOn 01' vOIce maJOl'. The plano major will. of
necessity have had previous study unless unusually talented
and determined. The department seeks to help each student
realize whatever musical goal he is capable of attaining.
In applied music one 30-minute lesson per week plus o-':le
hour of practice per day counts for one semester hour of credit.
The normal number of applied lessons per week in any onc
subject is two.
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Piano
101. 102. FIRST YEAR PIANO

.

2 Hours each

Upon the determination of the student's ability, attention will be

gIVen to the .further development of his technique. Pieces of a techni-

~al nature WIll be studied lirs-t. to be followed by selections of a more
mterpretative nature during the spring semester.
201, 202. SECOND YEAR PIANO

2 Hours each

Further ?~velopment of te~hnique and the development of sightreading profiCl~ncy. During th.IS year more emphasis will be placed
upon more rapld rna tery of pIeces and a broader acquaintance with
the literature of the piano.

ADVANCED COURSES
301. 302. THIRD YEAR PIANO

2 Hours each

SOl!le 01 ~e larger work;> for piano will be studied during this
year wl~h particular stress beIng placed upon interpretation and tone
prodUction. The student should have developed technique by this
time to play ~tandard a~compa!liments .and will be expected to accom.
pany for varlGUS occasIOns. Plano maJors will give attention to the
planning of a recItal to be given during the fourth year.
401. 402. FOURTH YEAR PIANO

2 Hours each

More difficult pieces from standard literature will be studied and
performance ability will be expected to be at a very competent ievel
A recital will be given by all piano majors.
.

Voice
101. 102. FIRST YEAR CLASS VOICE

.

2 Hours each

Design~d for the beginning voice student. Special attention is

gIven to VOIce development and gaining freedom and poise in singing

before otlhers. Fall, Spring.

201, 202. SECOND YEAR CLASS VOICE

2 Hours each

Further voice development with consideration given to more
advanced aspects of techmque and to greater repertoire. Fall, Spring.
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2 Hours
105, 106. FIRST YEAR VOICE (Private)
. each
. . f 11 wed by exercises desIgned to
CarefUl analysis of the v~nce IS °r~mote freedom and consequent
correct faults of the vocal actIOn and P 'bTt R epertoire: easier s ongs
development of range, power and flex 1 1 1 y.
in English.
205 206 SECOND YEAR VOICE (Private)

2 Hours each

•

.
.
nd developing the vocal
Work is coptinued tow!lr~ corr~~I~g i~ English, the easier old
action. RepertOIre: more diffIcu~t sop;ratic or oratorio aria.
Italian classics or perhaps an eaSIer

;ADVANCED COURSES
2 Hours
each
THIRD YEAR VOICE (Private)
.
h' 1 and interpretatIve power.
.
Con~inued dev.elopm~~th 1ft i~c ~Fc;ench and German. During the
RepertOIre : Songs m Engol~s, a Ia~,
.
year a joint recital is reqUIred of VOIce maJors.

305,306.

405 406 FOURTH YEAR VOICE (Private )
,

•

.

2 Hours each

1 rt r a tur e of the various schools,

Furth.er acqua~ntan~e WI~h ~~~~oIr~ difficult arias and art songs.
with speCIal a tteI!tIOn gIven?
uired of voice m a jors.
A full recital durmg the year IS req

Instruments
211 212. FIRST YEAR INSTRUMENTAL

'

INSTRUCTION

2 Hours each

.
t Organization and maintenClass instruction in band mstrume~t~rial Required of all music
ance of bands; suggested I,Jrogram m
.
education majors. {Fall, Sprmg.

ADVANCED COURSES
341. SECOND YEAR INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION

. 2 Hours

Advanced class instruction in band instruments, reqUIred of all
instrumental music education majors.

Music Theory
101, FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC

2 Hours

.
.
h d'
a knowledge of the
Designed for ,non-mUSIC l'flaJ~rs w 0 . eSIre d ractical guidance
rudimen ts Of. music, praltic~ sI6f~~~~di~:c;nseJ;ester if there is
in co~gregationadl Msongts ~ree days a week. Either semester.
sufficIent deman. ee

COURSES
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Ill, 112. THEOUY I

4 Hours each

pesign~d spe~iiica.lly for mus ic m a jors, this cour se combines
mUSIC ,readmg, .wrItten harmon y, keyboard. harmony, a ural and vis ua l
analYSIS, dictation and form. By approaChing these various br anches
of m us ical study in oIle in te~rated course the student learns to use
these eparate yet related skills together, t hus building sound m usi.
cianship. Meets five days a week. Fa D, Spring .
131, 132. ENSEMBLE

1 Hour each
Participation in chorus, glee clubs, quartet sextette and band.
Band is r equired of all instrumental music education majors. Chorus
or glee club is r equired of all other music majors. Fall, Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
251., 252. THEORY II

4 Hours each
The s ame approach as in Theory I applied to the more advanced
harmonies of chromaticism and remote m odula tion. Greater emphasis
is placed u pon creative writing and arranging. Required of all music
m a jors. Meets five days a week. FaD, Spring.
311, 312. COUNTERPOINT

2 Hours each
A s tudy 01 instrumental coun terpoin t as foun d in works in the
major con trapuntal f orms. Analysis and execution of exercises in
imitation of the styles and forms studied will lead the s tudent into an
unders tanding and appreciation of this type 01 music literat ure. Pr e.
regui ite: Music 212. (Alternates with Music 371,372 ; offered 1953.54.)
F a ll, S pring.
331. CHORAL CONDUCTING

2 Hours

Includes baton technique, rehearsal m ethods, interpretation,
repertoire, arranging and selecting music fo r performance by a chorus
with emphasis given to the problems of the high school chorus. (Offer.
ed on sufficient demand,) Fall.
332. INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING

2 Hours

The same problems met as in Music 331, but approached from the
standpoint of the concert band. (Offered on sufficient demand.)
Spring.
335,336. FORM ANALYSIS

1 Hour each
The study of musical form as represented by works of the
masters. D esig n and style in which music is written is studied in detail
that t he s t udent may better understand that which he performs and
hears. F all, Sp r ing.
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1 Hour .each
361 362 INSTRU1'1ENTA'I'ION
t
'
.
.
. ' rran ing or adapting mUSIC 0
study of the techmque
.of aspec i~l emphasis placed upon
. The I'nstrumental
varIOUS
. groups
F 11 S wIth
.
concert band arrangmg. a!. prmg.

Music Education
2 Hours. each
ADE SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS
"
are preparing to teach m the
Designed for non·mUSlC maJors w~o 'ng
grades. (Same as Edu . .116·7.) Fall, pn .
.

116, 117. GR

MAN DICTION 3 Hours each
221,222. ITALIAN, FRENCH AND. GEE
h
d German repertory
'J.1he study of songs o~ the I~!l' ~e~th ~e pronunciatio~ and
the pw'pose of acqu.i rmg a f
lal' . mar Twelve weeks will.be
knowledge of
Required of all VOlce
devoted
~ach langU~
.m t d~mand.) Fall, Spring.
majors. to
(Offered
on s
C1en

aO~orking

sY?t~ ~~d~~4fsted:

f

.

COURSES
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needing recreation for its health and social values those planning to teach physical education or coach, and th~se planning
to engage in recreational supervjsOl'Y work such as Y.M.C.A.,
summer camps, and Boys' and Girl ' Scout programs.
dents.Physical EdUcation 103 and 250 are required of all stu103. HEALTH EDUOATION
1·2-3 Hours
of the findingS of science and medicine
t o daily liVUlg. The class meets four hours each week; two hours
for regular classroom instruction and two 'hours for laboratory work.
Required of all students for graduation, except candidates for the
Bachelor of SCience degree, Who may take the laboratory section only
for one hour of credit. Veterans and transfer students wbo have had
a year of activity work may omit the laboratory section and take
the COU1'se for two hours credit. The laboratory is required of all
others except
physician.
Fall, those
Spring.exempt upon written recommendation of a

A. stu~~ in t he application

ADVANCED COURSES
I

2 Hours
h 1 for those majoring in music
s~ 00 s
education. (Same as Edu. 409.) Sprmg.

409. MUSIC EDUCATION
Music methods in elementary
410. Music
lUUSICmethods
EDUC~TI~Nh
m hig

2 Hours
h 1 for those majoring in music educa.
tion. (Same as Edu. 410') Sprmg.
s~ 00

3 Hours each
351, 352. HISTORY OF MUSIC
ments in the art of music
A general ksurvey
class
meetings and two
periodofto the
the great
pres en~°Two
.
.
G
from
reteory m ee'tings per week. Fall, Sprmg.
1·hourthe
labora
, RIALS AND METHODS
2 Hours each
371, 372. PIANO MATE.
the iano with emphasis o,n
A survey of the stan<;lard l1fter:aturemOafJ'ors ~Alternates with MUSIC
. . 1 ReqUIred 0 plano
.
teaching
s1'954'55)
311, 312; IDfafterIda
0 ere
. Fall• Spring.

DEPARTMENT OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH
Professor Berryhill, Associate Professor Rhodes
de artment of physical education ar:
Courses
III the
three
the neePdSfO
" ,OTOUpS of students: thos
designed
to meet
•

J

Ill, 112.113. BEGINNING AND ADVANOED SWUIMING

3 Hours

Progressive instrUction and practice in elementary swimming
and the finer techniques of the various strokes. Those wishing to
qualify for the Red Cross Life Saving certificate should enroll in 113
in addition to 112 during the spring semester and receive 2 hours
credit. Opportunity wnl be given to qualify for the Red Cross Instruc.
tor's certificate but credit will not be given for this activity. Fall,
Spring.
202. FIRST AID
2 Hours
-Instruction in the Standard Red Cross course in First Aid. Stu.
dents Aid
are certificate.
given an opportunity
to qUalify for the Standard Red Cross
First
Fall.

205. KINESIOLOGY
2 Hours
A study of the muscles in co·ordination with their fUnction and
contribution to various body movements. Open only to those majoring
or minoring in physical education. Fall.
206. SURVEY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
3 Hours
A study of the development of physical education in various
countries, along With the aiins and interpretations of the leaders and
the relationship of these aims to the social, politicat and economic
influences ot the times. The student 15 acquainted with the relationship
of phYsical education to other phases of education- an interpretation
ot
its objectives and psychology. Fall.
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ADV ANCED COURSES
1-2-3 Hours
250. HEALTH EDUCATIO~
,
nd school health administraA s tudy of school h ealch proue~h ~veek: tWO hours for re g ~lar
.
The ·class m eets four hours eae
1aboratory work. R eqUlred
~\~l~~ room inslrIJ.ction and .two h ?UrS fg~ndidates fo~ the BaChelor of
of all stu d':!nts f or grad~~tltO~ eiliePrabOralOTY sectIOn only for. ~.~e
..
de ar ee who ffi d y ,a.,e
e
h ve had a year of actl\ 1 Y
SCl~ nce cr~ dit.' T r ansfer s tuden ts ,:vho a take he-course for two
hOu~ O~ay omit the laboratory section ~yd by recommendation of a
~ or
cr-c· di' t Other s ' may be exempt on
"ours
.
.
physician . Fall, Sprmg.
. METHODS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR
3 Hours
253.
ELEMENTARY S~JHOOLS . m ethods of instruction. and
A study in the select lOn o~ gl~escation progr am on the elemen. t'
for play f or a phYSlca e u
ted Course of St udy f or
orgamzt~~r level. B~sed upon the sugge~ of all elementary school
tary sc
S h Is l!l .Arkansas Require
Elementa ry c 0 0 Edu 253) S'pi·ing.
teachers, (Same as
.
.
ALL
05 COACHING AND OFFICIATING OF FOOTB
2 Hours
3.
AND BASKJl]TBALL
ames. r equiremen ts for each
A study of the' principles of ~g 1echniques; sy~tem~ of 0Ailet~
ition. individual and team coac
of com m on m j utJes.
c u
~~~ deien~e; cond:itioni!lg ;
C~~1Y teams is an important phase
experience in workmg With the ca
of the course. Fall.
COACHING AND OFFICIATING BASEBALL,
2 Hours
307.
TRACK AND FIELD.
Same procedure as in 305. Spring.
2 Hours
NTALS OF SCOUTING
313. FUNDAME
.
anization of the local trooP.
A study of. the histo~y aO{hco:;~re~ ~~tivities that characterize .~h~

ani

~gg~~~~i~~~lfJr~~~t~
~~~i:it~ff~a~~~~i1~~r~~::rn!~
to gam PltaCdents who have passed beyond
r
open to
Spring.

5

u

2 Hours
LEADERSIDP METHODS
315. CAMP
.
in m ethods. Campfire pro~ra!lls,
Instruction ~d pr actice %featic~, fainy-day activities, samt~~~~
nature obser vatIon . c~p a d special events are among the 1
hiking, ou tdoor COO~eI~ 3:Il
studied and enga ged m. :::;prm g.
GANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
3 Hours
323. OR
ICAL EDUCATION
PHYS
. .
dminlstrative pr oblems of large
A study of oT~aUlZatIOnal a!ld a. evoted to a study of problems
and .sm all sch~1s. ~~id;~_~~~~~e ~: wox:k o~ the s'ifer:inJ~g~~;
arlsmg from. ?ra1 and instructor in relatIon to the P Y S1C
s~pervisor. pnpnClre~eq' ulsite: 206. Spring.
tIOn program.

COURSES
326. METHODS OF DffiECTING INTRAMURAL
ATHLETICS

129
2 Hours

Topics for s tudy : individual, dual, and group competition; activities in the gymnasium , school yard, and athletic field; studies in
seasonal activities; prom oting leadership ; methods of point distribution ; orgaruzation of teams ; scheduling; types of honors a nd awards.
Fall.
332. EVALUATION AND APPRAISAL OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

2 How·s

A study of the methods of testing and measuring the effectiveness
of the teaching progr am in physical edUcation. Acquain ts the student
with the various program and individua l measurin g devices available
in the field and gives prac tice in the use of these devlces. P rerequisite:
206. Fall.
336. CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION: APPLIED

3 Hours

A s t udy of m ethods in recognizing deviation from the normal
in various age groups; analysis of activities for cor recting common

abnormalities ; actual experience through work with restricted cases;
and agencies f or dealing with extreme remedial cases. Prerequisite:
205. S pring.

408. METHODS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR
3 Hours
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Similar to Physical Education 253 except on the secondary school
level. Required of all high school tea chers. (Same as Education 408.)
Spring.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Professor 1. E. Pryor; Assistant Professor Watts

Since modern civilization has been influenced so greatly
by t he ph sical sciences, these science have become an integral
part of the liberal arts curricuJum. An understanding of the
scient ific method and an appreciation of the great achievements in t his field are considered essential elements in a wellrounded education.
Courses in this department aloe arranged wit h the following obj ectives in view : to incr ease the general culture of all
the students; to prepare high school science teachers ; to provide the basic training for pre-professional students of medicine. engineering, etc.; and to prepare chemistry majors f or
gl'aduate study or industrial work.
Each laboratory course requires a deposit of $5 to take
care of breakage and non-returnable materials. This deposit
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must be renewed if it is exhausted. The unused portion of the
deposit is refunded after the student has checked in properly
the equipment issued him.
2 Hours each
101, 102. PHYSICAL SCIENCE
A general education course designed as an introduction to the
methodology and philosophy of science and to some of the physical
sciences. Films, laboratory demonstrations. and library readings
supplement lectures and class discussions. Ph. Sc. 101 will include
astronomy, geology, and meteorology; Ph. Sc. 102 will include chern·
istry and physics. Either semester may be taken first. Chemistry
majors ond others mo will take both general chemistry and physics
will 'b e excused from i 102. Fall, Spring. .

Chemistry
4,3 Hours
101, 102. GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
A course in inorganic chemistry giving a general knowledge of
the laws and theories of chemistry together with a study of the more
common elements ahd their important compounds. Three class periods
and three hours of laboratory per week in the fall; two class periods
and three hours of uaboratory per week in spring. Fall, Spring.
3 Hours
113. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
A study of the theory of inorganic qualitative analysis and an
application of the theory to the semi-micro separation and identificationof the more common cation and anions. Prerequisite: 102. One
class period and six 'hours of laboratory ·per week. Fall.
I
4 Hours
252. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
A study of the techniques of gravimetriC and volumetric analysis
with emphasiS on ;f~ndamental principles, calculations, aJ'ld precision
of determination. Prerequisites: 113 and Mathematics 151-the latter
may be taken concurrently. Two class periods and six hours of
laboratory per week. Spring.
1 Hour
253. CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS
A course devoted to an intensive study of the calculations encountered in general and analytical chemistry. Prerequisite: 201. (Not
offered 1953·54.) Fall.

ADVANCED COURSES
4 Hours each
271, 272. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
A study of the methods of preparation and the properties of the
more important organic compounds. including theory of reaction and
proof of structure. Prerequisite: 102. Three class periods and three
hours of laboratory per week. Fall, Spring.

COURSES
301. CHEMICAL LITERATURE

131
1 Hour

An independent cours d . . d t
.
sources of information an~ t~~I~n2 0 acqu.amt ~he stUdents with the
Prerequisite: 12 hours of chemistreyob
chemIcfallIterature
in research.
. ne con erence per week.
Fall.
312. ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

2 Hours

A study of the periodic system t
.
topics in inorganic chemistry. Prere a C!n:t IC .structur,:, and special
consent of instructor Two c1
. qUIsltes. ChemIstry 113 and
324; offered 1954.55.) . Spring. ass perIods per week. (Alternates with
313. INORGANIC PREPARATIONS

1-2 Hours

gani~ ~~~~0~~e~1Ceal g;:::~b~a througp the preparation of inor·

products to those' involvin
. s varymg from simple binal-y
and consent of instructor fh~~~rt~ns~te hcomplexes. Prerequisite: 112
Offered on sufficient de~and.
IX ours of laboratory per week.
324. BIOCHEMISTRY

3 Hours

studyrole
of the
.
.
.
and Atheir
in carbohydrate
di es .
s, fatsI protems,
vItaJ?ms,
hormones,
designed for studentsg I~Ol!' metabolism, and nutrItIOn-especially
tUdy
Prerequisite: 251 Thre~ cl~g tq Sd
one of the medical sciences.
offered 1953.54.) . Spring. a s perlo s per week. (Alternates with 312;
331. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

3 Hours

of a:af~~~y~f~he th~ory and te~hniq':le of some of the newer methods
site: 261 On~ cfPeclal t::mphasis C!n mstrumental methods. PrerequiOffered ~n SUffici!~~ Je%l~gd.and SIX hours of laboratory per week.
343. ORGANIC SYNTHESES

1-2 Hours

tr~~~~rt~~r~~~se designed ~o give the ~tudent more extensive
obtained in the basic ~~~s!~th~::m~ o~gan}c compounds .t~an was
Three to six hours of la'borat ory p::~e~kermOffstrY·dPrereqWSf· l~e: 252.
mand.
.
ere on suf IClent de·

351, 352. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

4 Hours each

A study of the principles of physi 1 h i '
.
of matt.er, properties of solutions thca c Jm strl, mcluc;ll.ng.states
dIagrams, chemical kinetics elec~:~ l:arrucs, eqUIlIbna and
mouve force. Prerequisites' Chem. 201 Ph . n~8ctance, and electro·
-the latter may be taken concurr
'
YSICS 1-2, a~d Math. 251·2
hours of laboratory per week. Fall~~~~'ni~ee class penods and three

pha~e
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Physics
4 Hours each
201 202. GENERAL PHYSICS
.
PhYS1'CS 201
•
.' 'pl s of phYSICS.
A study of the .funda~ental PI mCl. :h sics 202 takes up soun~,
tak.e s u p a study .o~ mecharucs and.heat'Tbe Yunderstanding of baSIC
light and electrlclty and magne~m'essed Prerequisite: Math. 152.
concepts and solying of Pl'?b:ems 1S strof laboratory per week. Fall,
Three class penods and thl ee h ours
.
Spring.
3H
ours
. 351. ANALYTICAL :M ECHANICS
.
f oint masses and bodies
A study of s~at1stics and dynaml~S '?rh~ use of mathematics in
with an introductiol}.' to vector analyslS. d Prerequisites: 201 and
interpreting natural phen?mena Is StT:S~Aiternates with Math. 353;
Math. 252. Three class perlOds per we~'11
offered 1953·54.) Same as Math. 351.
a.

3 Hours
354. l\IODERN PHYSICS
ti th century advances in
A study of some of the important t;we~ui:rents radiation, 't heory
the fleld o{physics cQosen from atternatin;antum theory, and nuclear
of relativity, X·rays, s p ectrC!scoF6i ~~J Mathematics 252-the latter
physics. Prerequlsit~s: PhYSICS
'1 a periOds pel' week. (Alternates
may be taken concurrently. Three c as~
with Math. 342; off~ed 1954-55,) Sprmg.

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Professors Ganus and Holmes; Associate Professors Kenney
an d L .E. Pryor', Assistant Professor Bates

. so corop1~rainin
x and man
continuSince the mod,~rn w!>rld IS
in jsthe
social
ally in contact Wlt~ his fellow-man, Tson's e!ucation. People
sciences is an e sentia.l partfof XlS:Ybig~esOcial forces and their
hould know some thmg ° e
.
!ffects on the
well-being of orgamzeddgro?tPhSt'hre PUT. h' d
rt
t are arrange W1
e
Courses
In t IS . ePta mend
tanding of the social
V1e
•
• W' to O'lve h e un ers
h instit
pos~ In f : .Jd that an educated pel'son should ave; °
tutlOns 0 OlU WO!
b' t f . hi<Yh school and elemenprep are ~each~\ ill i~~e~h:~e~:~s~l;lfoundation for those ~o
~ar·~cl°{ot d~nadv~:Ced graduat~ :vork in his field or to t -e
ot1;er advanced pl'ofessional trammg of related types.

gen~ral

E
2 Hours each
100·1-2. THE ~~CAN CEN
understanding of the hist~r~cal
Designed to glve ~e tudent an i economic, social, and P<?l1tical
development of the Umted !?t~es.~d ~eOgraPhY, American hlst<?ry,.
institutions. ~he co.urse m dg~~on~mics to present an over.a~l vle~
sociology,
po!lticalway
!;Clencfe·
of the American
o. li; ;. Each sec on 12 weeks. ReqUlred 0
all freshmen. Fall, SprIng.

152,153. LATIN AMERICAN

2 Hours each
DeSigned to acquaint the student with the historical background
and present condition of our hemispheric neighbors. A survey of the
colonial
and national periods. (Alternates with 366.7; offered 1953.54.)
Fall,
Spring.
201, 202. WORLD AFFAIRS AND INSTITUTIONS

3 Hours each
Beginning with the t:eography of the world, this study includes
world history, comparatIve government, and international reJations.
The emphasis is on under tanding the present civilization of the world
in general and its relationship to the United States. Prerequisite : 101-2
or consent
of the head of the department. Required 01 all sophomores.
Fall,
Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
301,302. UNITED STATES HISTORY

3 Hours each
An intensive study of the Political, social, and economic develop.
ment 'Of the United States. Designed to give the history and social
science major a thorough acquaintance with American life and de.
velopment
Fall,
Spring.Prerequisite: 101·2, or the consent of the department head.

303. 304. JEWISH HISTORY AND CULTURE

1·2 Hours each
A history of the Jewish people from the earliest times with

particular attention to their spiritUal a nd cultUral deveJopment. their
relations to other nations and races, and their contributions t o OUr
present civilization. As far as Possible original records are used. Fall,
Spring.
307. REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE
3 Hours
A study of the revolutionary and national movements On the
Continent down to 1870. The French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars
are emphasized.
Prerequisite: 203. (Alternates with 375; offered 1954.
Fall.
55.)

334. 336. CHURCH HISTORY

3 Hours each
A survey 'Of church history from the apostolic age to the present,
·including the reformation Jed 'b y Martin Luther, the Catholic Reformation, the Origin and growth of Protestant denominations with their
transfer
to America,
and a brief history of the Restoration Movement
in
America.
Fall, Spring.
343. EUROPEAN DIPLOMATIC mSTORY

3 Hours

A study of European diplomacy, 1870 to the present, with empha.
sis on the permanent undel'lying factors. Prerequisite: Hist. 203.
(Alternates with 347; offered 1953·54.) Spring.
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3 Hours
347. EUROPE SINCE 1914
Dea1s with Europe in two World W ars, and the period between
wars. in an attempt to explain the pre~e.nt condition of the wor~d as an
altermath of World W ar II. PrereqUlsite : 202. (Alternates with 343;
offered 195455,) Spring.
3 Hours each
351, 352. ENGLISH mSTORY
Traces the fundame ntals of the political, religioUS, literary, and
economic activities Qf the English people and t he development of
E n glish institutions tQ the present time, with emphasis on the English
constitu tion . P rerequisite : 202. Fall, S pring.
3 Hours
363. WORLD AFFA'IRS
A detailed and critical analysis of foreign government and ideo·
logies; intern ational relations; the United N a tions; the present "cold
war." Spr ing.
2 Hours each,
366, 367. m STORY OF THE FRONTIER
A study of the settlement of the West, the laws and policies
related to its development, and the effect s of the frontier on national
life. Prerequisite : 101·2. (Alternates with 152·3; offered 1954·55.) Fall,

Spring.

221. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

Geography
111. CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

3 Hours

statJh~vbasic structure and functions
proble~s e-knments,. ~cluding some co~:U:he A.;nerica,n f ederal and
federal gove~~:~i; 1$ l~ced up!>n the r~~~C~~Sl~:: of . present
characterized the
economic
nI ed Sta tes. Fall

dev~pme~f~¥tit1~ Uan~t

223. EUROPEAN GOVERl\TMENTS

~f

syst:mst&~t t~~
.

ment s.t udy
some of the leadin t
3 Hours
exist:d irnCl¥t~ll~g a~3 ~ritish gover~Jf:;f U.:t~~:fit E.uropea!l govern·
dictatorship and Comm~r~any:, the p~esent gover~~olt'egSlm~S that
msm m RUSSIa. 'Spring.
pam , the

ADVANCED COURSES
300. GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE

375. HISTORY OF THE SOUTH
3 Hours
Includes a brief background s tudy of the "Old South," a con·
s ideration of the problems of reconstruction. the development of the
"New South," the factors back Qf the present condition of the region,
and an analysis of continuing trends. Prerequisit e : J.01·2. (Alternates
with 307; offered 1953·54.) Fall.

3 Hours

cal ~ =itUdy ~f the political and legal p . tices
..
witt I 0ti0Pllles, and foreign pollcies ro~c G and ~ns~ltutions, politi·
,Par cular empbasis u
diff
reat Brltam and Fra
poli.tical
erlcan Govern ment. Fall
les eVI ent from the

~~~p~~~ ~rAmd

diff~:'e~ces :~~n~~il~ifrevail.idng govern~~i

301. THE U.S.S.R. AND GERMANY

3 Hours

2 Hours

Covers the conservation of the s oil, for ests , wild life, minerals,
water·p ower, and other natural resources. Required of all high school
teachers. E ither semester.
2 Hours
212. FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOGRAPHY
A survey of regional geograp'hy including climates, temperatures,
moisture, rainfalls, qualities of soil, locations of river System s, m oun·
tain ranges, etc., and the aspect of geography affecting racial divisions
and human population. (Alternates with Soc. 201; offered 1954-55.)
Fall.
217. INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY
2 Hours
Deals with the natural resource of the country and their relations
to commerce and business. It covers the business development of the
outstanding n a tions. (Alternates wlth Soc. 202; offered 1954·55,)
Spring.

Political Science

Same as a b ove except Soviet Rusia an d Germany are stUdied.
Spring.

Sociology
201, 202. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
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ADVANCED COURSES
2 Hours
304. MARRIAGE AND THE HOME
Historical family' variations, courtship patter~s, mate selection,
marriage and divorce laws, etc. Designed to give the student a
thorough background for his own standards. Spring.
3 Hours
321. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
An application of. the principles of scientific psychology to . the
individual in the social situation. A survey of the literature in the field.
Prerequisite: Psy. 201. Same as Psy. 321. (Alternates with Psy. 303;
offered 1954-55,) spting.
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103. SPEECH
CORRECTION
.
3 Hours
D eSlgned especially to meet th
and secondary schools and of spee~hneed~ of teachers in elementary
mon speech defects desig-ned to enabrnaJors. A survey of the com·
defects that can be handled in the I Ie teachers (1) to treat those
of individual attention and (2) c a~s roof!1 or with a small amount
referred to experts. Supervised ~r ~ecogm?..e. those that s'h ould be
or consen t of instructor. Fall.
InlCal practice. Prerequisite : 101
121. INTRODUCTORY
ACTING
.
2 Hours
A begmning course designed t
b
ease on tlhe stage. Emphasis on °a ena ~e the student to appear with
of roles from plays. (Alternates ;'flhtom3015me
and the1953-54.)
characterization
; offered
Fall.
122. PLAY PRODUCTION

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH

2 Hours

Directing and producing one-act I
make-up, lighting, and staging. Spring: ays, including techniques of

I

Professor Ulrey, Assistant Professors Walker and Luttrell

The wOl'k of the department of speech is adapted to the
needs of three types of students : those who wish to cultiv~te
proficiency in evel-yday and bu iness speech, those who wish
to develop a roo e specialized public speaking, dramatic, . or
l'eading ability, and those who desire technical and pracbcal
training as teachers of speech.
Equipment for this department includes library material
and records; the Campus Players' workshop; a stage with
lighting and sound machinery ' sound-l·ecording and transcription equipment foi' use in the study of pronunciation and voice
quality and for radio programs; and radio and public address
equipment for programs and class use.
No Credit
10(). SPEECH CLINIC
Corrective speech for those who have minor abnormalities in
articulation, symbolization, etc. Fall, Spring.

3 Hours
101. PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH
A practical introductOry course based upon diagnostic tests of
individual differences. Includes correct pronunciation, introductory
phonetics. development of distinct utterance, voice improvement; and
speech in relation to everyday affairs. Fall, Spring.
2 Hours
102. PUBLIC SPEAKING
An introduction to the basic principles of public speaking '11th
concentration on giving the student actual speaking opportunities.
Practice in the organization and delivery of the short speech including
lectUl"es and criticism by the instructor. Spring.

124. DEBATE THEORY

2 Hours

. t:'rincipals
of argumentation
bnefmg
of debate
cases. Spring. an d logic including outlining and
125. DEBATING

2 Hours

. Phrasing
of propositions
zatlOn
of argument
and eviddefinitio nd 0 f terms, research and organitournaments. Fall.
ence, an actual experience in debate

ADVANCED COURSES
255. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL INTERPRETATION

.." H ours

t 1 course m
. .th~ oral interpretation An
of introductory
the printedanda fund
e ~men.a
phrasing rhythm and £08il' mcludH~g pronunCiatIOn, enunciation
Prerequisite: 101. Fall.
y expressIOn as means of interpretation:

256. LITERARY ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

2 Hours

Thet ofundamental
ptincipl
lYSl~
' a~d l,nterpretation
.
applied
various forms
of lit es 0fana
are
zation. Prerequisite: 255. Spri::~~ture. AttentIOn IS gIVen to characteri273. DISCUSSION METHODS AND CONFERENCE
TECHNIQUES

3 Hours
Methods
of
conducting
th
.
.
Cooperative research and reo symposIUm, forur,n. a~d round table.
(Alternates with 337; offere8 1~~_5~~)ob~~i;:,IVmg IS emphasized.
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305. ADVANCED ACTING

3 Hours

An interpretation of onecact and full evening plays. Open only by
permission to those who have unusual ability. (Alternates with 121;
offered 1954·55.) Fall.
312. mSTORY OF THE THEATER

3 Hours

A study of the development of drama, acting, and the physical
theater from their origin to the present day. (Alternates with 313;
offered 1954-55.) Fall.
313. mSTORIC COSTUME DESIGN

2 Hours

History of costume of the principal periods in the history of the
theater. beginning with the Egyptian period. Same as Art 313. (AI·
ternates with 312; offered 1953·54.) Fall.
322. SCENE DESIGN

3 Hours

The combining of artistic principles and practical considerations
in creating effective stage settings. Problems in special types and
periods will be studied_ (Alternates with 324; offered 1954-55.) Spring.
I

324. COSTUME DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
\

2 Hours

-Principles of design with instruction in sewing and actual practice
on specific problems of costume. Not open for credit to those who
have had Home Ec. 252. (Alternates with 322; offered 1953-54.) Spring.
331. RADIO SURVEY

3 Hours

A theory and laboratory course in radio including voice adapta·
tion. radio announcing, a 'study of types of programs and .the
technique of programconstrucUon. continuity, and script writing.
Radio equipment includes recording apparatus, a public address
system. and broadcasting studio. Fall.
332. RADIO PROGttAMMING

3 Hours

A practical course in 'the technique of the radio speech. includi~g
the writing of the 'Speech and its delivery over the public address
system or over the air. Spring.
335. ADVANCED ARGUMENTATION

2 Hours

An advanced course in which the principles of argumentation
are applied to speech and debate. Fall.
2 Hours
An advanced course in which the student is required to make
accurate transcrip~ions. not only of good American and '6ritish
speech. but of the dialectal and provincial speech of the campus.
Required of all speech majors. (Alternates with 273; offered 1954-55.)
Fall.

337. PHONETICS

COURSES
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338. SPEECH REPERTOIRE
.
.

3 Hours
PrIvate work in speech arranged t
the student in voice drill interpretat' 0 meet the individual needs of
speaking. Spring.
•
lon, and preparation for public
340. ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING
A
2 Hours
study of the fundamental r1 .
and delivery; the making aDd prea~h·nclPles of 'sermon preparation
ance of the InStructor with his ev 1 1n~ of sermons under the guid.
of the class. Same as Bible 340. Fall~ uation and that of the members
342. HISTORY OF ORATORY
A

2 Hours
. survey of preaching from the da
.
specIal attention to the methods and
Ys of Chr1st to the present;
ament preachers ' -brief study ot th emessage of Jesus and New Test.
espeC;ially of the Restoration ~utstandi~g preac,hing of the
Bc~nbtury.
1 Ie 342. Sprmg.
ovement m Amenca. Same as

351. ADVANCED ORAL INTERPRETATION

3 Hours
. A COUrse iUsing the BibJe
d thr
basl~ material. MOulton's "M~er ji bdoo~s Of. the Apocrypha as
Rev1sed Version printed in modern ~'t eaer s B1~le," the English
text. Fall.
1 erary form, 1s used as a basic

I
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STATES AND COUNTRIES REPRESENTED IN

ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

RE'G ULAR SESSION, 1952-53

1952-53
College

College Enrollment
Men

Summer 1952

Women

9

Freshmen ........:.................. .
Sophomores .. ; ....................
Juniors ..........~ .................... .
Seniors .. ........ ..................... .
Graduate ........ .'.................... .
Special .............,.................... .

13
22
44
6
4

Total ............····· ... ·..·····

98

Total

3

24
23
32
75
6
7

69

167

15
10
10
31

Regular Session 1952-53
Freshmen .............................
Sophomores ........................
Juniors ................................
Seniors ...................... ...........
Post-Graduate ............... ......
Graduate ....... ......................
Special ............'.............. ·..... ··

151
86
69
72

138
66
41
47
3

36
5

18

289
152
110
119
3
36
23

Total .............................

419

313

732

I

~

T~aining School Enrollment
Summer 1952
High School ........................

25

18

43

Regular Session 1952-53
HiO"h School ...................·····
EI~mentary School ...... ······

58
69

46
57

104
126

127
546

103
416

230
962

669

503

1,172

Total .............. ··············
Total all divisions, Regular ....
Total; all divisions, Summer
and Regular ....................... .

Africa .............. 1
Alabama .......... 22
Alaska ............... 2
Arkansas .......... 283
Australia .......... 1
California ........ 25
Canada ............ 5
China ................ 2
Colorado ............ 7
Cuba .................. 1
Florida .............. 6
Georgia ............ 9
Germany .......... 3
Idaho ................. 1
Illinois .............. 13
Indiana .............. 4
Iowa .................. 3
Japan ................ 4
Kansas .............. 13
Kentucky .......... 10
Louisiana .......... 23
Malaya .............. 1

High
School
2
2
57
2
1
1
1

1
1

3
2

College
Maryland ............ 1
Massachusetts .. 1
Michigan ............ 11
Mississippi .......... 15
Missouri ............ 46
Nebraska ............ 11
New Jersey ........ 7
New Mexico ........ 9
New York .......... 3
North Carolina .. 7
Ohio .................... 21
Oklahoma .......... 50
Oregon ................ 4
Pennsylvania ...... 6
South Africa ...... 2
Tennessee .......... 28
Texas ......... ... ...... 72
Virginia .............. 1
Washington ...... 2
Washington, D.C. 1
West Virginia .... 1
Wisconsin .......... 1

College
Total States ........................ 34
Total Foreign Countries .... 10

High School

Total

18
2

34
10

High
School

1
4
3
1
2

6

9

3

1
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GRADUATES-1953
Robert Anderson
Rickie Arimura
Thomas Baird
William Hobert Baker
Marcus Barnett
Elmer Belcher
Fred Bender
Joe Delton Betts
Barbara Billingsley, '
Jeannette Black
Glenn Boyd
Zane Bradford
Reba Brandon
Herschel Breckenridge
Lloyd Bridges
Carnell Brittain
Lester Brittell
Rees Bryant
Justin Camp
Paul Cantrell
Kenneth Childs
George Chung
Alexander Claasen
Breland Collier
Irma Coons
Charles Crawford
Bill Curry
Mary K. Daniels
Jack Davis
Joan Davis
Barbara Dean
Herbert Dean
Marilyn· Eggers
Ruby Lee Ellis
Bill Eslick
Wayne Fortenberry
Percy Francis
Dean Freetly
Bill Fulks
Doris Fulks
Joyce Fuller
Bob Futrell
1

I

B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.S.
B.S.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

Illinois
Bible
Missouri
Biology
Arkansas
Math
Texas
Bible
Arkansas
Bus. Ad.
Indiana
Bus. Ad.
Arkansas
Soc. Sci.
Texas
Bible
Louisana
Home Ec.
Georgia
Home Ec.
Oklahoma
Bible
. Arkansas
Bus. Ad.
Arkansas
Soc. Sci.
Arkansas
Soc. Sci.
California
Bible
Arkansas
Soc. Sci.
Phys. Ed.
California
Alabama
Bible
Arkansas
Phys. Ed.
Georgia
Bible
Kansas
Soc. Sci.
China
Bus. Ad.
Bible
South Africa
Arkansas
Soc. Sci. & Psy.
Washington, D. C.
Math
Arkansas
Soc. Sci.
Bible
Louisiana
Music
Maryland
Chemistry
Arkansas
Elem. Ed.
Texas
Oklahoma
Home Ec.
Art
Illinois
Home Ec.
Colorado
Speech
Arkansas
Bus. Ad.
California
Bus. Ad.
Arkansas
Bus. Ad.
California
Bible
Oklahoma
Bible
West Virginia
Soc. Sci.
Illinois
Home Ec.
Arkansas
Bus. Ad.
Arkansas

GRADUATES
Denzil Gates
Dorothy Giddens
Willie Glenn
Don Goodwin
Carlos Gorton
Cletus Green
Charles F; Grigsby
Lillie Griffith
Norma Hamilton
Faye Hare
Joan Hayes
Charles Hodge
J ames Hodges
Mary Nell Hogg
H ouston Holt
Billy Joe Homard
Rober,t Horsman
Jerry Johnson
Ken Keiser
Edgar Knoebel
Bryan Layne
Alfred ' Lee
.Toan Lee
Richard LeMay
Gerald Long
CarDI Lumpkin
Bill Mackey
James Massey
NelsDn Matthews
Edgar McFadden
Janie McGuire
Gloria Milton
Allan Charles Mitchell
Joe Moore
John Sam Moore
John Troy Moore
Dick Morrow
Phil Morrow
Janice Murdock
Charles F. Myer, Jr.
Jimmy Noonan
Rita N ossaman
Glenn Olbricht
Harry Olree
Paul Osborn
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B.S.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
. B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
' B.A.
B.S.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A:
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
. B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A:

B.'A.
·B.A.
M.A.
B.A.

B.A.

B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

B.A.

B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.

Math
Home Ec.
English
Bus. Ad.
Soc. Sci.
Journalism
Soc. Sci.
BiOlogy
English
Phys. Ed.
Bus. Ad.
Bible
Bible
Bus. Ad.
Bus. Ad.
Math
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
Bible
Gen. Sci.
Bible
English
Math
Bible
Bible
Bible
Bible
Soc. Sci.
Soc. Sci.
Home Ec.
English
Bible
Bible
Math
Math
Bus. Ad.
Bus. Ad.
SDC. Sci.
Bib. Lang.
Bible
Bus. Ad.
Math
Phys. Ed.
Phys. Ed.

Arkansas
Alabama
Arkansas
Illinois
Colorado
Oklahoma
Arkansas
New Mexico
Arkansas
Texas
Illinois
Texas
.:
,Virginia
Arkansas
Arkansas
. Arkansas
Arkansas,
'
Louisiana
-Indiana
Germ/lny
.Arkansas
California
Texas
Alabama
.oklahoma
Arkansas
" Kentucky
.'. Mississippi
FIDrida
Arkansa:::;
. Arkansas
'Michigan
Mississippi
Mississippi
. ColDraaD
,. .. ' . Arkansas
Ohio
Ohio.
Arkansas
Arkansas
Tennessee
Kansas
Arkansas
Missouri
Arkansas

.
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Gene Patterson
Bertha Sue Poland
Muriel Proctor
Jutta Reich
Gottfried Reichel
Ken Rhodes
Doris Richesin
Lester Richesin
Dale Richeson
Samuel Roach
Gene Robinson
J. C. Roe
Kent Rollman
Ann Rotenberry
Fay Rushton
Corinne Russell
Alma Sanderson
Lloydene Sanderson'
James Seal
Robert Skelton
Eileen E. Snure
John Spickler
Herman Spurlock
Robert Stallings
Alvin Stevens
Corene Stevens
Bob Stringfellow
Bill Summitt
Dorothy Todd
Robert Turnbow
David Underwood , .
Murray Warren
Florence White
Louise White
Bill E. Williams
Lilly W. Williams
Pauline Williams
Billy Joe Wilson
Joyce Witty
Percy Witty
Paul Anthony Woods
Ponder Wright
Ray Wright
Wanda Adair Wright
Hellen Yohe
j

M.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.S.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

Bible
Texas
English
Missouri
Home Ec.
Michigan
Bible
Germany
Speech
Germany
Bible
New Mexico
Phys. Ed.
Pennsylvania
Soc. Sci.
Arkansas
Bib. Lang.
Nebraska
Bible
Arkansas
Science
Illinois
Bio. Sci.
Missouri
Chemistry
Oklahoma
History
Texas
Biology
Arkansas
Home Ec.
Arkansas
Home Ec.
Oklahoma
Home Ec.
Missouri
Soc. Sci.
Kansas
Bible
Texas
Speech
Canada
Bible
Arkansas
Bus. Ad.
Arkansas
Bible
Oklahoma
Bible
Texas
Elem. Ed. & Psy. New Mexico
Biology
Arkansas
Chemistry
Arkansas
English
Arkansas
Bus. Ad.
Louisiana
Bible
Alabama
Bible
Canada
English
Michigan
Education
Ohio
Bible
Arkansas
Home Ec.
Arkansas
English
Mississippi
Biology
New Mexico
History
Oklahoma
Ed. & Psy.
Canada
Bible
California
Arkansas
Bible & Speech
Music Ed.
Tennessee
Elem. Ed.
Texas
Soc. Sci.
Arkansas
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INDEX
Academic Information ......... . 53
Accounting ......................... 100
Administrative Organization 42
Admission . .... ........... ............. 55
Aims, see Purpose .. .............. 9
Alph a Honor 'Society ............ 32
Alpha P si Omega .................. .. 30
Amount of Work .................... 37
Art . .. ........................ 58, 87
A tiendance .... ..... ............ .......... 35
Bachelor of Arts Degree .... .. .. 57
Bachelor of Science Degree .. 63
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